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Studying Characteristics of Diffradive
Deep Inelastic Scattering

with the ZEl:S Leading Proton Spectrometer

by

Jeffrey T. Rahn

The obSl!rvation of diffraction in Deep Inelastic: Scattering (DIS) at the IIERA electron-
proton collider generated considerahle excitement. This reac:tion provides an opportunity
to study at a parton level the mechanism resl>onsible for diffractive and elastic readions in
hadronic: collisions. The ZEUS experiment, equipped with a Leading Proton Spectrometer
(LPS), is ideally suited to observe this reaction (cp -+ cpX) by detec:ting the proton pin
addition to the electron c and photon fragment X. The reaction is approximately expe>-
nential in the momentum transfer sq uared t with an ex!>onential slope b = u.u± o.u~~:~
Gey2. The inclusive cross section, eXIHessed as Ff(~), has been measured in the kinematic.
region 5 < Q2 < 20 GeV2 and ;(.11'< 0.0:3. An analysis of this structure fundion indicates
that the soft Pomeron trajectory is most al>l>ropriate, although shrinkage has not yet been
connrmed. The;(.11' dependence is observed to follow a power behavior Ff(~) ex ;(11'" at
t = -0.16 Gey2, with a ntted to 1.08 ± .Ou~:?g. The inclusive event shape variables demon-
strate a nnal state similar to the hadronic. system prod uced in c+c- collisions at similar
energy scales. These conclusions are discussed in the context of other analyses of the same
reaction at IIERA, with further discussion of the r>roblems of background and event selection
facet:1by measurements not based on the observation of the nnal proton.
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Modern high-energy I)hysics attempts to determine the basic building blocks and
interadions of matter. The current theory use-:1to describe phenomena at high energies
has been naJlle-:I the standOlYl model. This model has had astounding success in descril::ing
a variety of features of high-energy re<lctions. At the core of the standard model are twelv~
fundamental particles, shown in figure 1.1. The standard model's success stems froJll the
identification of the hasic building blocks of matter as twelve fel-mion •• (the name fermion
indicates that the particles carry half-integer spin), shown on the left side of this diagram.
Forees in the model are also carried by I)articles, shown on the right side of this diagram,
and called baSo'IS hecause they carry integer spin. The twelve fermions are groul)e<:1into
six qUOl·k~.and six lepton,', each of which has an antiparticle; the quarks are the top six
particles shown in figure 1.1. The classical theory of electrodynamics has been quantized
- written in terms of exchange of particles - to make Quantum Electrodynamics (QED),
with t]le photoll (or i) responsible for carrying the electrical force. The weak force is carried
by the H' and Z bosons; the weak interaction ean be observed in nuclear reactions such as
fj de<:ay. The strong force is earried hy gillon •• (g). Of the fermions shown in figure 1.1,
all twelve interact with the weak force, the tOI>nine interact electromagnetically, and the
tOI>two rows interact with the strong interaction. This thesis concentrates on tlle strong
interadion between the light quarks (the up and down or u and d quarks).

It might be worthwhile to digress for a moment to define a high-energy reaction.
Many pllysical processes, such as the sun or an atomic bomb detonation, certainly involve
tremendous amounts of energy. However, theo focus in high-energy physics is in placing
a large amount of energy into a single !>article. !vlacroscopic<~lly, these energy is fairly
small, as each HEM proton carries ahout 1 erg. Thus, the interactions between particles
in high-energy physics are quite distinct from interactions within the sun, where particles
earry at most a few lI·leV of energy. Reactions where the individual particles carry GeV
energies (GeV = 109 eV = 1.6 x 10-10 Joules = .OOHl erg) are actually quite rare, occurring
in only a few conditions in the universe. These interadions would only be eXI>ecte<:!whe~
temperatures exceed 1015 degrees. In fact, using teml>erature as an analogy for understand-
ing high-energy physics interactions is fairly a ppropriate. A high-energy collision can he
thought of as an investigation of processes found in very high temperature states. 1
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Scattering experiments ean trace their roots hack to the a-particle experiments [1]
which le<:lto the hypothesis of the nuclear atom [2]. By observing the angular distrihution
at which 0' particles were scattered by matter, the existence of a dense central nucleus of the
atom was proven. By the 1950s, the advantages of ele<:.trons instead of hadronic objects for
prohing matter were clear. The eledromagnetic interaction could be predicted much more
precisely than interactions involving hadronic ohje<:ts, making ele-:tron-proton collisions a
superior resource for study of the nucleus. Effectively, the ele<:.trons are used as a source of
very high-energy (high-fre<luency) light, which allows analysis of small distance scales. In
1955, research at the High Energy Physics Laboratory at St.1l\ford demonstrate<l tha t the
proton was not pointlike, hut instead had a "size" of approximately 0.7 ± 0.2 fm [3].

The next major advance in the study of t]le proton was the 1968 discovery of
proton substructure, for which Jerome Friedman, Henry Kendall, and Richard Taylor were
awarde<:l the Nobel prize. Tile constituents of the proton were later identified as quarks [1].

This thesis reports on continuing effort in understanding the proton's structure
and constituents by seattering electrons from these particles. In the second chapter, a dis-
cussion of the physics of deep inelastic scattering (DIS) will be l>resented, and the concept of
diffractive scattering is introduced. The study is possible hecause of technical achievements
of the IIEllA collider and ZEUS detector, both descrihed in c11apter 3. Chapter 1 describes
one component of ZEUS, the Leading Proton Spectrometer (LPS), which has been heavily
use-:l in this analysis. Chapter 5 describes the detailed simulation of ZEUS and the LPS.
while event selection and reconstruction are describe<:l in chal>ter 6. .

Physics analysis begins with general observations about the LPS data, including
the longitudinal and transverse momentum distributions. Measurement of the cross section
for diffraction is shown in chapter 8, followed by a discussion of the distribution of final
state particles in chapter 9.

l~ote that in high energy phy~icfl., no atrempt i~madE'to create a ~tfttiMicai en~emble. 1\'him normallv
i~ff'quire-d ,,-hen applying the concept of temptofature .



Chapter 2

A quantize.:1 field theory has been developP.d to describe interactions involving
hadrons, the stllJll.qor /wdl'Onic liw:P. [5, u]. Tllis theory, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)',
has successfully prp.(licte.:l many features of hadronic interactions. However, comparisons
bP.twp.p.ndata and thP.ory havP. bp.p.ndifficult due to the naturP. of the strong interaction, at
IP.ast as implemente-:I in QCD. In ordP.r to understand this problP.m, a small amount of field
theory is re<luire-:l.

Solutions to observable quantities in fiP.ld theory are generally written as a series
eXI>ansion of the number of I>artides involved in the interaction. For exanll>le, in thP.
calculation of the cross section of c+c- -+ /,+ p.-, the first ordP.r term would involve thP.
exchange of a single photon, as shown in figure 2.1. One of the highP.r-order terms would
include one pllOton radiated from the final/,+. The contribution of diagrams with additional
photons, however, is sUPI>ressp.<:1by a factor O':m for each photon, whP.re O'cm indicates the
strength with which the photons interact with the charge<l ele-:trons and muons. The
parameter I)'cm is not predicte.:1 but has been measured to be al>proximately 1/137 at low
energies. Considering the interaction of the electron and muon as a series eXI>ansion, the
contributions rapidly diminish. Only cases were 1or a small number of photons nee<l to be
considered to obtain an accurate l>rediction, because O'cm is so small.

Theoretical Advances in Diffractive
Deep Inelastic Scattering

This chapter provides the motivation for the measurements made in this thesis.
Quantum Chromodynamics provides the basic theorP.tical framework, and in I>articular the
measurements of deel) inelastic scattering have strongly supported this theory. However,
diffraction has proven (Iifficult to describe, but can be modeled using the I>henomenological
Regge theory. ThP. models for diffractive DIS draw on a combination of Regge thoory and
DIS. In this chapter, these pieces are described, and an overview of the diffractive models
are presented.

ThP. iuteractions between hadrons has provide<l a rich set of P.xl>erimental data,
but these dat.1 ha\'e bP.P.ndifficult to intetf>ret using one com[JrphP.nsive the-Jry. Exanll>les
of the hadronic prol>P.rties which an ideal the->ry would describe includP.:

Figure 2.1: An example of c+c- -+ /,+ /,-: a) first order and b) one of the many se-:ond-order
diagrams

3, Masses of the observe<] meson and baryon resonances.

1. Interaction cross-sections between hadronic particles and both other hadrons and
other constituents of the standard model

The process for calculating observable rates in QCD is similar.! However, the
strong interaction parameter O'S is much larger than QED's O'cm - much larger than 1 at
low energies. Each term in the series expansion excee<ls the previous one and the eXI>ansion
technique fails to give a meaningful answer.

Fortunately, QCD has a characteristic which has allowed some predictions to be
made. The I>arameter 0', has energy dependence, decreasing as the energy of interaction in-
crP.ases. At an energy slightly below 1 GeV, O'S ~ 1, falling even lower at energies above ~ 1
GeV. Thus, calculations of I>henomena exclusively at high-energy C<1nbe performed with
considerable accurac:y. But even high-energy collisions of particles include some contribu-
tions of low-energy interactions (which cannot be calculated). Typically, the calculation
of an observable quantity will include ••oft or nonpcl'tlll'bativc parts and add an energy-

lThe non-abelian natltre of QeD. or th~ ability of the gluon to interact ,.dth iuelf. lead~ to ~ub~tantiallv
lUore diagraUl"l ,..-hich mu~t be calculated compared to QED. .

Because of the outstanding success of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), the quan-
tum field theory approach has been applied to other processes. Indeed, in weak and elee-
troweak theories, the technique of quantizing a field theory led to alh'ances in describing
and understan<ling the physical phenomena. ~·:loroover, QED is well al>proximate<1 at low
energies by non relativistic quantum mechanics, which in turn aecurately pre-liets the ion-
ization of thP. hydrogen atom (similar to objective 1, above) and ionization potentials for
other atoms (similar to 3) along with a wide variety of other practical I>henomena.



dependent ha,.d or /Je,.tuI·batil!e QCD cOlllilOnent. The evolution of the proton structure
function, described in section 2.2.3, is a perfect example of this.

An additional differenee between QED and QCD is that while QED has 2 charge
states (+ and -), QCD has 3 distinct charge states. This characteristk led to the c:oncp.rJt
of CO 10,., with the three charges labele •.l red, green, and blue. A state with no rharge in
QED can be built by adding a positive and negative charge together. In QCD, three colors
added together make a color-neutral state, white. Particles constructed from three quarks
into a color-neutral state are called bal'.von~. Additionally, anti-particles carry anti-color,
so a colored Ilarticle plus an anti-particle can make a color-neutral state; particles built in
this manner are called l1Ie80n.<.

to make color-neutral objects, observed as free particles (2.2e). Essentially, the chain of
gilions connecting the struck quark to the rest of the hadron condenses into a string of free
hadrons: Ilions, p mesons, (for a list of known hadrons see [10]).

For the process e+e- -t qq, the two quarks go through a nearly identical fragtnen-
tation rJrocess yielding a large number of final hadrons. Initially, the qq state exists as two
quarks traveling in opposite directions. However, the gluon field forms between the two and
breaks into qq pairs, fragmenting into hadrons.

The simplest model of fragmentation, the tube nuxlel [11, 12, 13, l1],uses two
o!'served features of e+e- -t qq processes. First, the number of particles varies as the log of
the invariant mass of the system. Second, the Ilarticles are distributed uniformly in ral~idity
space while transverse momentum (to the qq axis) appears to be exponentially suppressed:

1)11< 10gQ
1)11> logQLarge as \'alues at low energies have been IISed to eXlllain some characteristks of

hadrons, espedally confinement and !I'O.IIl1Ientation [7, 8). Confinement refers to the fact
that "free quarks" have never been observed - quarks always to come in Ilairs or sets of 3 [9].
For c.omparison, an electron and positron bound electromagnetkally into positronium can
be separated to an infinite distance with a few electron-volt.s of energy. There is no analogy
for ionization with hadrons, however, beo:ause the strong interaction inc:reases linearly witll
distance between the quarks, forcing quarks always to stay with an anti-quark or two other
quarks of complimentary color, forming color-neutral states. These color neutral states can
behave as independent Ilarticles since the strong interactions between color-neutral states
vanishes at large distances.

This simple parameterization only results from observations, and does not have a firm
foundation in QCD. Indeed, QCD processes lead to a distinct class of 3-jet events, which
would not be described by this simple tu be model. A hard gluon can radiate from a quark
while the interaction still exists at a small distance scale. This hard gluon would appear
as a distinct jet after fragmentation, leading to a final state not anticipated by the tube
model. Challter 9 has a further discussion of the fragmentation IlroCesS.

Substantial progress has been made in understanding the physics of hadron ic in-
teractions by studying deep inelastic scattering (D1S). Using a lepton (eleo:tron, muon, or
neutrino) as a source of photons, lV± or Z bosons, the quarks within thp Ilroton can be
examined. One of the first breakthroughs in D1S was the discovery of substructure within
the Ilroton [15].

Consider the process ep -t eX. The 1-momentum of the particles is k flH the
initial and k' for the final electron, and p for the initial proton. I' denotes the total center-
of-mass energy. There are basically two degrees of freedom for the photon exchange:l to
the proton, which can he described hy any two of the variahles Q2, W, :l' or y, defined
in figure 2.3. The invariant mass of the pllOton, Q2, sets the scale of the photon-quark
interaction. The fraction of the electron's momentum carried by the exchanged photon is
y. H' refers to the invariant mass of the photon plus proton system, which sets the scale
for the fragmentation process. :l' (or Bjorken-:r) can be best descrihed as the momentum
fraction of the struck quark v,'ithin the proton. Figure 2.3 includes the approximations valid
for HERA, with masses of the particles set to 0 and :l' very small.

Since this process has 2 degrees of freedom at fixed 8, a complete descriptioll can
be obtained by measuring the differential cross section dr7Ql' As the well-understood and
easily calculable electroweak interaction is known to control this lepton-hoson vertell:, it is
more convenient to isolate the Ilhoton, ZO or 1-1' c:ontribution and calculate this c:toSSsection

Once the quark model began to gain accept,~nce, many scattering experiments
involving hadrons intended to place enough energy into an individual quark that it would
be able to escape the strong interactions with its neighbors and exist as a !,.re quO/·k. While
that was never observed, the reaction v,'hich took place is the process of fragmentation,
shown in figule 2.2, In this example, a high-energy (several GeV) electron approaches
a proton (2.2a), One quark within the Ilroton receives substantial momentum from the
electron via the exchange of a photon (2.2b), and the electron and quark recoil from this
exchange (2.2c). The electron, which carries no color charge, can exit without further
interaction. For a short time, the quark also travels without interacting substantially with
other particles in the proton. As the quark leaves the edge of the hadron, its energy is
converted into a gluon field, slowing down the quark (2.201). After suffident energy is stored
in the color string, the gluon field fluctuates into pairs of quarks, and these quarks combine
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carryiug a fraction of the total momentum .r. The electromagnetic interactiou between
fermions has been studied for some time. The frOSS section for integral-charge fermions is:

The total electron-IHoton cross section is the sum over quark types i of this cross section,
multil>lied hy the probability that quark type i (and charge Ci) is ohserved with momentum
fraction :r when probed with a I>hoton of virtuality Q2:

Figure 2.3: Varia hies used in DIS: The initial electron with 1-momentum k is incident on the
proton with 1-momentum p. After exchange of a boson of momentum q, the final electron
1-momentum is k'.

The only addition to the standard electromagnetic interaction between two fer-
mions is the parton density Ii (:r, Q2), whidl can he reIa te<:l to the structure function of
eq uation 2.2:

in terms of the interaction of the lel>ton with another fermion. Thus, the frO"''' section
defines the ,,!r'uetuN' functions F2, F" and FL. These structure functions are related to the
differential cross section:

du(e±p -t e± X)
d:r dQ2

The most basic versinn of the parton-modellHedicts that the longitudinal structure
function is 0; and F2 has no Q2 dependence. In order to further explain the role of the
structure function, four scenarios are desc.rihed along Witll their corresponding structure
functions.

The structure function has I>arity-conserving elements F2 (:r, Q2) and FL(:r, Q2),
along with thel>arity-violating F,(:r, Q2) which results from the weak interaction. Since the
limite<f Q2 reach of the measurements in this thesis predude substantial weak contributions,
F, will he ignored and only the photon exchange will be discussed here. Note that with weak
effects ignored, the interaction is unchanged when positrons are su bstituted for electrous.
For this reason, the term "electron" will be useft to refer to either an electron or positron
in this thesis.

The structure functions, as define<:1here, are only approlHiate if ga uge bosons
interact with fermions within the I>roton. The constituents of the proton have been la-
beled "partons," with the fractionally-charged fermions identified as quarks bound by the
neutrally-chargeof gluons. Since the gluons, where are bosons, do not carry any charge they
do not interact electromagnetically or weakly, allowing the structure function to be written
with only the consideration of lepton interactions with fermions. One of the key advantages
of usiug leptons as a probe for proton structure is the ability to pick out only the charged
constituents of the proton, in contrast with hadron-hadron collisions where quark-gluon,
gluou-gluon, and quark-quark interactions all occur simultaneously. The parton model will
describe how quarks, bound together by QCD, form the hadronic state of the proton.

First, suppose that the proton were a I>ointlike fermion. Then the only possible :r
value would be 1, since every interaction would be with an object which carried all of the
momentum of the proton. This would be observed as a parton density fi(:r) IX 6(:r - 1) as
shown in figure 2.1a.

Next, suppose that the proton consisted of 3 quarks, each of which carried exactly
~ of the proton's momentum. Then the structure functions would be measured as fi(:r) IX

6(:r - !) (figure 2.1b).
A more coml>lex cases arises when the quarks are in a bound state, as is the case

within the I>roton. The relative motion of the quarks inside the IHoton smears the observed
momentum fraction away from a 6 function, into a broad distribution with an average value
of!. These quarks are named l!olenCl' quarks (figure 2.1c).

The quark-I>arton model is substantially imlHoved with the addition ofQCD effects.
Since gluons can s[,lit into quarks, this provides a large supply of .'ca (IUarks at low-:r. In

Iu the parton model, the I>roton (and other hadrons) consists of free spin-half
quarks. At any given time there are a large uumber of quarks within the lladron, eadl



figure 2.·1d, the sea contribution is shown with the dotteti line, with the sum of valence
plus sea quarks shown by the solid line. QCD effects can also cause FL to be nonzero.
Finally, QCD makes the structure functions dependent on Q2. This energy dependence can
be predicted well with theory, as shown in tlle next section. As a conse<:luence, the parton
densities Ii in equation 2.5 are dependent on Q2 (/i (1' , Q2)).

Six quarks ha\'e been identifieti in the Standard Model (figure 1.1). Protons (neu-
trons) are considered hound states of 2 (1) up and 1 (2) down valence quarks. TIle chat'm
and top quarks ha\'e the same charge (+~) as the up quark, but have larger masses of ~1-1.5
GeVand 180 GeV [IG]. The strange and bottom quarks have the s<,me charge as the down
quark (-!) and have masses of 0.1-0.:3 GeV and ~1 GeV, respectively. The strange, charm,
bottom, and top quarks make UI>exotic meson and baryon states which can he create<.i in
the laboratory, hut do not directly contribute to I>hysics at lower energy seales, since they
rapidly decay to the lower-mass up and down quark states.

Sinee the parton densities are not predicted hy the model, these can onl}' he
measured. Many parameterizations exist which descrihe the data well and include evolution
effects [n, 2:3, 21).

The Q2 dependence of the structure functions provides one of the most stringent
tests of QCD. Prediction of the structure functions themselves is impossible due to non-
perturbative contributions. Their cmllltion in Q2, however, has a firm prediction because
ehanges in the structure function as a function of Q2 are Il!edominantly the result of per-
turbative effects. Thus, from a measurement of Ii (1', Q~) over a range of;t up to 1 allows
I>rediction of fi(Z, Q2) at any Q2 > Q~ and Z > 1', using DGLAP evolution [17].

At larger Q2 values, additional Ilartons are expeeted due to "parton splitting," or
radiation of partons from other partons. The parton ,oplittin.q fun.ction has been defined to
describe the rate at which partons are radiated from other partons. Four possible eases
need to be mnsidered: the prohability of a (juark splitting into a gluon Pq.q(z) or a quark
Pqq(z) (Pqq(z) = Pqq (1- z)); the prohability of a gluon splitting into gluons, Pqq (z), and the
probahility of a gluon sillitting into (Iuarks, Pqq(z). All of these splitting functions qUI he
solved using QCD as a function of t.he fraction of the momentum carried hy the final parton
Z (18). The evolution of the density functions, to leading order, is given by the equations:

dqi(;t, Q2)
dlogQ2

dq(;t,Q2)
dlogQ2

OS(Q2) (J dy [(1') 2 (1') 2 ]~.I" y Pqq y qi(y,Q )+Pqq y q(y,Q)

oS(Q2) {I dV ['"' (1') ( 2) n (;;t) 2)]~.I" !~ L..;-Pqq y qj y,Q + rqq y .q(y,Q

In practical terms, this means that once the structure function has been measure<:l
hetween a minimum l' value and 1 at fixed Q2, DGLAP evolution would predict the structure
function for all other Q2 above the minimum l' value.

The naive parton model does not predict any dependence of the parton density
functions, or the structure function, on Q2. TIle failure of tllis approximation is known
as "scaling violation" and can he seen dearly in HEll A and fixe<:l-target data [19, 20, 21)
(figure 2.5). In this figure, the "soft" information could he considered the normalization of
every line at different :f values. The QeD predietion is only in the slope of these lines, and
the agreement hetween the data and QeD f>volution strongly supports QCD.
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Thp. IHp.vious sp.ctions have detailed some succesSp.s and shortcomings of QCD.
The shortcomings - inability to make IHedictions involving "soil" effeets - has led to
a revival of Regge phenomenology. The original work of Regge [25] has been developed
into a framework known as Regge theory [26]. The domain of Regge phenomenology in-
cludes predietions for the!' (total energy squared) dependencp. of hadron-hadron scattering
cro"s sedions and predictions about leading I>articles in hadron-Iladron wltisions. However,
RP.gge theory does not have any clear relation to QCD; the failurp. of QCD to deseribe soft
procP.SSesmakes I>henomenological models such as RP.gge thp.ory the only availa ble option
for deseribing many observations.

In order to understand how Regge theory is apl>lied, consider the reaetion in fig-
ure 2.6a, the process AV ~ 1fD. For low center-of-mass enp.rgies ,j$ (~ 1 GeV), this
procp.ss is dominated by the production of resonances whose quantum numbers are apprl>-
I>riate for initial IJarticles A and B. Such resonances have been carefully studied, and the
masses, widths, and sl>in states measured (10]. A coml>lete cakulation of this reaction in
QCD would sum Feynman diagrams such as that shown in thp middle column of figure 2.6a.
Of course, any atteml>t to perform the QeD calculation perturbatively would fail because of
soft interactions involved in the reaction. Regge theory, on the other hand, would describe
this readion as mediated by resonances, for example the p rp.sonance. In this case, the
"cOlII>ling" between the initial particles and final particles, along with the I>ropagator, are
described as if the resonance were a fundamental I>article in the field theory. One important
attribute of these resonances, which is eXI>loited in RP.gge theory, is their tendency to have
linearly correlated spin J and mass squared. The p trajectory is shown in figure 2.7, with
two on-sllell I>articles. Other trajectories have more particles. The straight line correlation
between a = J vs. t = m2, is known as the Regge trajectory: O'(t) = a(O) + 01 • t. The
presence of these resonances is equivalent to the series of I>oles in the scattering amplitude
for the process AC ~ ED at intP.ger values of the spin.

One succ.ess lor Regge theory is the description of thP. crossed reaction AB ~ CD,
show n in figure 2.6b. In this case, the exchanged particle is no longer on-shell; the center-of-
mass energy squared ,-, which described the mass of the exchanged object, is replaced by t
(typieally nP.gative). The particle is off-shell and resonances cannot be observed. Aside from
the change in kinematics, the actual Feynman diagrams which would describe this process
are identical to 8 channel exchange. RP.gge theory can be apl>lied for nP.gative values of t as
8 ~ oc to get the asynll>totic behavior of the crossed channel process AB ~ CD:
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ci (Gey1) where 13(t) depends on the type of the colliding particles. Figure 2.7 presents experimental
data confirming this behavior of the scattering amplitude. The points in the t < 0 rP.gion
correspond to art) extraded from the charge exc.hange readion r.-p ~ r.°n. They align
with the resonances belonging to the p trajectory - the intermP.1:liate states of the crossed
channel IHoeess r.- r.0 ~ pn.

Figure 2 ..>: Measurements of the proton structure function F2 as a function of Q2; the linp.
indicates a fit using DGLAP evolution.
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Figure 2.7: The p trajectory [27]. The points with t < 0 come from the analysis of the
reaction i.-1) -4 roan.

If apillied to the case of elastic scattering where A = C and B = D, the formalism
pre.l icts the following behavior of the cross se<:tion at small It I [2G,28], applying the tend ency
offor th~ momentum transfer sq uared to be eXllonentially distributed with slope bd reslliting
from fits to m~asured distributions:

The optical throrem states that the square of the imaginary part of the forward elastic
scattering amplitude is proportional to the tot..~1cross se.:tion [27]. Thus, the Regge aJ>-
proximation can be expanded to calculate total hadronic cross sections as well, such as that
shown in figure 2.Gc. On~ way of describing the optical theorem is to draw a Feynman dia-
gram for AB ~ X and draw the same diagram for the charge conjugate state, X ~ AB.
By connecting the final and initial particles, the square of the AB ~ X diagram is obt..~ined;
these diagrams apllear to be the same as those in figure 2.Gb. Apllarently, the diagram for
the square of the tot..~l cross section looks much like the elastic diagram. Thus, the Regge
calculation of the total cross section would be:

Figure 2.G: Use of Regge approximation to solve scattering processes. The center column
SllOWSa sample of th~ many diagrams r~quir~d to calculat~ the scatt~ring proc.~ss using QCD.
On the right, the Regge approach for these l>rocesses; the sawtooth line could represent
either a meson or Pomeron.

In princillle, the full calculation of a cross section should involve summing over
all Regge traje.:tories that can be exchanged in the considered reaction. In Ilractice, two
trajectories are sufficient to describe the energy dependence of hadronic and photoproduc-
tion cross sections abm'e the resonant region (8 » ;3 GeV). The Reggron trajectory with
intercept OlTl(O) = 0.55 [29] and slope (l'lTl' ~ 1 GeV-2, corresponding to meson exchange,
describes the initial fall of the cross sections as the C.m. energy increases. The Pomeron
trajectory was introdnced to describe the leveling and slight growth of the cross sections
at lligh energy, hehavior first predicted by Pomeranchuk [30]. A fit to the hadronic data
indicates a Pomeron intercept of 0'8'(0) = 1.08 and slolle (1'0, ~ 0.25 GeV-2 [29]. The
Pomeron trajectory corresponds to exchange of vacuum quantum numbers, and should
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dominate elastic and diffractive reactions. In the crossed channel the Pomeron trajectory
should correspond to a series of hadronic resonances called glueballs. A candidate for such
a state with sllin J = 2 has been observed at mass III ~ 1900 /I·leV [31]; the large Pomeron
intercept should preclude any corresponding J = 1 glueballs. However, in the absence of
confirmation of a particle-like trajectory, the name Pomeron will be retained in this thesis
simply as a descrilltion for the phenomenon resllonsible for diffractive and elastic scattering.

Figure 2.8: (a) The total Ilhotoproduction cross section [32, 33, :H] as a function of the
c.m. energy loll. The lines are the results of a Regge--ty pe of parametrization with 0'11'(0) =
1.0808 (solid) [29] and 0'11'(0) = 1.015 (dotted) [35]. (b) Elastic p. Ilhotollroduction cross
section [32, :33, 36, 37, 38] as a function of tile C.m. energy W, with a Regge-inspired
parameterization [39]

The same values of the Pomeron and the Reggeon intercepts snccessfully describe
also the total cross sections in Ilhotollroduction (;p ~ X), as illustrated in figure 2.8a
including HEnA results [32, 33]. The ability of Regge theory to describe photon-hadron
interactions may seem surprising but results from fluctnations of the Ilhoton into a qq state
allowing hadron-like interactions. The Ilhoton is often described as having a structure
function much like the proton. The ALLM parametrization [35] uses a slightly lower \'<llue
of 0'11'(0) = 1.0-15. In figure 2.8b, the cross sections for the elastic pO photoproduction are
shown to be consistent with Regge eXllectations The line shows the parametrization [39] of
the form similar to the equation 2.10 using 0'11'(0) = 1.08.

Regge theory predicts some featnres of the inclusive reactions of the type AB ~
ex. Thanks to MUller's extension of the olltical theorem [18], the high energy asymptotic
behavior of the corresponding cross sections may be derived from the forward amplitude for
an elastic three-body IltocesS ABC ~ ABC. If particle e carries the same (j uan tum n umber
and a large fraction of the momentum of A, the reaction describes the diffractive single
di&sociation process. The behavior of the inclusive cross section may be then calculated in
the trillie Pomeron asymptotic limit of M} ~ oc and slM} ~ oc [28]. The triple Pomeron
description comes from figure 2.6d, where the Regge aplltoximation involves a vertex formed
by :3 Pomeron intercepts.

A large number of hadron-hadron experiments have confirmed that the above formula
correctly describes the diffractive dissociation above the region of low mass resonances.
Even at very large center-of-mass energies of ..;s = 1.8 TeV the value of the Pomeron
intercept extracted from the Mx spectrum shape [12] is consistent with that obtained from
the elastic and the total cross sections.

Experiments with ~colliders observed two classes of events in whieh the final state
particles were not distributed according to P.<luation 2.1. One class of events was elastic:
plJ ~ plJ [10, 11]. Another class had a proton at large rallidity, then a gap in rapidity
(or angle) in whic.h no Ilarticles were Ilresent, pP ~ pX [11, 12, 1:3, 11, 15, 16, 17]. Since
(Miiller's extension of) tile optical theorem [18] was effective in relating the cross-section for
this process with the total cross-section, these events were labeled diffmctivc. In analogy
with optical diffraction, the proton is said to have diffracted around the black sphere of the
p, in the process breaking up the p. ConsP.<luently, the protons travel at small angles and
with most of their energy intact.

A similar class of events have been observp.<1in D1S at IIEM [19, 50]. These events
are characterized by a proton carrying nearly tile same momentum as the initial proton,
and with little transverse momentum; at IIEnA, these protons are lost in the beam pipe.
Additionally, a gall in rapidity is observP.l:1between the beam pille and the first hadronic

A subset of the single diffractive Ilrocess, double dissociation in deep inelastic
scattering looks like a typical single diffractive reaction, except that the final state proton
dissociates in to a higher mass state MN, figure 2.9. The data on this subject is very limited
due to experimental difficulties with discriminating between double dissociation process
and the non-diffractive interactions. Theoretical undetst.~nding is also limitecl. Diffractive
measurements made without direct observation of the final IltOton will typically have tllis
reaction as a background.
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variable is 'imn" the maximum rapidity at which a particle is present, not including the
outgoing I)roton. Experimentally, 11m •• is defined by the calorimeter energy deposit with
the 'ma~imum ral)idity, which might be considerably different from the generated value if
more than a solitary proton eSCal)eS undetected down the beam pipe. !:it/> is usually not
considered relevant. and thus. a a four-dimensional differential cross section is used, often
written in terms of'the structure function F;'(4):

d4UdiJJ _ 2r.o~m (1 (1 _ )2) F,D(4l('J Q2. t)
dlJdQ2dXJ1'dt - IJQ4 + y 2 " ,.'Jr'

if the longitudinal and parity-violating contributions are ignored. One can also write the
differenti;l cross section in terms of Q2, W, M} and t, as demonstrated in [51,52], without
any loss of information.

Previous HERA measurements [5:3, 51] have made the measurements integrate<:l
ow'r the entire t range, which gives results for F;'(J)(fJ, Q2, xJ1') = .r F;'(4)dt since t could
not he measured.

Ti,e diffractive interaction is viewed [56] as pllOton diffractive dissociation on a
proton, based on earlier development of the DFKL Pomeron [55]. The I)hoton fluctuates in
different hadronic states with a wave function which can be eXI)ressed as:Attempts to describe diffraction in DIS 11avehad moderate success, mostly through

the use of Regge theory. Three distinct categories have appeared in the literature. Nikolaev-
Zakharov atteml)t to describe the interaction using the DFJ<L Pomeron, which fixes many
characteristics of the interaction. Ingelman-Schlein and Donnadlie-Landshoff have used
Regge theory, describing the Pomeron as a I)hysical particle which is emitted from the
proton. Once emitted, it acts as a normal hadron, and the Pomeron has a st.ructure fnnction
and other characteristics of a hadron. The models of Buchmiiller, along with work by
Ingelman, describe the collision as a standard DIS collision, after which the struck quark
system flnctuates into a color singlet state through exchange of soft gluons after the eollision,
allowing it to fragment independently of the proton.

Although these apl)roaches are substantially different, many predictions tnrn out
to be quite similar. Free parameters make it more difficult for the data to distinguish
between tllese models. In this section, information on these models is presented as an
overview on current literatnre.

The cross section is proportional to the transverse size p of these fluctuations, known as
color traIJ.spa1"Cncy,

U(p) ex ()2p2 (2.21)

which, for qij fluctuations, leads to one of the strongest predictions of the model; since
p ex ":, (where 1n1 is the mass of the quark of flavor f):

U ex -;. (2.22)
1111

Therefore, the I)rodnction of heavy quarks is strongly sUPIHessed. Furthermore, this C<lU5es
one quark to carry most of the photon's momentum, since this configuration corresponds
to the maximal fluctuation size p. This "aligne<:I-jeC configuration was anticipate<l in [57].

The interaction with the proton proc""",ls through the exchange of two gluons
(see figure 2.11) and neither a flux nor a structure function is attributed to the Pomeron.
The cross section assigned to the qq fluctuations, the valence component of the exchange
(dominant at b > t), is given by:

~u I M
2

ex --- (2.2:3)
dtdMl 1=0' (Q2 + M2)3'

while the cross section corresponding to the qij.q fluctuations, sea component (dominant for
IJ «: t), is given, in the triple Regge approach, by:

~I ~UTOT(;"p)A3lT' (2.21)
dtdM} 1=0 M}

The kinematics of diffractive events will be described here as having five degrees
of freedom: the electron longitudinal angle and energy, the proton longitudinal angle and
energy, and the electron- proton acoplanarity angle between the electron and I>coton !:it/>.
Additional variables can be attributed to kinematics within the hadronic. final state, as dis-
cussed in chapter 9. The 5 kinematical variables are easily described by assigning the change
in the proton's four-momentum to the Pomeron. The Standard DIS variables, x,Q2,!I, W
(section 2.2.1)' have the usual definition. Several additional variables are introduced to
describe diffractive physics. See figure 2.10 for more information on these definitions. Eq ua-
tioJl 2.H is valid in the limit Mx ~ O. Equation 2.15 is valid for ;TL ::: 1. An additional



In 1985 Ingelman an •.l Schlein [58] identifie-:I a the partonie structure of the Pomer-
on by investigating the reactinn pp ~ X p. According to their model, this proCe&~could be
factorized into t!le IlroCess of emission of a Pomeron and its interaction with the antiproton.
Thus, the Pomeron, once emitte<:l, behaves as any otller hadron; it therefore has a structure
function and Ilarton density functions much like the proton.

The differential cross section for the IlrOCesscp ~ ('pX u,n be written as:

Figure 2.11: Diagrams for the production of qq (a) and qq.q (b) states in the NZ diffractive
model.

where A~IT' is the triple Pomeron couilling. Although the Pomeron in t1lis model is not
treate<:l as a particle with a well define-:I partonic structure, it is possible to give an op-
erational <lefinition of the (.ross section in terms of a two component (valence and sea)
diffractive structure function. Splitting the structure function emphasizes the breaking of
factorization predicte<:l by the model. Factorization in this context means an independence
of the ;l:U', t portion of the structure function (proc.ess of emission) from the (1,Q2 (photon-
Pomeron) dellendence. The;l: rand (1 dellendence can be factorized for each of the two
components separately with the following global result for the cross section:

1'_F.2D(3)(fJ,Q2,;t_) = (TT(>1·(pp)G~(m~;tIT'2) [B31T' </>"al(.. )plT'(fj Q2) +
• • 16r.B~1T' Bd D' ZIT' •••1"

<i>iPa(;r.r)F.~(fJ,Q2) +</>~(zr,Q2)Fl.,aM,Q2)] (2.25)

with the factor ~ arising from the limit 1 -t 0 of the t-dependent part of the flux
factors: <i>D'(zIT')czp(-Bcdtll and flT'(zr)(';Tp(-B~D'ltll.2 Their prediction for the longitu-
dinal structure, expe-:ted only for ;1 > 0.8, is indude<:l in this expression as well. The;t U'

dependence is pre<:licte<:lin the theory to be approximately: [56]

flT'(zU'),<i>IT'(zr) = (zp)PI (;t: + p~) . (2.26)
zIT' ;tD'+P~

with PI = 0.569, P2 = 0.1895, T)~ = 1.53, 1O-~ for the valence, and PI = 0,711, P2 =
0.596, p~ = 0,8 ' 1O-~ for the sea, The valence qq and sea qq,q structure functions are
defined as:

1 1
flT'(;r.r' t) = - --- ,(6,38 ('8t + 0,121 c~')

, 22.3';l:U'

Given the hypothesis of factorization at the IP - p vertex, fIT' is universal and can be
. . If! I h d . t ' '1 f ( Q2)' h h t fl· da(..,.q(qj-lX)extracte<: rom la( ron- a ron sca terlng <. ata, ,"'/e Z, IS t e p 0 on ux, d4

is the matrix element for the hard scattering, in which ,",q ~ qq should dominate, with the
production of high 7JT jets in the final state. Jq(ql/lT' represents the parton densities inside
the Pomeron, which, as a conse<juence of factorization, are independent of the process of
emission, Given its quasi-hadronic nature, the Pomeron is treate<:\ as a particle and a
structure function can be define-:l as:

The normalization of the parton densities is determined by the fulfillment of the momentum
sum rule,

In the Donnachie-Landshoff [29] (DL) model, diffraction in DIS is describe •.1 as
Pomeron exchange between virtual photon and proton, with the Pomeron coupling pre-
dominantly to quarks, in analogy with the photon. The authors calculate the cross section
in the framework of Regge theory:

F'!!:M,c;2) = 0,27fJ(l- fJ)

F:;" (fl, Q2) = 0,063(1 - fJ)2

(2,27)

(2,28)

lThe rxcitarion of the qij vale-ner i~the CO\Ultf>I1HU1: of diffraction production of ~onCUlC~ in hlU..ironic

:'!-CAtttling and/or real photoproducfion. where it i\ approptiate to u~e the diffraetive •.lope of t'1ll-~tic .,dV
M"Attf'ring Bd ~ 12GeV-2. ,..ht"rf'M excitation of the ~f'L\ i10 the COtDltf'flllU't of thf' ttiplf"-PoUlf'ron regime
with 8,11' ("oJ tBfl.

flT'(z t) = 9fJ6 F (1)2z 1-20(')
• U" 11.'2 I U'

is related to the elastic form factor of the proton F1(t) = 4-~)11:rC_t70,7)2 and to the
Pomeron-quark coupling, fJo ~ 1.8 GeV-I, extracte<:l from hadron-hadron data, The
Pomeron trajectory is the "soft" one, i.e, o·(t) = 1.08 + 0.25t, The similarity between
the Pomeron and the photon leads to a quark strudure function FqllT' of the form:

ConSe<:luently, the valence behavior, including the steell t del)endenre and qq final
st.,te, is expe-:te<:1at large (1; the sea component, with the shallower t dellendence and qq.q
final state should occur at smaller (1.

FqllT' = ~C1.'(l(l- (1),



with C ~ 0.25 for each light quark and antiquark. As with the photon structure function,
a "soft" strurture function contribution must be addf'<l at low fJ in the form [j-<o (with
f. ~ 0.08 or largp.r). No prediction is made for the Pomeron's gluon structure function; as
the Pomeron is a Regge trajertory instead of a particle, there is no momp.ntum sum rule.

Many othP.r theories have used a similar 1>rP.mise,with expand'll! analysis of the
Pomeron structure function, for example [60, 59, (1).

the exact normalization of the .f contribution can only be estimated. In this ana lysis,
the possibility that some f exdlange contributes to the obsen'p.d data sample must be
considered.

The introduction of QCD has improved onr understanding of hadronk processes,
and there is every reason to expect that this is the correct theory for these interactions.
However, soft interactions limit the ability for predicting hadronic behavior. Deep inelastic
scattering has illuminated thp. powp.r of QCD, but diffractive deep inelastic scatteriJlg is
interesting becanse the al>l>roades taken to understand this reaction combine the soft and
hard aspects of QCD. 1I,10reexperimental data will help to underst.~nd how the diffractive
interaction should be interpreted.

A non-IP model has been developed by Buchmliller and Hebp.cker [(2) which de-
scribes diffracti\'p. intp.ractions as ordinary DIS. Howp.ver, instead of the struck qnark leaving
the proton and fragmenting in the standard manner, this model predicts that colored sys-
tem will interact subst.~ntially with the gluons within thp. proton. These soft interactions
lead to the production of either a color octet or color singlet state, with probabilities ~ andt, respectively. This leads to the prediction that diffraction should account for 1/9 of the
I>roton structure function. They further predict a simple scaling law to relate the diffractive
and proton structure functions:

While diffraction should be the dominant source of events for small x1/" with
increasing ;"1/' other sources are expected to contribute. From the Regge a I>proad , one
would expect that the exchange of Reggeons besides the Pomeron would contribute [61, 65,
60, (7). In [(8), Nikolaev and Zakharov have added to their Ff(3) definition in a manner
whkh presnma bly could extend other diffractive models equally well. An additional term

contributes to Ff(3) of the form

The first term corresl>onds to .f exchange, and the second to roO exchange.3 For the mo-
ment, the interference terms are ignored. The pion exchange contribution is obtained by
integrating over all t pion flux factor:

(2.37)

(2,38)

The second line is an approximation developed in [69J. The contributions from r, appear
to always be dominated by the .f meson exchange, Pomeron and f c.ontribntions are equal
at approximately x", = 0.1, according to the assumptions used in [(8), with little Q2
del>endence but some fJ dependence, increasing f contributions as fJ decreases, However,

.,For experiment' 1\·hichdo not directly ob~e:'vethe final proton. the •. e:tchNl!e connibutlon tripl~ due
to the addition of a. llE'lUlUll 1111..'\1~tl\te.



HERA parameters Design values 1994 1995
c ]J c+ ]J c+ I p

Energy (GeV) :30 820 2i.5 820 2i.5 I 820
Instantaneous luminosity l.i . 1011 2.:3 . 1010 G.O. 1010
(em-2s-l)
~1>P.Cl!lCluminosity :3.9 . 102~ :3.'1. 102~ 1.0·102!l(em-2s-1 (mA)-2)
Integrated luminosity (pb) 6.0 12.0
Circumference (m) G3:3G 63:36 6:33G
Magnetic field (T) 0.165 1.G5 -
Injp.dion energy (GeV) 11 ·10 11 10 11 10
Current(mA) 58 163 28 :38 32 G5
Number of hunches 210 153+15 153+li 173+15 173+i
Bunch crossing time (ns) 9G 96 96
Beam CT", (mm) at IP 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.18 0.27 0.18
Beam CT. (mm) at IP 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.06 O.OG O.OG
Beam CTz (em) at IP 0.8 11 0.8 11 0.8 11
;J (llOrizontal) 2 10 2 7 2 i
[1 (vertical) 0.9 1 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.7
Injedion time (min.) 15 20 15 GO 15 GO
Efficiency 33% -

Initial efforts at dp.ep inelastic &:attering were phenomenally successful [15J. The
desirp. to further understand the structure function at small r and its evolutiou to very
largp. Q2 motiva ted DIS research at larger c.enter-of-mass energy .;s. Such an iucrp.asp. was
achieved at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamhurg, Germany. Both proton
and p.lectron were accelerated to form the first lladron-eledron collider. Colle<:ting physics
in a .:ollider I>resp.nts nnmerous technkal challenges to both accelerator and expp.rimental
I>hysicists. A few of these t..~sksare snmmarized in this chapter. However, since the Leading
Proton Spectrometer (LPS) I>lays SUdl a crucial role in this analysis, considera hip. detail is
given to this component in the next chal>ter.

The HErtA (Hadronen-Elektronen Ring Anlage) acc.elerator [70) is designed to
collide 820 GeV protons with 30 GeV electrons. Two storage rings are uS('(), 1>lace.:1in a G.3
km tunnel 10-25m underground. Keeping particles in this orbit reqnires strong magnetic
fields, which are I>rovided by 1.G T supercon<lncting dipole magnets for the protons; the
magnetic field limits the maximum energy for protons. Electrons' maximum p.nergy at
HERA is limited by the power dissipated through synchrotron radiation, which must be
rp.placed to maintain the electron orbit. Su perc.onducting radio frequency cavitip.s, I)l}Wered
by microwave klystrons, provide a total power of 13.2 MW. The two oppositely-circulating
beams collide in two eXI>erimental halls, where the ZEUS and HI detectors are installed.

The coordinate system used in this thesis is the "nominal proton beam" referencp.
framp., in which the design location of the proton beam defines the z = 0 axis, and the
y direction is vertical. Polar angles are defined as 8 for the angle from the z axis, and
l' for the angle from the ;r. axis, in the standard polar-angle format. The center of the
design interaction point is at ;t = Y = z = 0, although in practice the colliding beams
have offsets from the design location. Note that this coordinate s)'stem is different from the
standard ZEUS coordinate system for distances far from the interaction I>oint (and far from
thp. central ZEUS dete<:tor), after the proton heam is bent by the final focus magnp.ts, since
the ZEUS z axis does not follow the hends of the proton beam. ""'ithin the central detector
rP.gion, this differp.nce is nP.gligible.

The ZEUS collaboration [71, 7-2Jincludes over 300 I>hysicists, and the detector has
hp.p.nconstructed with the hell> of many additional technicians at the home institutions of
the I>h~·sicists. Two al>l>roaches are generally used to analyze the I>articles in the final state'
of thp. e]J collision: Tracking dete.:tors trace the patll of a charged particle as it bends in
a magnetic field, while calorimeters determine the energy of charged or neutral particles
by stol>l>ing the particle and measuring the total energy deposited in the material. A
large numbp.r of smaller detectors, romponents of the ZEUS detector, allow for thorough
characterization of the ep final state. Figure 3.1 and 3.2 show the central portion of the
ZEUS detector.

Like many modern high-energy physics colliding-beam experiments, the ZEUS de-
tector is solenoidal with a calorimeter which covers nearly the entire solid angle around
the interaction point, except for two small holes for the beam I>ipe. A strong magnetic
field of 1.1 Tp.sla provided by a superconducting solenoid allows for transverse momentum
determination.

Of the components in the ZEUS detector, those important for this analysis are
the Umnium Colo,.imete,', Centml Tmeki".q Detect",·, Luminosity Monitor', and Lcodi".q
Pmto" Spedmmete,; the latter is discussed in c.1Japter 1. Other components which will
hp. mentioJle.:1 on occasion inelude the Pl'Otl1ll I'i'1l1l1.0nt tog.qe,· [(3) and jOl'WIlIY[ neutmll
col""imc!l'I' [i1). Data taking uses a three-level tr'igqe,..
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Figure 3.1: A cross-section of the ZEUS detector along the beam pil>e (along the ;l' = 0
plane), showing the central conll>onents.

The central tracking detector (CTD) (75) surrounds the vertex detector. It extends
from an inner radius of 16.2 em to an outer radius of 82.1 cm and has a length of 210 cm.
The inner structure of the CTD consists of 72 eylindrkal drift chamber layers organized in
9 superlayers. The superlayers alternate hetween those with wires parallel to the beam axis
(axial layers) and those ,,:ith wires inclined at a 50 angle to provide a stereo view. The
stereo layers as well as the mp.asurement of the time of the pulse arival to both ends of the
spnse wire (z-by-timing) allow for z position of a track to be measured. A spatial resolution
of 260 }WI has been achieved.

This sampling e.alorimeter (76) is constructed as a sandwkh of depleted uranium
absorber plates and scintillator tiles. Particles incident on the calorimeter will shower,
with charged particles inducing a light response in the scintillators. This light I>ulse travels
through a wavelength shifter and is readout in a photomultiplier tube.

The calorimeter is divided into three parts: the forward (FeAL) covering the
pseudorapidity region 1.3 > 'I> 1.1, the barrel (nCAL) covering thecpntral region 1.1> 'I>
-0.75, and the rear (nCAL) covering the hackward region -0.75 > 'I > -3.8 (figure 3.3).
Holes are cut in the center of the nCAL and FCAL to allow for the lIEnA beam I>ipe, with
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tector. This dead material caused many electrons to shower hefore reaching the calorimeter,
ca using the calorimeter to read anomalously small energy values. The SfiTD [77] corrects
this prohlem hy sampling the number of r.harged particles incident on the calorimeter, and
this information about the state of the shower as the electron reaches the calorimeter is
used to corred the energy measureti in the calorimeter. Additionally, the electron position
is determined more preeisely by using thin (1 cm) strips of scintillator fiber to determine
the center of the shower. A diagram of the SfiTD layout is shown in figure 3.1.
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sizes of 20x20 cm I Each calorimeter is further subdivided into tOWcI'Smeasuring 20 x20 cm
(transverse to the hf>.am). Towers are suhdivided into electromagnetic and hadronic sedions,
and thf>electromagnetic sections are further suhdivided to improve spatial resolution. Each
cell uses two Ilhotomultiplier tuhes for readout, improving position resolution, and (ltoviding
r""Jundancy and noise suppression.

tTndf>rtf>st-be.am conditions, the energy resolution determined for the calorimeters

IE 0.18 (0.35)
(Tr;; = VE

Figure 3.1: A scnematic of the SfiTD showing the orientation of the scintillator strips in the
two orthogonal (llanes.

for electromagnetic (hadronic) particles. Good hadronic response was achieved through
rompc'lsatiol1. By tuning the scintillator and uranium thickness in the calorimeter, hadronic
and electromagnetic showers give identical resllOnse.

The use of photomultipliers and scintillator allow measurement of the time a par-
ticle hits the l.,lorimeter, with resolution of a(lproximately 1 ns. This information is used
for reducing hackgrounds.

Two calorimeters, mounted at z = -35 m and z = -107 m, aCCe(lt events of
the form l'p -l C/P, for which the (Beth~Heitler) cross-section is well-known. The rate of
coincidences hetween the two c.,lorimeters determine the physics luminosity delivered [78,
79,80].

II·If>asurf>mentsof the electron energy suffered from poor resolution due to the dead
material present in front of the calorimeter, mostly cahles and end plate for the tracking d~

The ZEUS detector must he able to detect an CTJ collision during any of the 107

bunch crossings wllich occur each seeond. In order to distinguish and readout physics
1For the 1995 and later nun. the cutout (01' the b~.l\nt pipe wa,o, ret:luct'dto (lOx20) em in the rear

diN'rtion. to in(.Tea~ arCf'ptancf' of low+angle t'lectron~,



events, an complex t.hre••.level trigger and data acquisition (DAQ) system has been developed
(figure 3.5) [81].

ZEUS readout rate: 10 MHz
5 liS pipeline readout and local FLT
Global FLT, ~1000 events/se£.
Digitizing, compressing, formatting
SLT pipelined loeally
Global SLT, ~ 100 events/see
Event Builder colleets data
~ 20 MByte/se£
TLT, ~3 evt/s on SGI "",rkstations
Experiment monitored and
eon trolled by sh ift crew

The ZEUS experiment produces up to 1 MB of I>hysics data eaeh se£ond. These
data are stored on tape operated by an AMPEX tape robot with a total storage cal>acity
of 6 TB. The events are proeessed offline using the ZEUS rec.onstruction program ZEPHYR.
The reeonstruction program reconstructs physics variables «('nergy, momentum of particles)
hased on the raw data colle£ted by the components, typically using ealihration information.
A typical event then eonsumes 26 kB when only physies dat.1 are included. A farm of 600
GB of fast hard dises eonnl'ete<:1to an Silicon Gral>hics multil>rocessor computers [83] allow
for users in the ZEUS collaboration to run analysis jobs on the reeonstrueted data.

In this thesis, the measurement uncertainties have been separated into statistical
and sy ••trmatic errors. In principle, the statistical errors are uncertainties eaused bv limited
statistics on a I>fOCe&S.For histograms and other counting measurenlf"nts, this is determined
hy the square root of the number of events (an aplHoximation to the Poisson distribution
which is valid for large numbers of events). Statistical errors on fits are typically the change
a parameter can undergo before the log of the likelihood parameter changes by 0.5 or the
v.2 / DOF changes by 1.0. In principle, there should he a 68% prohability that the true
I>arameter value falls within these error bars.

Systematic errors should, in principle, refle£t the intrinsic diffieulties this setu p has
in making the measurement and should not change as additional statisties are obtained. In
I>rac.tice, however, the systematic uncertainties cannot he estimated when statistics are
Iimi te<:1, and may also improve as statistics increase. To estimate systematic errors, the
analysis is repeated with a dange in one as.sumption ahout the analysis (for example, the
calorimeter energy seale could be shifted slightly). All parameters are calculate<:lunder tllis
ehanged assuml>tion, and the differences between the results of the nominal and changed
analyses is assumed to refleet the systematic uncert.1inty in the analysis. A large number
of these systematics are generate<:l in this way. All positive differenees are added together
in quadrature to obtain the positive systematic error, and the negative systematic error is
obtained the same way. This assumes tllat all systematic checks ar(' uncorrelated.

Plot shown in this thesis with dual error hars indicate the statistical error with
the inner error bar and the statistical plus systematic error adde<:1in quadrature with the
outer error bar. Readers are advised that the "true" value of a measurement is expected
within those errors with a 68% confidence level.

Eaeh component of the ZEUS detector acts independently, hut must be interfaceo.i
together for purposes of r('adout and triggering. Sinee a small time delav is inherent in anv
decision about the quality of a bunch crossing, all of the information is retained by each
component for the 5 liS it takf>Sfor the first level trigg('r to make a decision of the quality
of an event. The first level trigger, in turn, get.s many I-bit "summaries" of the data from
many component.s (esl>edally calorimeter and CTO), and determines from these trigger bits
whether the ev('nt is likely to be a physics event. The result of this decision (global first
level trigger, or GFLT signal) is relayed ele£tronically to all components, which copy their
data from the first level pil>eline into a second buffer. GFLT de£isions may happen at up to
1 kHz rate. For this analysis, the primary first-level trigger used the unique ability of the
calorimeter first-level trigger to find ('Iectrons based on the pattern of energy deposited.

S",:ond level trigger decisions are based on individual components evaluations of
the data, but the coml>onents use softv.'lIre instead of hardware to make these decisions. If
the data for a given hunch erossing are accepted by the c.omponents, a second-level decision
is issued, which make the eomponents copy their data to the ZEUS Event Builder.

The Event Builder [82] eombines and formats all of the r.on\l>onent data into one
dat.1 set. These data are refer re<:Ito as an event, and are transferred to the third level
trigger (TLT). A farm of 36 Silieon Graphics workstations evaluate the data and make cuts
similar to those described in dapter 6, to determine which events are likely to be desirable



Chapter 4

The physics potential of Ipading protons has been dpmonstrated by the success of
experimpnts at the hadronic colliders [11, 10, 81, H, 17]. This enr..ouraged the development
of the ZEUS Leading Proton Spectrometer (LPS). Detecting partides which would otherwise
pscape undetected through the beam pipe is a difficult task, whkh has been addressed using
a combination of silicon microstrip .ietector technology with Roman flots for inserting the
detectors into the Ilroton heam pipe. Section 1.1 describes the apflaratus for the LPS.
Operation of these detectors rP.quirpd careful coordination between thp LPS group, IIERA,
and ZEUS, and thesp issues atP discussed in spction 1.2.

Two major tasks are necessary to determine Ilhysics information from the raw LPS
data: 't'ron~t,'tlrtioll and ali,qnmcnt. The LPS rpconstruction softwarp takes as input the
raw hits, plus alignment and magnpt information, to determine reconstructed momenta of
protons, as described in section 1.:3. The alignment information is obtained b}' carefully
analyzing physics tracks ohserved in the LPS, using the approach described in section 1.1.

The LPS detec:tor has l>row'n to be successful in its goal of observing leading
protons at IIERA.

Figure 1.1: Layout of the LPS detectors in the beanlflipe east of the ZEUS detector. The
small trapezoidal detec:tors on S,I-SO Up are trigger planes. The horizontal scale is com-
f>ressro in this diagram. The detec:tor lies to the left of the ZEUS diagrams in figures 3.1
and 3.3.

semiconductor produces pairs of electrons and holes, which then travel to the terminals of
thp. oiode Ilroducing a small elec:trical signal. Silicon microstrill detectors are a particular
geometry of reverse-biased PI~ diode. Each diode has a junction which is fabricatecl as a
long, thin strill on the surface of the silicon; signals from a passing charged Ilarticle are
quickly collected by this junction as shown in figure 1.2. For the ZEUS LPS, detectors
are fabricated from a 300 I,m thick Iliec:e of lightly-doped II type silicon, into which 1018-
102,1 p type strips are implantecl to form diode junctions. Immediately above the implants,
conductors carry the signal and leak.1ge current to the frontend electronics (DC-coupled
biasing) while a large positive voltage is allplied to the backplane.

For this experiment, the detectors are fabricated with strill pitch of either 115 (.r,
y views) or 115/V2 (u, \' views) I,m, and lengths of Ull to 10 cm. One crucial consideration
for designing low-noise detectors is the capacitance of the detector, which can be determinro
as the sum of capacitance between the strip and backplane, and the strip and nearest and
next-nearest neighbors (approximately 1 pF /cm). In order to maximize the acceptance of
l>roton tracks, the detectors are designed to ollerate as dosely to the proton beam as IIERA
would allow, at a constant distance of 100'. This design requires elliptical cutouts to be
made in the silicon, with the cutout dimensions customized for each station based on beam
optics.

One ionizing particle typically produces 25,000 electrons of signal at the input to
the amplifier. Detecting such a small signal is a challenge. The ZEUS LPS uses the binary
rp.adout scheme: For each channel of microstrill o etector , the only recorded data is the
presp.uce of a chargecl particle in that strill. By only keeping one bit of information, the

Silicon microstrip tec:hnology has improved the precision with which tracking de-
tec:tors C<1noperate. The LPS successfully implemented the bi,la"lI readout scheme, which
condenses the information from an individual strill into a single bit indicating whether a
particle Ilit that strill. The binary readout method is further described in section 1.1.1.
Custom bipolar and CMOS readout hardware were implemented, and these electronics are
explained in section 1.1.2. The challenging data-taking environment of the LPS requires that
the detpctors be movable; section ·1.1.3 describes the hardware of these re-entrant Roman
pots.

4.1.1 Silicon detectors and binary readout

A PIN diode is a slight modification of the standard diode (a junction betwp.en
,) and II type semiconductor), formed by inserting a very lightly dope<I, inert material
between the p and II imiliants. The volume of inert material can bp. dp.pleted of all charge
carrip.tS whp.n thp. diode is revers •.•.biased. A charged Ilartide passing through thp. dp.plp.t",l



Figure ·1.2: Silicon detector functional description. A charged particle (diagonal line) gen-
Prates eledron-hole pairs in the depleted silicon, which are observed as a charge on the
readout strips at the top of the diagram.

data analysis is much similler and readout costs are much lower [85].

Iu order to understand tIte performance of binary detectors, the analog readout
concept of signal-to-noise ratio must be replaced by the binary concepts of noise occullancy
and efficiency. Efficiency indicates what fraction of charged particles result in a digital
signal to the readout, and should be large (typically> 99%). Noise occupancy indicates
how frequently the detector records a hit in the absence of any charged particles during any
given readout period, and should be smaller than 1 hit Iler plane per event. If efficiency
is high and noise occupancy is low, then reconstructing charged particle tracks through
multiple planes can be done with little ambiguity and minimal complexity in the analysis
software.

Noise occupancy can be related to the (T of amplifier noise using the error func-
tion [86]. Unlike the case with analog readout, there is no attempt to improve on position
detection beyond knowledge that a particle hit a given strillI Therefore, a pplying the
standard formula for (Tr, the uncertainty in hit position:

Here, ;f is the actual hit position and Xc is the measured hit Ilosition at the center of the
strip. This is the optimal resolution; crosst,~lk, 6 rays, detector noise, and poor alignment
can degrade resolution below this optimal value.

Calibration of hinary readout is slightly more complicated than for analog readout.
The approach developed for this readOllt method is to measure occupancy (fraction of
events with a hit) as a function of threshold voltage, while a fixed charge is injected into
the amplifier frontend. For thresholds much below the input charge, occupancy is 100%,
and for large thresllOlds the occupancy is O. Between these two extremes, the occupancy
represents the integral of the amplifier response function up to the threshold volt,~ge. Since
noise response is accurately described by a Gaussian, the integral function allpears as an
error function. The test Ilrocedure, shown in figure 1.3, determines the occupancy as a
function of threshold voltage for two different inllut charges. Each result is fit to an error
function, whiclt yields tlte parameters 1,(,,<pOIl,<" (threshold at which occupancy is 50%) and
noise (T. The difference between the resllonse for two inllut charges curves indicates the
small-signal gain and the (T indicates the amplifier noise.

A simplified schematic for the LPS frontend electronics readout can be seen in
figure 1.1. The analog Ilortion of the frontend, the amplifier and comparator, are found in
the TEK-Z chip [87]. Digital information are stored through the first level of the ZEUS trigger
in the Digital Time Slice Chip (DTSC). The frontend system was successful in working within
a number of constraints req uired by this experiment.

ISome ~light improvement amId be obtained for pl\rtid~ n~ar the bOlUldaJ'y between two ~tri~! which
give ~ignal~ in two a..i.jacent~trip~. nli~generally do~ not ~t1b~ta.ntia.l.lychange the r~olution, ilJ.ince it
occt1r~in only 10-20% of the tTach. However, in order to be take at:lvamage of any charge ilJ.haring .•••.hich
doeiIJ. oc.em', the hit po~ition for all t't\'o-~trip du!',.ten are placed at the bO\Uldary ben;een the t",·o~tri~.



The close Ilroximity to the proton beam, and the high fiux of synchrotron radiation
from the electron heam, result in high radiation doses. For the digital chill, a rarliation-
hard CMOS process was used (section 1.1.2). Careful design of the analog TEK-Z ensures
that radiation, which changes transistor resllonse, will not change the characteristics of the
anllllilier. Both chillS were tested with large i (5 Mrad GOCo)and proton fiuences.

The pitch of the silicon detectors was relatively small, req uiring that the ampliliers
and comparators lit within 115 11m per cltannel including service connections at the sides
of the chip.

TIle detector resllonse nee<ls to be fast in comparison with bund crossing time
at HEM (96 ns), and should match the time required to collect holes in the detector.
Using a shaping time of 30 ns actually allows out-of-time signals to be ignored by the
readout, further reducing noise occupancy. Both noise and power consumption should be
minimized; TEK-Z design keells noise below ~ l000c- and power below 2 mWJchannel.
The DC-courJled detectors Illace leakage current into the front-end of the readout. The
TEK-Z amplilier can sink eurrents of IliA per channel and still detect silicon signals.
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capacitors, as described in section 1.1.1. Yield tests indicate that the primary failure was
single channel failure, probahly due to transistor failures in fahrication. Two wafers had
additional failures characterized by short circuits between I>owersu pply and ground. Overall
yield was high, as shown in ligure 1.7 [88).

The gain and noise were also measured during yield testing, as shown in ligure1.8.
The gains were highly uniform, witll RlvIS variation of 1%; this uniformity is crucial since all
channels on one detector hybrid use the same threshold voltage. Average noise determinec:1
in the yield test was 17.2 mV or 660 electrons, Wll ich agrees well with simulations.

Manufacturec:1 in SHPi by Tektronix corlloration as a full eustom VLS! ,:.hill, the
TEI(-Z combines 61 amplifier-comparator circuits; a simplified schematio: of one channel is
shown in figure 1.5. E,~ch channel has three stages of amillilier, with test points available
for investigating signals after each stage.

A small inllut cal>acitor of 1'1 fF allows charge to be injectec:1 at the amillifier input
for testing the amplifier and readout. This unusually small capacitor was found to have
variations hetween the channels, Ilwhahly due to inconsistencies in the layout procedure,
although stray capacitance migllt also he an issue. Consequently, the actual value of the
calibration capacitor was measured in the lah, ratller than using fixed design valnes. The
measnred values compared well with the uncorrected gains, as shown in ligul't' 1.6. This
agreement demonstrates the good matching in true gain valnes across dannels, and further
analysis of the TEI(-Z always includes the channel-hy-channel calibration callacitance valnes.

The TEI(-Z was tested by sending charge into the amplifier via th.e calibration

Information about hits in the detector is transferred from the TEK-Z to the DTSC
chip [89). The DTSC performs two functions: Storing information until the ZEUS first level
trigger is comillete, and allowing for serial readout of the data. Each hunch rrossing, the
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comparator outputs are shifted into a register (level 1 buffer), where they are stored while
waiting for the ZEUS trigger system (figure 1.9). The level 1 buffer has 61 locations, allowing
for a trigger latency of 6 JLSat the HEM clock rate of 10 MHz. The first level trigger causes
the DTSC to copy the memory into the level 2 huffer. Shortly after the first level trigger,
the readout SP.<luenCl'begins.

Testing on the DTSC was performed by the fabrication facility UTMC, base<! on a
set of test Vl'Ctors derived from simulation. UTMC used a radiation hard CMOS process to
fabricate the DTSC.
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Assembly, testing, and installation

Silicon detectors, TEK-Z and DTSC were assemhled on custom hybrid printed
circuit boards, figure 1.10. At the bottom of this figure, an S·j silicon detector is shown
with 15° strips. The detl'Ctor has an ellilltical cutout to allow for the proton beam shape.
Surrounding thl' detector are 16 sets of TEK-Z and DTSC readout chips. The detail at the
left side shows the wirebond connections between the chips, hybrid, and detector. Surface-
mount components, shown at the left side of the hybrid, filter the power supplies, and each
hybrid included a temperature sensor. Silver-bearing epoxy connects the detector to the
hybrid, and watl'r cooling runs directly beneath the front-l'nd ell'Ctronics. Contacts at the
top of the hyhrid are soldered to wires which connl'Ct to the readout system.

The hybrids went through several test SteilS [90]:
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Figure 1.10: L~yout of an LPS hybrid. One I>air of DTSe and TEK-Z chips are magnified
~t the left, showing the wirebonds conneding the detector and eledronics.

Figure 1.11: Detector noise, averagf>l:lover many ch~nnels with nearly the s~me stril> length,
vs. detedor strip length. The line shows the prediction (obtained from simulation of the
amplifier) of 690 electrons, plus ·10 electrons per I>F; ZEUS deteetors have approximately
1.2 pF per cm.

• After connecting all electronic:s, but IHior to attaching a detector, the frontend el",,:-
tronies were thoroughly tested and reworked as necessary .

buffered through the Readout Multiplexer (nOMUX). The SIte performs zero suppression
before the VME formats the d~ta for the ZEUS event builder.

•. After connecting the detector, the frontend was retested, followed by a signal test
using a 1061 nm l~ser, whic:h simulates ~ charg""j I>~rticle traversing the detector.

The LPS detectors h~ve stril>S of v~rying length, and this provides an opportnnity
to test the noise ~s stril> length, and consequently cap~citance at the ~mplifier input, varies.
This comp~rison ~grees well with the predictions b~sed on deteetor simulations, shown b)'
the line in figure '1.11. Since the simul~tion does not include additional noise sources due to
leak~ge current or power supplies, this agreement is re~son~ble. Note that these data were
taken while the hybrid w~s inst"lIe<:1at ZEUS.

Assembled det",,:tors were installed in the ZEUS detector ~c.mrding to the time line
shown in section 1.1.1. A complete<:1hand contains six LPS pl~nes, oriented in three differ-
ent views (0, +'15°, -15°). A Faraday cage shields these six hybrids from electromagnetic
interference.

Figure 1.12 shows a block di~gr~m of the entire re~dout ch~in. The portions of
the re~dout ~re divided into those in the ZEUS h~lI and the tunnel. During a run, the dock
sign~ls ~re gener~t",,:l by the Readout Controller (nOe); these sign~ls can be delayed by
the F~st F~nout (FFO) bo~rd before traveling through the long cable to the shelter cr~tes,
~d.i~cent to the LPS deteetor stations. The FCCD f~ns out the digit~1 signals to the six
Pl~ne Interface (PLIF) ho~rds, which bnffer these sign~ls prior to their ~riv~1 on the hyhriol.
After the CFLT trigger arrh'ps, the readout sP'Iuence is perf,HOled 1,\· the SIte modules.
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Figure 1.13: Example of Roman Ilot insertion, station ~:H. Detectors dose to a distance of
a few mm.

The beam pipe aperture must be large during the process of Jilling and accelerat-
ing protons in HERA in order to ensure good efficiency of the machine, so the detectors and
a perture restrictions were re<luired to be remove<1 after every proton Jill. The Roman pot
satisJied this constraint. E.1ch detector packet Jits inside of a stainless steel vacuum barrier,
and this is connected to the beam pipe using compressible bellows. As the detectors move
into the beam pipe, the \'llcuum is displaced by the Roman pot and bellows. Figure 1.13
demonstrates Roman Ilot operations, for station S1 which has 2 pots for positioning de-
tectors helow and above the proton beam. With the detectors positioned inside, the Ilot
compresses tlle bellows as it approaches the limit of the heam. For S1, S5, and SG, the
detectors surround the proton beam and have some overlap once fully positioned.



SHeral constraints were placp.<:lon these mec:hanic:s. The detector positioning had
to be precise to apllroximately the same as the silicon resolution of 20/lm. Detectors
movement should extract the silicon 0.5 m from the proton heam during llEnA injedion.
Transverse, as well as longitudinal, motion is rP.<:luiredto adal>t to ehanging beam positions.

The unique nature of the Roman pots of the LPS made dat.1 c.olleetion substan-
tially more complex than for a fixed detector. In this section, details of detector ol>eration
are presentetJ to demonstrate how these tasks were approached. Both the operation and
maintenance of the silkon deteetors and the proeess of I>ositioning the detectors in the
proton beam presented unique c:hallenges.

Start Length Object Aperture
Index z (m) z (m) Deseription Code Size (mm)

2 5.80 1.00 Electron Quadrupole QL 11.1
1 7.10 0.76 Electron Quadrupole QK 15.3
6 8.26 3 x 1.00 3 Electron Quadrupoles QC 33.1
12 12.20 3 x 1.80 2 Electron Qnadru poles QB 66.1
l6 l6.20 0.17 Aperture Gate GC 29.0
17 16.67 3.36 Bend Magnet BH -
18 20.03 0.00 Aperture Gate GC 28.6
20 20.03 0.38 Aperture Gate GR 23.5
21 20.11 3.36 Bend /I·Iagnet BH -
22 23.77 0.17 Aperture Gate GR 22.7
2,1 23.91 0.00 Pot 1 SI -
26 23.9'1 0.18 AlX'dll''!' Galc GE 12.8
27 21.12 2.66 Bend Magnet BS 17.5
29 27.63 1.00 Proton Quadrupole QS 29.1
31 32.00 1.00 Proton Quadrupole QS 30.2
33 36.38 1.00 P,'OIon Quad/-lipoic QS 28.6
36 10.51 0.09 AI>erture Gate GC 30.1
38 10.62 0.15 Pot 2 S2 -
10 10.78 3.00 Proton Quadrupole QR 29.6
12 13.90 0.00 Aperture Gate GC 19.6
11 11.00 0.10 Pot 3 S3 -
16 11.10 0.10 Aperture Gate GC 30.7
18 11.20 0.30 Bend Magnet BZ 30.1
50 16.00 2.80 Bend Magnet BT 30.0
51 18.80 0.00 Apcrltl''!' Galc GA :30.0
53 19.25 0.00 Aperture Gate GA 30.0
58 56.95 3 x 3.00 3 Proton Quadfl'l>ole QR 30.0
63 62.90 0.11 Pot 4, 5 S1 -
67 61.15 0.60 Bend Magnet BY 39.0
69 65.33 1.17 Bend Magnet BU ·10.0
71 70.12 1.17 Bend Magnet BU 10.0
73 71.91 1.17 Bend Magnet BU :31.1
75 79.55 0.00 Aperture Gate GC 38.1
77 81.17 0.00 AI>erture Gate GC 100.0
78 81.17 0.00 Pot 6, 7 S5 -
82 89.96 0.00 Aperture Gate GO -
83 89.96 0.10 Pot 8,9 S6 -

For momentum determination, the final focus magneties allow the LPS to function
as a sl>ectrometer. The beamline magnets operate analogous to optical elements with ver-
tical and horizontal bends and focusing elements. These elements are shown in figure 1.H,
with the names of the elements and apertures shown in table 1.1. The IIERA aecelerator
uses a long straight seetion using normal-eonducting magnets. The I>roblem of extracting
the eledron beam outside of the collision region provides two strong hending fields. First,
the electron and I>roton heams are separated; next, the proton beam is elevated so that the
I>roton and electron rings can he st.1cked througll the ring. The two bending fields give two
natural Sl>et:trometers, and consP.<juently the SI-S3 set of detedors take ad\·ant.1ge of the
electron sel>aration magnets, a horizontal hend from a 0.5 l' field over 3 meters, and S1-S6
take advantage of the proton bending magnets, a vertical hend from a 1.3 l' over 15 meters.
The moderate fields of these magnets allow to relatively low momentum of xL~0.2 ··0.1.
Dipoles are shown with the prism shape in figure 1.11.

The quadrupole magnets add more fields, increasing aecel>tance and, in princil>le,
improving moment.um resolution, hut requiring a more eon\l>lex reconstruction. Quadru-
I>olesact as lenses in the IIERA optics, focusing in :r while defocusing in 11 (or the reverse).
Quadrl'l>oles for both the electron and I>roton final focus are included in the spectrometer,
and considered in simulation and reeonstruetion, hut only the proton magnets dominate
the determination of I>roton trajectories.

Labels for the magnet elements are developed by IIEM and listed in table '1.1.
For the aperture restrietions, the codes developed hy the LPS group refer to: GC - dreular
gate, GR - rect.1ngular gate, GA - rectangular gate with rounded corners, and GE - elliptic:al
gate. Gates with rmp"a ••j., are critical apertures for accel>tance.

4.2.2 Operation of Roman pota

After IIERA has achieved stahle running conditions, the detectors should he in-
serted into operating Ilosition at 100' from the proton beam I>osition. However, this process
proved to be difficult, for a variety of reasons:

• Beyond 3-10', the I>opulation of Ilrotons heeomes highly non-Gaussian. These IHotons,
generically calle<l /x'am halo Ilrotons, varie<l in population by orders of magnitu<le

Table 1.1: The heampipe elements in the spectrometer, including aperture limitations. Drift
spaces have heen omitted .



have since d•••:reasf><:1the time Sl)ent checking background rates and automating detedor
movement.

By working with the IIEnA machine group, some improvements in background
conditions were obtainf><:1.The I)roton seta pers providf><:1the most direct relief from heam
halo protons: These collimators are positionf><:lat 7a from the beam center and should
remove the proton halo completely. However, the automatic procedure for the scra pers
would work similarly to the LPS I)ositioning; moving the detectors until rate thresholds are
excef><:I•••L so in a fill with highly populatf><:1halos, the scrapers would often be positioned
farther than 7a. IIERA mitigated this I)roblem by adjusting the automatic procf><:lure,and
by manually ad,iusting the scraper I)ositions after the LPS ran into problems.

The operation of IIEItA-B caus •••! additional I)roblems for the LPS. During test
operations in 1995, the IIEItA-B wires were observed to cause increases in LPS rates in
proportion to the rates on the wires in IIEnA-B. Apparently, protons which scatter through
the IIEItA-B wires would be much more likely to end up hitting the LPS. Considerable
testing was performed, and changes made to the IIEnA optics and IIEItA-B wire I)ositions
substantially reduced interference after the 1996-97 shutdown.

In summary, the inconsistent nature of IIEItA proton beams prevented LPS 01>-
erations from becoming completely routine. Only after two years of effort working with
IIERA and working on specialized positioning software could the continuous shifts by LPS
operators be discontinuf><:land responsibility given to the ZEUS shift crew .

Figure ·1.11: HERA Optics in South-Left oetant which provide the magnetic field for the
LPS

• Neither the proton beam position nor the detector positions were calibrat •••:l on an al>-
solute scale. The lOa point could not he obt.,inf><:lbased I)Urely on measur •••! det •••:tor
positions.

• The shape of the proton beam cllanges, b •••:auSf' the HEM machine group periodically
ad,iusts the Ol)tks. These ehanges made the custom shapes of the detf'<:tors slightly
mismatdl •••.! to the actual beam shapes.

Detector health was monitored by ohserving detector bias currents throllghout
operations, since bias currents are dosely linked to radiation damage. Although many
fluctuations were observed, most currents were reasonably stable. Many of the short-term
fluetuations have been attributed to surface eff•••:ts; these anneal out over a few hours or
days [85].

The main checks of detector and readout functionality during routine opera tions
were on the raw wiremaps (whidl act as a check of noise occupancy) and match('~ (which
quickly check efficiency). lI·latches are determinf><:1hy taking advantage of the redundant
planes witll identical orientations. For two such 1)lanes mounted adjacently, one would
eXI)•••:t a chargf><:1partide to provide a signal in the same strip on both detf'Ctors. Conse-
quently, the difference between the two hit stril) numbers can be histogramed, and a dear
peak is observed.

Infre<juent chf'Cks of detf'Ctor operation indude the calibration proc•••!ure using
charge injeetion into the det •••:tor frontend, and efficiency determination using chargf><:1
traeks. The latter procedure takes completf><:1I)hysics traeks (sf'Ction 1.3.3) which pass
track quality cuts and hit at least 15 active detectors, not induding the detf'Ctor being
tested. Figure 1.15 shows the inefficiency determined for the LPS silicon planes. For many
plallf's the inefficiency could not be determined, becauSf' no examples of inefficient beh~vior
were ohserve<l; in this ease, the upper limit for the inefficiency is presentf'<L Efficiency for
deteetofS in S6 was improve<1 in 1995 hy increasing the bias voltage from ·)5 to 70 .•.·olts.
Plallf' 22 of S'l had poor efficiency due to large leakage current, which limited hias v()It.1ge
to 15 \'olts.

Since the absolute positions of the detectors was not known, the movement of the
detectors proceeded hy slowly moving the LPS detectors while watching hit rates in thl'
LPS and thl' Forward Nl'utron Calorimetl'r, just downstream of thl' LPS. Other ratl'S Wl'rl'
ohservl'd as well, esr>ecially the rates at the l>toton collimators operated by IIEM. Incrl'ases
in these rates Wl're us•••.! as evidence that thl' det •••:.tors were approaching the beam, and
det •••:tor movement was stopped.

Of these problems, by far the most important was dealing with hl'am-halo I)ro-
tons, which caused three major I)roblems. First, background rates would rise long before
the '!l't •••:tors were close to normal operating I)ositions. Sf'Cond, halo protons which strike
the LPS Roman pots could be perturbed only slightly, causing them to strikE.' the beam pipe
nl'af the other experiml'nts in IIEnA. LPS operations were only possible as long as other
experiments were not affectf><:l,so poor beam conditions (large halo rates) pr •••:luded LPS 01>-
erations. Finally, halo protons were a hackground which had to be simulat •••:1(section 5.:3.6)
and rl'movl'd (sf'Ction G.5).

Each proton fill had its own characteristics, and therefore the positioning of the
dl'tectofS was a slow !>foeess in order to prevent backgrounds. Typical positioning of one
detector took about 10 minutes, so the entirl' process would take approximately an hour,
compared with 8-12 hours for a typical IUlllinosity run. Impro\'l'ments in thp snftware
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When two clusters on different detedors witll the same vil"w have a differencl" of
ll"sS than 2 hit strips, these clusters arl" identifie<'1 as helonging to a mate/I. Matches arl"
much more likely to corresllonrl to charge<1 liarticles than dusters, since the dominant noise
soun:l", synchrotron radiation, tYliicallv have uncorrelated signals, since an indivi,iual x-ray
photon can he completely ahsorbeo.i by the silicon .

For each detector packet, coordinates can be reconstructe<1 using these lists of
matches and clusters. A coordinate quality COOl"has been developed for LPS detectors in
ordl"r to distinguish charge<1 particll" coordinates (which should hit every plane in a given
pot) from noise sources (which usually hit only two planes). Tahle 1.2 lists these quality
values for the best case (3 matches "I"f') to the worst case (2 unmatche<1 clusters "G'). The
pattern rl"cognition Ilhasl" of eoordinate re<:onstruction USl"Sthe design alignment to quickly
mau:.h the hits between different planes. All liossihle combinations of the u, tl, and :r views
are combine<1 in an attempt to find an a Ililropriate coordinate. These initial eoordinates
are thl"n fit using the strill e<luations determine<1 in thl" alignment (section 1.1), Ilfoviding
coordinates in the nominal proton beam reference frame.

Figure 1.15: Effieiency values determine<1 for 1991 and 1995 dat.~. If no inefficiency was
obsl"fved, the upper limit is shown.

Match and Cluster Number of Quality
Ilattern hit detecu>rs Code
MMM 6 1
MMC 5 2

MM 1 :3
MCe 1 1

Me :3 5
cec 3 6
CC 2 7

LPS reconstruction software has the task of translating the raw rlat.~ (series of
silicon detector hits, motor Ilositions, magnet currents) into physies variables (longitudinal
and transverse momentum of charge<:\ particles). In general, any proton which hits 3 stations
can be tracked without any additional constraints. However, tracks which hit only 2 stations
r.an have reconstructe<1 moml"nta if the vertex is known and use<1as a constraint; in this
rllse, the five unknown parameters (:r and y Ilosition at z = 0, r, Y, and % momentum)
are constrained by 6 parameters (r, y vertex, rand y coordinates in 2 st.~tions). The
reconstruction software should use all available information on hit detectors to rl"Construct
these Ilarameters as accurately as possible.

The initial reconstruction software, LPItECOC'l, faile<1at this task. LPItECOC'lonly
attempte<:! re<:onstruction for tracks hitting :3 stations, which are a small fraction of u)tal
acceptance. Furthermore, this code was flOOrly maintaine<1. A complete rewritl" of the
reconstruction program, LP2ItECOC'l, has been used by all Ilhysics analyses of thl" LPS. The
logic of LP2ItECOC'l is to first determine charge<1 particle hit positions within individ ual
pots, then match these within one st.~tion, and finally recognize the patterns of coordinates
between stations to form tracks. These tracks are Ilassed through a nonline1lf fit routine
to olitimize the outllnt parameters, and arbitration is done between all fitteti tracks in the
event to obtain independent traeks.

For S1-S6, which contain pairs of detecu)r paekets separate<1 by a small distance in
%, till" eoordinates from Ilarticles hitting both Ull and down detector liackets are combine<:1.
This combination uses the full strip equation to make a local coordinate fit, including local
tilt, and eenters the coordinate in % between thl" two dete<:.tor packets.

Pattern re<:ognition in the presenee of diliole and quadrupole fields t.~kes advantage
of the linl"arity of the optics as a funetion of transverse momentum and Ilosition, and the
indl"pendencl" on :r and y position. vVriting the position and angle as a vector (r, r1 == x,
the propagation of a partiele from Ilosition Xl, %1 U) a later Ilosition X2, %2 can be determine<:1
by thl" matrix

Initially, the information of an LPS event is su)re<1 as a list of strips which have
been hit in tIle detector. The first step is to remove from this list ehannels whieh are
known to be faulty or have failures. Next, adjacent hit strips are combine<1 to form cluster .•.
Clusters are formed under the assumption that adjacent hits most likely are due to the s<~me
particle, possibly due to charge sharing. AVl"fage cluster width is 1.5 strips. The location
of the cluster is taken as thl" Cl"nter of the series of hit strips.

Hl"fe, MH2(:rL) is a 2 x 2 matrix, and bH2(rL) is a ve<:tor, and both are de-
tl"fmin l"<:\by the magnets and drift spaces betwl"l"n %1 and %2 and vary nonlinearly with
moml"ntum .rL.



As examples, three matrices are presented. For a drift between =1 and Z2, the
alllHopriate matrix is

where ZI->2 repreSf>nts the difference in z position between the start and end of the drift. For
a bending magnet whidl bends partides with momentnm ;(L by an angle a over a distance
Zl-t2:

M - (1 ZI->2). b _ ( IZH2 )1->2 - 0 1 ,1->2 - a

Finally, the most complicated case is the quadrn pole, with focusing length L, which
can be written in terms of the parameter H:
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The Ilattern recognition does an excellent job of extracting tlle track fit Ilarameters.
However, the combination of;(L and PT valnes does not indnde correlations between the fit
parameters, and is done independently for each Ilair of detectors with the vertex posi tion
is fixed to be a point. Ideally, the track Ilarameters would be tuned to best satisfy all
constraints (detector and vertex), and the vertex constraint would allow for variation of the
track vertex with respect to the constraint vertex. Therefore, an additional stell was added
beyond the pattern recognition phase to better constrain the track parameters. This stell
uses an overall y2 fit, with minimization defined by:

lipp-ZI->2) b 0
cosH ; 1->2 =cosH

_n,lnf!
T.1~2

M (COShll
1-+2 = tinhfl--,,-Z1--+2

Quadru poles which are not centered on the proton beam act as the super[)I}sition of a
bending magnet and an on-axis focusing magnet. I1EnA uses these as a part of the electron
extraction process with the proton beam intentionally set far from the quadrupole axis.

The pattern recognition uses this information by computing the MI->2(xL) and
b 1->2 (J' d values for a fixed n umber of ;(L values. Since x' is not measured by these rleteetors,
the relationship between the measured values is linear:

(J'j - Xi(v, PT, xL))2 + (t',. - :ro)2 + (t'~ - YO)2
crl u; (1;

The pattern of relationshills as a function of XL, when plotted in terms of tile hit
position between two detector Ilackets, is a series of lines, as shown in figure 1.16. Each line
rellresents the locus of coordinate pairs which could be observed at a fixed XL and vertex
position and within LPS accept.~nce, but for any transverse momentum value. The Ilattern
recognition re<:onstructs ;(L by identifying the closest line to the coordinates in two stations.
With J'L, the transverse momentum can be determined; the vertex position is constrained
to be a point.

In this method, XL is determined independently for both the X and y coordinates.
These values are eombined by estimating tlle error in XL from each view, and combining
the two values appropriately.

This matching process only finds tracks whieh hit two detector Ilac.kets. If more
are hit, they are detected because their solutions have nearly the same :rL and PT values
and a coordinate is shared, and subsequently the :rL and PT values are combined.

where err and cr~ are the nominal widths of the vertex, v = (t'r, t'~, t'.) denotes the vertex
position and P is the transverse momentum. Xi is the extrapolated position to the silicon
detector. The LPS track fit routine minimizes this ,\'2 using the method of Levenllerg-
Marquardt [91J. This Ilroduces the most probable values of the track parameters and an
associate<:l error matrix.

In addition to recomputing the Ilhysics parameters of each event, some additional
parameters are returned by this fit routine: the number of missed detector planes Nmi •• and
the distance of closest apllroach to the beam pille dpipc' ~·:Iost of the LPS planes are better
than 99% efficient. If a track is predicted to intersect an efficient Illane far away from any
dead channels and no llit is seen, this is strong evidence that the track is not real.

To find missed planes, each plane on or before the last pot on the track is checked
to see if it has a hit on the track. If not, the track is extrallOlated to the plane to see if the
expected hit location falls at least 1mm inside the active area of the detector. If so, the ten
dosest strills to the extrapolated point are checkP.<!for eithr clusters (that may have been
missed by tlle Ilattern recognition) or dead or sUllpresSetJ strips. Failing this, the plane is



considered missing.
Because all of the tracks seen by the LPS that originate at z = 0 travel nearly

parallel to the beam line, an)' track that touches the beampille should traverse enough
material to be lost, Tracks whose fitted trajectory traverses the beam pille in front of the
pots which measur(' it are therefore suslled.

To test the trajectory of a track, the LPS reconstrurtion code contains a complete
and detailed simulation of all beam elements between the LPS and interaction point, which
are listed in Table 1,1. Each fitted track is swum through the beampipe, and the distance
to the dosest aperture along its Ilath is calculated. This quantity is called the distOIlCl' of
closcst app,'Oach or dpipc. A negative value of dpipc indicates that the trajectory of the trar..k
takes it through at least one heam element.

A detailed simulation of the beamline has further acl\'antages. In additiou to
calculating the dpipc, the fitted track is also checked to see how far it comes to missing
the bottom and sides of each pot. This information can be used, in conjunction with the
Monte Carlo, to estimate the LPS acceptance for any pot position. Tracks are also checked
to see if they intersect a region of beamllipe at GOmeters that is believed to contain a small
obstruction of approximately 8.5 radiation lengths thickness. The actual obstruction has
not bePn ohserved, hut is suspectel to be a part of the lIange or heam Ilosition monitor
in that area. Since this ohstruo:tion is large enough to effect the tracking resolution and
efficiency and is not completely simulated in the Monte Carlo, the user has the olltion of
simply throwing away the tracks that intersect it.

Data from the fitting IlroCesSare stored in ADAMO [92) tables. Tables have been
designe<:1for the cluster, coordinate, and tracking information, with relations hetween the
tables.

4.3.5 Reconst.ruct.ion software for alignment.

Small modifications to LP2RECO"l allowe<:1this code to be used for the alignment
Ilrocess. Additional histograms were create<:I, and re<:onstruction re<:Iuire<:1two additions.
In order to ensnre efficient track finding during the steps hefore the vertex location was
correctly located, a slledal 3-station track finding algorithm was nsed. This algorithm
exploits the absence of any horizontal fields in S1-SG. All tracks traversing 3 stations must
lie in a straight line in ;1', so collinear coordinates between S1-SG are identified as tracks.
These tracks would then be fit using LPl'IT, which was modified to allow fits without
ronstraint on the vertex loc<~tion. Aspeds of the alignment which utilize this features are
referred to as f,occ-vc,·tcr fit-.,

During normal operation of LP2RECO"l, the reconstruction operates using strip
equations, which are read from the condition GAP (a GAP is a General ADAMO File,
or a type of file which contains data formated for the ADAMO database). For the 1991
alignment, these strill equations were overridden in LP2RECO"l and manually manipulated
during the stells of the alignment. In 1995, the l>rogram MAKEGAl'2 vastly imp!Ove<l the
alignment Ilro<:esS. By comhining strip eq uation and GAP manipulation in one Ilackage,
MAI,EGAl'2 required documentation of alignment steps, allowed easier changes in location
of pots and st.~tions, and removed the nee<:1for modifying LP2RECO"l cod(' as alignment
Ilrogressed. Additionally, the output of MAKEGA1'2 could he directly installed in the ZEUS
offline catalog. Future alignments should certainly make use of this software,

The alignment Ilrocess determines input Ilarameters to the reconstruction Ilcogram
with which reconstructed tracks c.an be extracted. Without accurate knowledge of the
IlOsitions of the detectors with respe<:t to ead other, the magnetic fields, and the proton
beam, the reconstruction program will fail.

LPS data have been aligned separately in both 199·1 and 1995 data t.~king peri-
ods. The LPS data needs to have the alignment Illoce<:lure repeated comllare<:1to the 199·1
alignment for a variety of reasons. The LPS hands are removed from the tunnel d llring shut-
downs to prevent damage. Removing and installing these detectors can cause small shifts
in the detector Ilositions. Furthermore, some Ilarameters in the alignment, in particular the
location of the beam inside the beam pille, are not necessarily stable with time and need
to be determined indellendently for each year of data taking. In addition, having a com-
pletely independent alignment could help identify how misalignment imllacts the physics
distributions, if the Ilhysics distrihutions change between the two years.

This section presents the results of the 1995 alignment. The 199·1 alignment fol-
lowed a similar proc.edure and had similar resolutions, so presenting both would be redun-
dant.

Be<:ause of noise and hackground, or failure of the pattern re<:ognition to appro-
priately combine 3-st.~tion tracks together, lIIultiple tracks can appear in one event. The
process of choosing the best or most approllriate tracks is handled by the arbitration part
of LP2RECO"l. This is done in two parts: first, by defining a criteria for sele<:ting the best
tracks, and se<:ond, hy removing all tracks in an event which are inconlllatible with the best
track.

If there are many tracks in a single event, then the list of tracks is re<luce<l hy
throwing out tracks with particularly had parameters (X2ldof > 20, dpipc < -0.05 cm,
NOli •• > 1, or;l'L > 1.1)' but keeping at least 1 event in the list. From the remaining tracks,
the one with the most silicon Ilits is selecte<:l, with X2 use<l to break ties.

Next, the software makes a list of all clusters which were use<:1to form this track.
Under the assum'ltion that no two physics tracks will hit the same cluster, all traeks which
were fitt",l using any cluster also used hy a selected traek is incompatible and is ignored.
In fact, only 0.1% of events in the DIS sample have two tral:ks witllOut any share<l dusters,
and 30% of those apllear to be overlay of a beam-halo track with a Ilhysics track. Only
about 0.01% of the events could be considere<:1a viahle two-track physics event when kine-
matical eonsiderations are included. Since two-track events are so rare, arbitration is not
strictly n",:essary, since sinlflly selecting the best track in e\'ery event provides essentially
an identical sam Ille,

4.4.1 LPS configurations

In order to understand the context of LPS detector operation through its first :3
years of data taking, table 1.3 presents the history of all of the run periods in the c:ondition
database. "Physics Lumi" indicates the apllroximate luminosity (in nb-I) which can he



analyzed for ead run I>eriod; the starting date and event which triggered the separate
condition GAP are prp.sp.nted as well.

Ivlajor losses of luminosity in 1991 were tJne to timing I>roblems in the run range
928G-9000, and failnre of the beam position monitor in run range 9927-10018. In 1995, the
shaft connecting the mot.or of S1 t.o the resolver sheared, making l>recise positioning of this
detector inlf>ossible. During t.he repair of this rp.solver, the S1 anxiliary limit switch was
placed in the pat.h of the eoml>ensation mechanism, which in tnrn confused the positioning
software. Both l>roblems affected the ability of S1 to take data, and since S1 is used in the
trigger - which I>rovided the large rate of elastic pO events crncial for aligning and data
quality ehecks - data eollected in these periods was labeled unusable for physies (runs
12212-1251;3). Failures in 1>lanes3,12, and 51 were due to identical failures in a component
of the Plane Interface (PLIP).

Of remaining data losses in 1995,50% were due to poor quality beams preventing
LPS from taking data, 10% were due to the delay while waiting for IIEIlA to adjust the
beam position, 28% were due to the time required to insert the LPS, 5% were due to other
experiments requesting a delay, and 7% were due to time taken for tests of the LPS hardware.

Two physics sources were tarJped to determine this alignment. 1995 data use<! an
LPS trigger to obtain large rates of elastic C)J -I pOc1J events. Photoprodnction po eVf!nts,
where the scattered electron is not observed, have two iml>ort.1nt properties. First, the
proton has momentum fraction "L very close to 1, since ;tJr is very small

M2+Q2 - t
p ~l-;tL«·OOl

ys

Second, the seatteretJ proton will t.ypically exactly balance the transverse momentum of the
po, an idea develol>etJ in [93). This pllysics l>roCP.SSis well understood [9·1]. In the 1995 run,
approximately 7000 events were ohsef\'/~d, including 1700 in Sl-S2. The cuts applied were:

Run Start Event at sta.i of pCI·jod Stations Instrumented Physics
Number Date which breaks condition SI S2 S3 S1 S5 SO Lumi

Start UD U D IT D nb-1

5000 1/1/93 First LPS Operations XXX • 0
8810 1/1/91 New Year, eleetrons XXX X 0
9280 1/1/91 Positrons; timing jumps; XXX X X X 18

Down pots installed
9000 8/31/91 Timing problems fixed; XX XX X X 587

Plane 19 recovered
9883 9/30/91 Plane 10 dies XX XX X X 91
10018 10/11/91 Position of SG changed XX XX X X 178
10718 1/ 1/95 New year X XX XX X X 155
12213 7/28/95 S1 Up Resolver Breaks X XXX X X 0
12395 8/7/95 A.:cess: S2 installed, S1U X X XX XX X X 0

rel>aired, SO plane added
12171 8/16/95 S1 U I>cannot move X X XXX XX 0
12511 8/21/95 S1 Up rel>aired X X XX X X X X 920
13123 9/2G/95 S2 can not move X X X XX XX 582
13291 10/2/95 S2 repaired X X XX XX XX 11-1
13329 10/9/95 1l0C replaced X X XX X X XX 192
13GG3 10/20/95 Plane ;3 fails X X XX XX XX 79
13731 10/29/95 Plane 12 fails X X XX X X XX 3·17
13817 11/ 1/95 Plane 51 fails X X X X X X XX 50·1

• All calorimeter cells, whose energy deposit could not be matched to a CTD tracks,
were req uire<1to contain less than 200 II·IeV

Note that the high rate of elastic po was possible thanks to the improvecl LPS first
level trigger. This high po rate was crucial for the alignment process.

Some steps in the alignment re<~uire additional lower-momentum events. The
IimitetJ acceptance of the trigger was observPiJ to cause I>roblems, for example by selecting
tracks with substantially oft~axis vertices for "L ~ 0.9. So that the sample would not have
these accept.1nce eft'eets, only DIS events were used to get the lower-momentum saml>le (this
trigger sequence did not make selet:tions based on the LPS trigger).

The frame of reference for this alignment is fixed to the nominal beam position
in the quadrupoles and the center of tlle CTD, (lescribed as the "nominal beam reference
frame." This is dift'erent from the true proton beam reference frame, in which the physical
proton beam lies along the z = 0 axis, since IIEIlA does not have to position the proton
heam in the nominal position.

The first step in tllis alignment procedure is determining how the planp.s were
positionet:1 witll respect to each other within one detector padet. This can be achjeved
using tlle strip eq uation which relates the ;t and y coordinate with the number of the strip
wllich was hit:

• () Ii1Ji ,_
.I' = ytan<", - 1- --1Y

COSrj'J1
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Figure 1.17: Difference hetween hit~ in up and down I>ots at stations S1-S6.

Here, ;I' and yare lorations in the nominal proton beam referenr:e frame, and the index
i indicates the LPS IJlane nnmher. The I>arameters relating stril> nnmber IV to x and y
indude: the rotation angle of the stril>s 'I);, the I>itch of tIle detertor Pi, and Ii which is
either +1 or -1 depending on detedor orientation. The values of Pi, k and <P. are shown
in table 1..1 for the LPS design, although small adjustments to ';'; are made during the
alignment proce<:lure. From loeally fitlet:1 J' and y r:oordinates, the residual was calculate<f
by sn btracting the right hand side of the strip equation from the left hand side. The two
degrees of free<lom in this alignment step for each plane are the offset 0; and a rotation
which changes the stril> angle <Pi.

Plane SI-S;3 S1-S6 Up S1-S6 down Piteh P;
within pot I; <Pi Ii <P; Ii '~i
1 -1 0° 1 90° -1 90° 115 11m
2,3 -1 15° -1 _15° 1 _15° 81.3 11m
1,5 1 _15° -1 15° 1 15° 81.3 11m
6 1 0° -1 90° 1 90° 115 11m

The offset was just taken as the mean value of the residual, while the rotation angle
was determineoJ by minimizing the width of the residual. Several iterations of shifts and
rotations were ne<:.ess.~rybefore convergenr:e. The criteria for c.onvergence \\'as a residual
mean value of less then 10 IWI and a necessary dange in the rotation angle for the next
stel> width minimization of the order of 10-5 mrad.

4.4.4 Relative alignment of double-pot stations

For the stations Sol-S6, the relative alignment of the lll>and down detector packets
was determined by minimizing the residuals between coordinates which l>agSthrough both
the UI>and down pots. The roll between the two stations is correcteoJ at the same time.
r-,·10stcorrelations of this sort result from XL = 1 and consequently haw" a tilt in x of
±0.5 Jlrad since these tracks converge at z ~ 110m; this tilt is corr ••.•:ted over the 10-11 em
spacing in z between the up and down packets. Tilt in y is relatively small. Figure 1.17
shows the difference between UI>and down coordinates for all elastie pO events in the 1995
run, for thp. final alignment. Two r:orredions were applieoJ whic.h were time-dependent: S6
down was mov""f in order to insert a new detector plane on August 8, eausing a small shift;
a r:orrection has bP.en appli",,:1for this change. A drift in the relative I>osition of S1 ;r over
the year was corred""f by apl>lying two shifts on S1 Down of -120 ILm and 61 I,m in the
early and late parts of the run. No explanation is known for the drift in S1 Down, and S1
Down cannot definitively be identified as the pot which has drifteoJ (it could also have been
S1 UI»; this identification of S1 Down as the unstable pot was baseoJ on the ehange in 6:<3

(equation 1.12).
In addition to an inll>ortant step in the alignment, these distributions also demon-

strate the resolution of I>osition reconstruction, since the UI>and down positions are uncor·
related. By determining the difference between coordinates averageoJ over a long run and
tracking this average over different runs, the mechanical stability c.an be estimatp.d. An-
other method of estimating the stability is by attribnting any increase in the'wi(lth of the



Station r width y width r stability y stability
S1 32 11m ·10 11m 25 11m 25-33 11m
S5 27 I'm ;35 11m 15-17 11m 17-27 I'm
S6 ,12 11m 51 11m 22-33 11m 27 50 I'm

400

300

200

100

1 0_1 -0.5 0 0.5

up-down distribution, ahove that expected from silicon detector resolution, to an unknown
instability. These two evaluations usually give similar results; the two stability values are
separated by dashes in table 1.5. S6 had especially poor resolntion, and in general there is
somewhat worse resolution in y than 'c.

~600
~
W400

The difference between up and down pots' coordinates also determines whether
there is a roll angle hetween the two detector packets.

Figu re ·1.18: Difference between the position at S1 and that expected from extra polation
fr,;m S5 and S6, Or3 and O~3, shown for l events.

The remaining degrees of freedom for each entire station are translations in rand
y. This makes a total of ·1 degrees of free<:lom in each of 3 stations. Between S·1 and S6
there is a set of strong dipole magnets which bend the proton beam by 5.7 mrad vertically.
Thus, tracks which go through ;3stations form a simple spectrometer system which can be
precisely alignedwithout constraint on the absolute r or y position, since no quadrupoles are
involved. Relative alignment of the three stations in r is siml>le since there are no horiwntal
!lends in this region, and a precision of about 5 11m is obtained. Tracks whid pass from
S1 to S6 should be collinear in r, so the "collinearity variables" Or3 and O~3 are used. In
,c, the position of a coordinate at S1 can be extrapolated from S5 and S6 coordinates using
the formula:

_ c :r:S(Z6 - z.) - r6(zs - z.)Or3 = r4 - ;1:4 = ":4 - -~--~-~---
26 - Z5

To place these detectors in the nominal proton heam frame, there is the l>roblem
of underst.~nding the quadrnpole fields. Since quadrupole field strength is proportional to
distance from the quadrupole axis, it is crucial that the axis of the quadrupole be positione<l
at the same place in the re<:onstruction program as it was for the data t.~king. For an
example of how the reconstrnction fails if the q uadrlll>oles are I>ositioned incorrectly, see
figure 1.19. Here, two reconstrncte<:1 tracks are shown. The two tracks hit 3 stations in
S1-SG, and this portion of the reconstruction worked accurately. However, once the tracks
were swum through the quadrul>oles which were offset in the reconstruction, the two tracks
met at a vertex position which is offset from the actual initial vertex. In practice, the
beamline magnets are more conwlex, see section 1.2.1. The philosophy of the quadrupole
alignment step is therefore to determine what quadrllpole I>ositions will allow the average
reconstructe<:l vertex to match the eXI>ected I>hysics vertex. Since the physics vertex has
a finite size, considerable statistics are re<:luired to obtain an accurate description of the
central valne.

This procedure will require two assumptions: first, that the CTD is well aligned to
the center of the q uadrul>ole axis; se<:ond, that the quadrupoles are fixed in position rel<ltive
to one another as they were designed by lIERA. The first assumption has the advantage that
vertices ce<:onstructed by the LPS are in the same coordinate system as the ZEUS vertices.

To implement this, 3-station tracks are re<:onstructed with free-vertex fits. These
tracks are swum to z = O. The S1-S6 teleseope is translated in rand y, and allowed to pitch
and yaw, in order to realize the goal that the reconstructed vertex location be independent of
r L and identical to the average CTD vertex for the same run I>eriod. A sl>ecial fit proced ure
was developed for this task, whid! yielded a reasonable solution, shown in table 1.6. The
fit minimizes the spot size by simultaneously adjusting the positions of S1-S6 (r and y
offset, pitch, and yaw). An additional constraint was placed on the fit rontine, re<:~lliring
the expecte<:l S5-S6 correlation lines to pass througll the points ohserved in a scatter plot
of S5-SG y positions. For reference, the covariance matrix is shown in t.~ble 1.7.

With His fit complete, the vertex I>osition is shown as a function of 'CL for the r
and y views in figure 1.20. There is a small tendency for the vertex in r to he lower at small

The difference between the extral>olate<:1coordinate;1:~ and that observed at S1 ;1:4is defined
as Or3:

For y, there is a bending magnet with substantial (5.7 mrad) angle; hov,'ever, in the nominal
I>roton beam reference frame, the coordina te system follows this bend for 'cL = 1. TIllIS,

should be nearly 0 for any sample of 'CL = 1 particles. The 1'0 sample satisfies this crite-
ria, and in fignre 1.18, accurate alignment of the S1-S6 telescol>e is verified by the tight
distributions of Or3 and O~3'

This variable has been che<:ke<:1for any correlation between Or3 and 0•.1, which
would indicate a roll of the S1-S6 spectrometer.



QS field strength adjustment 1.0101 ± 0.0007 times nominal field
QR fiel•.! strength adjustment 1.00·15 ± 0.0007 times nominal field
Vertex X 1.17 mm (fixed)
Vertex Y -1.21 mm (fixed)
Pot offset in x at S1 -0.05 ± 0.09 mm
Pot oftSet in y at S'1 0.0 ± 0.003 mm
Pitch S1-S6 ahout S1 0.016 ± 0.032 mrad
Yaw S1-S6 about S·1 -0.0010 ± 0.0011 mrad

QS Field QR field ~, oft'set y oft'set ;~ rotation y rotation
QS Field 1.00
QR Field 0.26 1.00
J' offset -0.07 -0.36 1.00
yoffset -0.82 -0.11 0.05 1.00
x rotation 0.07 0.17 -0.89 -0.02 1.00
y rotation -0.15 0.01 0.07 0.18 -0.02 1.00

;~L values, and when the vertex is constraine.f a larger ,,2 value results. The adual eause
of this I)rohlem is undear, hut the eft'ed on the re.:onstrude<:l varia hies should be small.

With the S1-S6 telescol)e aligne<:l to the nominal I)roton beam reference frame,
there are 2 degrees of freedom whic.h nPf'd to be fixe<:lfor both SI and S2, corresponding to
the la teral positions of these two st., tions. Rolls of these 2 I>ots are not mnsidere.:l. There
arp 3 sources of information ahout these detector systems:

1. In one run (12855), SI was plaee<:lfar into the beam pipe, whic.h provide<f a few overlap
events whic.h hit both SI and part of the S1-S6 telescope.

2. Any souree of XL = 1 events can be used to identify the vertex location if J'L is fixe.:l
in the fit routine. This vertex can he re<:luire<fto match the vertex for the same run
range in S1-S6.

Figure 1.19: Example of how :3-station alignment can use the physics vertex distribution
to extract information on the quadrul)ole focal length and transverse I)osition. a) indicates
poor quad position and focal length, which has heen correcte<:l in b)

3. PT halance with elastic pO events defines the detector position for hoth detectors in ~,
and y.

In order to maximize the resolution of these 3 in!i.umation sources, the following method was
use<f. First, the information from run 12855 was used to fix the position of SI (figure 1.21).
Next, the position of S2 was adjuste<:l until the average vertex position for free-vertex l
events (with J'L constrainte<f to 1) was identkal hetween SI-S2 and S1-S6. Finally, the
positions of SI and S2 are adjuste<:l simultaneously witllOut changing the vertex position,
until the average value of Pr,LT'S + Pr.CTD in elastie pO events is identical in both the SI-S2
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of the IJroton heam to calculate transverse momentum. The 1995 run was divided into 12
run periods, each of which had about 300 elastic pO events tracked through S1-S6. 'Nithin
each of these periods, the beam position was assum...-I to he constant.

At first it may seem re..iundant to determine the average vertex using the LPS, since
in seetion 1.1.G the vertex "-as fixed so as to be identi,:"l to the average vertex determined
using central tracking. In fact, this step should determine danges in the average beam
position over time, since HErtA could have changP.d the interaction point location with
respect to this average location over time. To check this, elastic l events are fitted without
vertex constraint, but with ;CL fixed to 1, and the average value is looked at as a function of
run number, as shown in figure 1.22. By looking at the vertex IJosition over a short amount
of time, vertex SIJot sizes of (100, 150) /Lm for S1-S2 and (1090, 180) /Lm for S1-S6 in (:t,
y). The vertex SIJot sizes for SI-S2 are dominated by the actual spot size of the colliding
beams.

,.
<"~J

In addition to showing the LPS average vertex as a funetion of time in figure 1.22,
the parameterization of the CTD average vertex position is also shown with straight lines. In
y, the two determinations of the vertex using the LPS agree on the movement of the beam,
which is not c:onfirmed by the CTD parameterization. Since SI-S2 and S1-S6 are completely
independent in terms of their determination of shifts in vertex position, these shifts are likely
to indicate actual movement of the interaction vertex. In ;/', all 3 measurements of the vertex
position disagree, so no conclusion can be made as to which measurement (that of the CTD
or LPS) best describes the true motion of the vertex. If the CTD IJarameterization were
used to eonstrain the LPS vertex IJositions, the ;/'L resolution would be degraded.

These averages are included in the calibration GAl', and the reeonstruction soft-
ware uses these as constraints in the fit procedure. Thp vertices from SI-S2 were used when
available, because S1-S2 is very sensitive to the constraine<:1 vertex location, while S1-S6
has much less dependence on the :t vertex constraint, as evidenced by the errors shown in
figure 1.22

Next, the tilt of the beam is determined. For each run period, the value of
PT(p) + PT(pl'oton) was averaged for the po events to determine the heam tilt, shown in fig-
ure 1.23. The y tilt values were inconsistent with a fixed tilt for the entire run (X2 / DOF =
5.1 for fixed-tilt hypothesis), so the tilt has been set Pq ual to the average in each run pe-
riod. However, in ;/', the data are nearly constant with time (,,2/ DOF = 1.1 for fixed-tilt
hypothesis), so one universal tilt is applied to all runs.

The elastic po give an estimation of the resolution of the SIJectrometer at:tL = 1,
since the transverse and longitudinal momentum of the proton are known to high precision
from the kinematics of the p determinP.d in the ZEUS deteetor. The distributions Of;tL, and
sum of PT for the po and LPS tracks, are shown separately for S1-S2 and S1-S6 telescopes in
figure 1.21. One of the main purposes of using the vertex constraints determined by using
po events, was to ensure that the;tL = 1 peak for po events would be constant in time. This
is approximately true, as shown in figure 1.25.

The ;tL distrihution for S1-S6 is fitted to the sum of two Gaussian distributions,
whid seem to describe the data well enough, and those results are shown in figure 1.21.
Presumably the dual Gaussians were needed because of the variation in ;tL resolution de-
pending on the track IJhase space and combination of pots which were hit. Momentum
resolution alJIJears somewhat worse than for 1991, although transverse momentum resolu-
tion is essentially identical between the two years and hetween SI-S2 and S1-S6. 81-S2

Figure 1.20: Vertex IJosition for free-vertex fits hitting 3 stations in DIS sample, plotted
against ;tL

and S·I-8G telescOIJes; in section 1.1.8, an offset is applied to make this value O. In figure '1.21,
the average values of Pr.LPS + lJ•. CTD arp shown for the two telescopes, after an identical
offset has been a!JIJlied to the angle of the beam. This IJrocedure a!Jpears to givp prpcision
of alJproximately 20/Lm to the position of SI and S2.
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Figure ,1.21: Difference hetween S1 coordinate and S·1-S6 track extrapolated to S1, for run
12855

Previous parts of the alignment have addressed the procedure of locating detector
IJosition with reslJect to the nominal beam frame. The next step is to determine where
the aetual heam lies in this reference frame. Information about the heam position is use..i
for two purposes by the reconstruction. The vertex position constrains the fit, allowing
2-station tracks to be fit. The angle of the track at the vertex is ComlJared with the angle
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Figure 1.22: Average vertex as a function of the run number, for Sl-S2 (open triangles) and
~H-S6 (solid circles)

Figure ·1.2:3: Beam Tilt as a function of the run number, for Sl-S2 (open triangles) and
S·t-S6 (solid circles).

has longitudinal momentum resolution of about 2%, a factor of 6 worse than the S1-S6
telescope. A small correlation in the error in XL and Pr is eXI>eded before the effeds of
beam emittance are considere<.i; the Pr uncertainty in Sl-S2 is about 20 MeV, compared
with .\0 MeV from the smearing of the proton beam.

Another item which should be monitored is the position of the ;/'L = 1 peak.
Its mean position as a function of run number, derived from elastic. p events, is shown in
figure 1.25. Fit Number of Events Mean Sigma

XL S1-S6 3281 0.9999 ± .0001 .00358± .000117
2020 0.9998 ± .0003 .011 ± .000:31

X tilt, S1-S6 1681 .61 ± .66 MeV 12.6±.7 MeV
y tilt, S1-S6 5203 O± 1.1 MeV 97 ± 1.3 MeV
XL Sl-S2 1707 .999 ± .001 .0190 ± .0001
X tilt, Sl-S2 1591 o ± 1.3 IvleV 17.2 ± 1.3 II·IeV
y tilt, Sl-S2 1720 O± 2.3 MeV 91 ± 2.1 MeV

Table 1.8: Fits to pO distributions, which estimate resolution of physics variables near
J'L = 1.



Th~ key to accuraw LPS accelltance is knowing the locations and sizes of th~
b~am all~rtures. These have be~n carefully simulat~d in MOZAnT (section 5.1]' but a few
simulat~d apertures did not match IIEnA drawings. Release '1UMI2V7 contains a numl>er of
cllanges to the apertures allillicable for S1-S6, making it suitable for acceptance correction of
thes~ tracks. Positions of these elements were carefully checke<1by plotting where tracks lie
in slices of =, providing dear outlines of these beam elements. Four examples of these plots
are shown in figure 1.26. The lines indicat~ the edges of the allertures or detectors, and the
points are extrapolations of tracks from the DIS sample. These four locations are critical
apertur~ restrictions, the first two limiting SI-S2 aCc~lltance, and the second two limiting
S1-S6 acceptance. The Ilositions of these four apertures have been ad,iusted in MOZAR.T hy
up to 2 mm to ensur~ that the accelltance in the Mont~ Carlo matches the data. The lines
indicate th~ positions of these apertures as simulated in MOZAnT, and clearly are effective
in demonstrating the limit of LPS acceptance. These four regions are rmphu$izrd in the list
of aperture restrictions in tahle 1.1.

The alignment IlrOeedure does not enforce any requirement that the apertures
remain fixed between two years of data taking. In Ilartieular, the quadrullOle fit procedure
eould have given a substantially different result from the 1991 alignment. Fortunately, the
results for 1991 and 1995 seem to he quiw similar, with the shift pre<licted at 60 m differing
hy only 0.6 mm.

After completion of all steps of the alignment, the ;r L distribution for events satis-
fying the DIS trigger is shown in figure ,1.27. For events with :l'L > .97, 1127 hit SI-S2 and
;3-112hit S1-S6, so SI-S2 contrihutes :30% of the diffractive data in DIS.

Finally, the entire history of the alignment is presente<l in tables 1.9 and 1.10.
Clearly, the alignment procedure requires considerably more iteration than has beell pre-
sented in this section.
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This section has describe<l the construction, operation, and reconstruction process
which allows the LPS to measure leading protons in "'1' eollisions at ZEUS. The Ilrimary .
challenges result from the close Ilroximity with which these detectors must ollerate to the
Ilroton b~am. Silicon d~tectors have been constructed which conform the beam shape.
These deteetors have customized readout electronics which offer high-speed, efficient read·
out. Positioning the LPS Ilroved to he a delicate task requiring coordination with the
operators and other eXlleriments at HErtA.

Analysis of proton tracks is possible using the reconstruction program LP2rtECO'l.
By allillying a number of clever algorithms, the reconstructed momenta of the final i>roton
can be determine<1 with considerable accuracy. A precise alignment is required for the
reconstruction to be successful. Careful analysis of Ilhysics tracks reveals the locations of
all dewctors to sufficient Ilrecision for physics analysis to Ilroceed.

Figure ·1.25: Position of kinematic Ileak versus run numher, for SI·S2 (open triangles) and
S1-S6 (solid circles).
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Alignment Stel> Adjustment performed
2 Offset planes in S5 UI>~ 100 I,m
3 Offset 1>lanein S5 Down
1 Roll planes in S5 Down ~ 0.6 llIrad
5 Offset planes in S5 Down ~ 10Illll
6 Roll planes in S5 Down ~ 0.1 mrad
7 Offset planes in S5 Down ~ 10l,m
8 Roll planes in S5 Up ~ 0.5 mrad
9 Offset planes in S5 Up ~ 20l,m

10 Roll planes in S5 Up ~ 0.1 mrad
11 Offset planes in S5 Up ~ 10llm
12 Roll one plane in S5 UI> ~ 1 mrad
13 Offset planes in S5 Up ~ 10l,m
11 Roll one plane in S5 Up ~ 1 mrad
15 Offset planes in S5 Up ~ 51,m
16 Offset planes in S1 Up ~ 100llm
17 Roll I>lanes in S1 Up ~ O.'! mrad
18 Roll I>lanes in S1 Up ~ 0.5 mrad
19 Offset planes in S1 Up ~ 30llm
20 Offset I>lanes in S6 Down ~ 100l'llI
21 Roll planes in S6 Down ~ 0.5 llIrad
22 Roll planes in S6 Down ~ 0.5 llIrad
23 Offset I>lanes in S6 Down ~ 30l,m
21 Roll planes in S6 Down ~ 0.2 llIrad
25 Offset planes in S1 UI>~ 10l,m
26 Offset planes in S6 Down ~ 10Illll
27 Offset planes in Sl and S2 ~ 100l,m
29 Roll 1>lanesin Sl and S2 ~ 0.5 llIrad
30 Offset planes in Sl and S2 ~ lOl'llI
31 Roll planes in Sl and S2 ~ 0.3 mrad
32 Offset planes in S6 Up ~ 6Ol,m
3:3 Roll planes in S6 Up ~ 0.9 mrad
31 Offset planes in S6 Up ~ 50l,m
35 Roll I>lanes in S6 Up ~ 0.2 mrad
36 Offset I>lanes in S6 UI>~ 51,m
37 Offset planes in S1 Down ~ 60llm
38 Roll planes in S1 Down ~ 0.7 mrad
39 Offset 1»anes in S1 Down ~ 10l,m
10 Offset all planes a few I,m
11 Rotate all planes a few llIrad
12 Offset all planes a few I,m

·40 ·20 0 20 40
Exit of BT dipole (48.8 m)

·40 ·20 0 20 40
Flange before BPM (59.95 m)

Figure 1.26: Scatter I>lots of;l' \'s. lJ I>osition for tracks in DIS sample, I>lotted at fixed
z positions. The tracks locations are used to identify the boundaries of al>ertures and
detectors.



Alignment Step Adjustment performed
100 Offset S1-SG down pots by ~ I mm
101 Offset S1-SG down Ilots by ~ O.lmm
102 Rotate S.'j down by 0.2G mrad
200 Offset station SG by ~ 2 mm for 6rJ alignment
201 Roll station SG by 3.G mrad
202 Shift S1-SG down by ~ 3 mm
203 Roll and shift S1-SG down
20,1 Roll S1-SG teleSCol)(' by 1 mrad
205 Shift SG by 30/lm
20G Shift S1-SG teles';ope b)' I mm and roll SG by 0.5 mrad
207 Quad alignment: Shift and yaw S·1-SGtelescope a fev: mm
208 Repeat quad alignment: few nun shifts in S1-SG
209 Adjust quadrupole strength, apilly few 11mshift in S1-SG
210 Apply corrections to down pots of few JLm
211 Repeat quad alignment
212 Adjust tiown Ilot Ilositions ~ :30/1m
213 Adjust down pot positions ~ 30/lm
211 Apply run-dependent corredion to SG up
215 Apply run-dependent corredion to S1 Down
21G Apply run-dellendent vertices determined from fits to rhos in S1-SG
217 Repeat quad alignment
218 Apply run-dellendent. vertkes determined from fits to rhos in S'I-SG
219 Adj ust SG Ilosition hy ~ 10/lm
220 Repeat quad alignment
221 Apply rnn-dellendent vertices tietermined from fits to rhos in S1-SG
222 Apl>ly rnn-dependent beam tilts
223 Adjust SI position by ~ 100/lm
221 Adjust S2 position hy 10 mm in '"
225 Adjust S2 position by ~ .'jOO/lm
22G Adjust S2 position hy ~ aOO/lm
227 Apply run-dependent \'eetices from SI-S2j doesn't replace all runs
228 Adjust SG down plane 2 by ~ 100JLm
229 Offset previous beam tilt by few MeV, adjust 81 and 82 ~ 0.5 mm
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• Ivlonte Carlo provides a wealth of information about systematir uncertainties in the
detector or measurement. For examl>le, if the calorimeter calibration has accuracy of
1%, then Monte Carlo simulations can determine the effect of that 1% uncertainty on
Jllp.aSUreJ11p.nts.

The Monte Carlo process starts hy the simulation of the wllision of the electron
and proton. A .qcllcmto/· is responsible for accurately IHedicting the particular reaction of
interest. For each collision, the generator returns a list of I>articles for the final state of that
event. A variety of generators have heen used in this analysis, as describe-:I in section 5.3.1-
5.3.·1. These I>articles are then given to the simulation I>rogram for the detector, describe<!
in sections 5.1 and 5.2.

While the Monte Carlo method has many a(hantages, measurements which depend
on Monte Carlo simulation can he incorrect. Because the programs are so complex, errors
can easily occur. Therefore, any opportunity to make a measurement which does not require
Monte Carlo corrections should he ex ploite<l, as in se<:tions 7.2, 7.3, 7.5, and section 9.1.
When Monte Carlo corrections are al>plie-:l extra t:ross-dwcks are req uire-:I, as has heen
performe<l in sections 7.1, 8.3 and 9.3.

Modern high-energy physics has grown to depend on det.1iled simulation of both
I>artide-Ipvel processes and the dete<:tor response for making physics measurements. Be-
cause these simulations del>end on random pr'Kesses, hoth at the physics level and at detec-
tor level of simulation, they are termed MOlltc Co,./o. These simulations provide information
rf'(juired In interpret measurements.

• Accurate simulation provides confirmation that detector operation is well understood.
[I' all ohserva hie parameters have similar distributions in data and Monte Carlo, major
prohlems in the detector are unlikely to have occurre<l.

• Acceptance of the detector can be determined from these simulations. For example,
tlle LPS e"ent sample only contains those protons which have hit at least 2 active
detectors, which for the diffractive DIS Saml)le is only a few percent of the events.
Understanding the physics rate requires understanding of what fraction of the events
actually hit the detector.

At ZEUS, the program MOZART simulates the passage of particles through the
det",:tor, including partide dp.<:ay,interactions with materials in the detector, and detector
resrJonse to partides. This package, one of the largest programs usp.<!at ZEUS, relies heavily
on the CER~ simulation GEA~T [95). Detector response is simulate<i with a variety of
spe<:ialize-:I codes [96]. Once the dete<:tor response has been simulate-:I, ZGA~A simulates
the trigger system, and the event is reconstructed using the same code as standard physics
events.

• Resolution of detector for reconstructing physics variables r..an b", calculawl. For
examl>le, the resolution of Q2 can be determined by c.omparing the virtual photon Q2
from the pllYsics simulation with the "alue reconstructe<! hy the simulated detector.

• 1I'lonte Carlo I>rovides a consistent method for including understood physics processes.
For ",xaml>le, the QED corrections to the cp interaction can he removed if the Monte
Carlo includes these processes.

In their Monte Carlo corle, most ZEUS subsystems have the task of maintaining in
GEA~T the geometry of their detectors. The LPS has th", additional burden of maintaining
the ge<ometry of 8j meters of the HEM heam line, including 23 magnets with accessories.
Develol>....-lover a Sl)an of five years [97, 98], the LPS GEA~T simulation includes updates
based on ohsen'ations from the 1991 data.

This section details the simulation of the heamline, magnetic fields, and detector
response (digitization). Additionally, some limitations of GEA:'<T required some additional
work to includ", the effects of the moving detectors in the LPS. In the simulation, the
detector positions are fixe-:I,leading to a I>roblem of changing accept.1nce in the data, which is
considere-:l in section 5.2.6, and also to loss of precision with which coordinates are measure<l,
since the detector positions can only be determine<l to the precision of the mechanics.

• Complex, poorly understood physics I>rocesses can he simulate<l. For examl>le, frag-
mentation processes cannot be pre<lic.ted, but Monte Carlo models have been written
to approximate experimental ohsen'ations. Selecting different Monte Carlo models
allows the effects of fragmentation (on resolution, ac.ceptanc.e, etc.) to be tested,
allowing better understanding of the systematic error.

• By ,:omparing observe<l distrihutions generate-:I Ioy different models, the most appro-
priate model can be selected, or parameters in a model can be tuned.

• In order to allow cJ>mparisons hetween different experiments, the effects of ac.cep-
tance and resolution can he removP.<ifrom a data set using the pnlcess of unfoldillg.
Generally, the unfolding process has a cross section as the final result.

Typical magnets are simulated as a box or cylinder made out of magnet material
containing a volume of air to define the inside dimensions. For quadrupole magnets where



the inside dimensions are more complicatp.d, four 90· slices of cylinders of magnet material
are us•..•:! instead, A heampipe, made out of iron and containing vacuum, is placed inside in
the inner din1f~nsion,

vVhereas magnets are only approximately simulated, more attention has been
Illaced on the exact shape of the beampipe because of its inff uence on acceptance, EXCP.lltfor
small apllroximations, all beamllille inner dimensions match blueprint speeifications (listed
in table 1,1), Every attempt has beP.n made to reproduce the critical allertures exactly (see
figure ,1.26 for examples of some of the beanlflipe shapes), although some of the less cru-
cial apertures are allproximations, including the elliptical shape of BS, The Ilositions were
verifie<l or slightly reloc<~ted based on the patterns in the data, as described in section 1.1,9,

The unusual shape of active silicon was difficult to implement in GEA:"lT, and re-
quired overlapping trapezoidal and ellilltical volumes [97], The resulting simulation matches
the actual det •..•:tor shapes, A GEA:"lT drawing of hand S1 Ull is shown in figure 5,1; other
hands are similar,

Since LPS silicon detectors employ the binary readout scheme, simulating their
response is relatively simple, To first order, LPS channels respond only when cilarged
particles Ilass through them, and digitization indicates which strips, Inefficiency, noise,
cluster size, and dead channels extp.nd this simplistic model to realisticallv simulate the
detectors, -

Ead charged Ilarticle hit is randomly tested using the efficiency values deternline<l
from Ilhysics tracks (figure 1,15), Correlations with incident angle and track energy are
ignored,

Noise is simulated by randomly generating for each plane in each event" noise
hits according to a Poisson distribution, Typieally 0,2 hits/event/plane are simulate<:l in
each event, based on information from random triggers, Eadl hit is Illace<l onto a ran dom
Sllot on the surface of the active detector, matched with the closest strip, and adde<:l to
the raw data as noise, This produces noise in IHoportion to a strip's area, expected for
synchrotron radiation, which (Iominates tIle noise occupancy, This all!lroximation "-ould
np.ed to be reviewed if the elp.ctronies noise dominate<l the noise occupancy,

The simulation assumes that all detP.ctor strillS between the particle entrance and
exit points are hit. A small addition to this range is added to simulate charge sharing, The
simulation of the supprp.ssion of dp.ad and noisy cl1annels is performp.d in the reconstruction
program, In a treatment similar to actual data, the reconstruction reads the dead and
noisy channel list from the Monte Carlo data base and removes the specifip.<:lhits froIll the
simulated raw data,

ri2+::' +====::I=i4l

The LPS reconstruction uses the beam position for constraining vertex position
and for measuring transverse momentum with respect to beam angle (section 1,1,8), If the
beam is traveling at an angle througll ZEUS, this IHoduces an absolute PI' offset in the LPS,
The proton beam emittance, which smears the transverse momentum of individual protons
in the beam, is an effect large enough to dominate the TJT resolution of the LPS, Therefore,
the accurate simulation of the vertex Ilosition, vertex size, proton beam tilt, and Ilcoton
beam emittance is essential for an accurate simulation of the LPS,

To this end, MOZART was modified with routines to reproduce, to the best ()f our
knowlP.<ige, tllese beam related effects, These include the addition of Gaussian smearing in
the x and y vertex positions and a routine to boost and rot<~te the entire event in or(le~ to
account for proton beam tilt, The parameters used by the beam simulation are:

• A vertex position of>: = 0,139 cm and y = -0,129 cm for the positron runnillg in
1991.

Since the IIEM magnets are expected to produce nearly ideal dillole and quadru-
1)OIefields inside their beam pipes, this is simulated in GEA:"lT. Accurate strengths of the
dipole and quadrupole fields have been obtaine<l with the help of IIERA personn~l, and are
also included in the reconstruction and the stand-alone ray-tracing program DEAM9.



Since the LPS del>ends on mechanieal reso!l:ers to determine the position of the
detectors each run, the precision of the mechanics limits coordinate accuracy. This precision
is the same magnitude as the silicon detector resolution, and conse<~uently degrades resolu-
tion in XL and PT. The resolution of PT is irrelevant since the precision of the detector, less
than 10 MeV, is small enough compared to the beam spread (100 MeV) that measurements
are insensitive to any loss of l>recision in PT; therefore, I concentrate on XL resolution.

In order to include the effects of small mismeasurement~ of the detector positions,
the detectors are randomly shifted by 10-20 I,m according to \'lllues determined from the
data, table ,1.5. Checks using pO data, where the I>hysics distribution is effectively a 0-
function at XL = I, indieate that even with this smearing the Monte Carlo distribution
is slightly better than the data distribution. The smeared Monte Carlo is bronght into
agreement with the data by smearing XL by a = 0.0017.

The error value for XL is determined from the covariance matrix from LP2FIT.
However, Ivlonte Carlo studies have shown that the actualuncert.,inty in XL can be obtained
by scaling the value from the covariance matrix by 1.a. Inade<~uacies of the linear error
apl>roximation result in the slight underestimation of the error value returned by LP2FIT.

Finally, the decreased precision of the data causes the .'(2 values to be larger.
Scaling the \:2 values by 1.1 in the Monte Carlo pr,><luces excellent agreement. This value
is not particularly important, except that a cut is made in .'(2 and it would be good to have
roughly the same amount of tail remove,-I in the data as Monte Carlo. By placing this cut
far from the peak, the measurement will be less sensitiv •• to the cut in this value. Figure 5.8
includf'S a comparison of the data X2 values and the scaled MC values.

Figure 5.2: Example of conditions where weigllts are re<~uired to correct for run-torrun
changes.

lower detector position. Four scenarios ar •• presented in which the Ivlonte Carlo could have
incorrectly estimat...:l the acceptance by not including changes in the run conditions.

la. The detec.tor was positioned at the lower lin•• and th •• hit position is identified by 1.
The Mont ••Carlo and data have identical accept.,nce, and the event was accepted in
both data and Monte Carlo.

lb. In this run, the detec.tor was positioned at th •• high ••r line, causing the hit to be
observ ••d closer to the edge of the detector. Th •• event is observf.'<l in both data and
Ivlonte Carlo, but is removed from the data bec.,us •• it passes too dose to the edge of
the detector.

5.2.6 Account.ing for changes in run conditions

Due to \'llrying run conditions, the LPS had to be positioned at different locations
for each run in th •• data. The Monte Carlo, due to the inflexibility of GEA:'lT, had to be
generated with fixed geometry. To reconcile these different acceptance conditions, Monte
Carlo events are reweighted. For each generated event in which there is an LPS trade, a ray-
tracing Monte Carlo is executed which tests whether that track would have been observed
under run conditions different from those in MOZART.

The weight is calculated using two different m••thods. The first method executes
the ray-tracing Monte Carlo for each run CJlnfiguration, and tests whether a proton with
the same Pro P~, :rL and vertex would hit at least 2 st.,tions. This weight is almost always
one, unless the track is passing close to the edge of the detector. The second method works
like the first, except that the vertex and track angle are modified to take into account the
dlllnges in average vertex and beam tilt for each run. The sec.ond m••thod is more reliable,
since movements of the beam influenced the decisions on how to mov •• the detectors. 'Nhen
correcting Monte Carlo for simulation of 1995 data, only the second method is al>I>lieddue
to the considera ble changes in beam I>osition and tilt.

Figure 5.2 shows the detector S1 Up, with a small corner enlarged to demonstrate
this r••weighting scheme. A hypothetical track which is assum ••d to hit well within th ••active
region ofS.) is sllOwn near the edge of detector S1. Two differp.nt d••t •••:tor positions arp sllOwn
hy the two <liagonallines on the expand •••.1 view. The Monte Carlo was g••nerat •••l usiug thp

2. The detector was positioned at the lower line, hut the beam movM, causing the track
with the same generated Pr and P~ to hit the deteetor at 2. The event was again
removed from the da t.,.

3. Finally, beam movement sent the traek to 3. The track is observed in both dat., and
Monte Carlo, but was removed from the data sample hecause it l>asSe<1too closely to
the beam I>ipI' edge.

In this case, th •• apl)lied weight would be the luminosity for the first run configuration
divided by the total luminosity of all four run configurations.

Since only weights less than 1 can be applied with this method, the Monte Carlo
geometry must hav •• more aceeptance than all run configurations. To ensure this, the
MOZART configuration was chosen to be the same as a run in which the detectors were
unusually close to the beam, and therefore had high acceptance. Furthermore, in the data,
events are cut if the track I>asses too close to the beam pipe (dpjpc cut) or to close to the
edge of the d••te<:tor (dpot cut). These cuts are not mad ••dirp.dly in the Monte Carlo events;
instead, the cuts are applip.d to the ray-traced tracks during the reweighting 1>fC)Cess.

The average value of the weight a 1>I>liedas a function of r Land PT are shown in
figure 5.3. For the diJfractive analysis, the net result is to r•••:luce the overall accel>tance
hy 19%, with little r 11' or t dependence in the 1991 configuration for events within the
diffractive cut of ,rL > .9i.
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5.3.1 nAPGAP single ditrractive DIS

ItAPGAP is a generator for cp -t cpX events [101] and indudes radiative corre.:-
tions. A samille of 150K events have been generated using a structure function similar to
that measured by ZEUS. In fact, the fJ-dependence is identical to that measured by ZEUS;
the "Pomeron ti ux" was based on the work of Streng [102]:

A simple comparison with the method of [99] demonstrates that for ditfractive
events, both methods are approximately consistent with a fixe.f decrease in acceptance [100].
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The parameters in this model indude fJJ[' = 58.71 GeV-2, O[J> = 1.085,0' = 0.25 GeV-2,
bo = 1 GeV-2. Because of the t dellendence in ()", the effe.:tive exponential slope bell is
between 5 ann 9 at measured :rr values (bell = 1 + 2oJlog(1j;rr))

IIEItACLES [103] provides QED radiative corrections to the model. The parton
shower (hard interactions, gluon radiation) is implemented using the AItlAD:'lE [101] color
dillole model, assuming that the hadronic final state starts as a qq pair. Fragmentation
(soft interactions) uses the Lund string model as implemented in JETSIIT [105]. Events in
the low mass region « 2 GeV) were usually replaced with either a p or l' resonance, to
approximate the natural formation of resonances.

The parameterization of P.{luation 5.1 can also be compared to the results of [51],
where c = .78 ± 0.32, a = 1.16 ± .O·f± .08.

The generate.:1 quantities can be seen in figure 5.1. The following cuts are apl>lied
at generator level:
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• Q2 >:3 GeV2

• y> 0.005

Since it is desirable that the Monte Carlo agree as closely as possible with the
data, weights are applied to the generate.:l events, allowing the Ilarameters bo, O'J[', and 0"

to be adjustp.{l. Optimizing the generate.:\ structure function is especiafly imllortant for the
bin-by-bin correction. For each event, the weight is:

Figure 5.3: Weights a pplieti to account for run-to-run changes in detector ann beam posi-
tions, for 1991 da!., set.

, :r 11'-20r+20"-1 [fJ(l - fJ) + k(l - fJ)2] ebot
w-N~~c) 2· - • , , :r r -20r" •• +20"-1 [,fi(1 - Ii) + y(l - liP] cbo" •• '

To determine appropriate values for nJ[', a Poisson likelihood method is utilized. The data
are divided into bins, and the number of events in both the MC (with weights) and the
data are accumulated. The likelihood is then calculated using the formula:

Successful simulation of the complex particle physics events starts with the /I,Ionte
Carlo generator. First, the generator randomly selects the kinematic variables based on the
cross sections of the physics process. These kinematic variables are checked for consistency,
and then the final particle moment., are determined. Often the final partides are quarks, in
which case a fragmentation Monte Carlo is required to evolve the high-energy quark system
into a large number of final hadrons. Many events are generatp.{l in order to have several
times the simulatl'd luminosity comllared with the observed luminosity.

log(f) = L: log [I'i;c-Pi]

i nt•

where II; is the number of expected predicte<f by the /I·Ionte Carlo in bin i and II; is the
number of observp.{1events in that bin. This likelihood is maximizp.{1 by allowing MI~UIT
to vary the Ilarameters, giving the most IlCohahle value of OJ[' or boo For O'[J>, two hinnings
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In order to fill in the low-mass region (which may be inadequately desrribeo:l by
llAPCAP), a DIS pO Monte Carlo, which uses IIEllWlC [109) to include radiative corrections.
A sample of 13.3 pb-1 is used with Q2 > 3. These events are included in the diffractive sam-
ple with the normalization determined from the parameterization of the 1993 measurement
of the DlS pO cross section [110).

~fZl~[2J
~ ~ ~ 0
log(xpoM) log(~)

Figure .';.-1:Generated quantities for llAPCAP Monte Carlo. Note the resonances apparent
in the Mx sl>ectrum.

This Monte Carlo [111) is useo:\to estimate the background contribution due to
diffractive events with proton fragmentation. The o\'erall normalization of this Monte Carlo
is determined using a fit to the XL sl>edrum for events with '1m •• < 1.5. The XL del>endence
has been tuned by weighting by (1 - rLt, with i = 0.2. This gives reasonable agreement
between data and Monte Carlo at XL ~ 0.9. Unfortunately, the fragment..tion model of
EPSOPT could be an inappropriate model for the I>hysical I>IOCess.The nucleon fragmenta-
tion might be different, I>erhaps modeled better by the Monte Carlo PYTIJIA. Diffractive 1:'0

exchange would also l>Ioduce a different background. Resonant baryon l>Ioduction such as
N" or Do I>roduction should be considereo:l. Fortunately, these three alternatives are expeo:ted
to intrc.fuce smaller amounts of background, so the EPSOPT value is considered an upper
limit on the background at 1%. Onl:' systematk check would be to remove this background
by statistical subtraction as in chapter 8.

are used, either the bins of the Mx analysis, or the bins of the xlI' analysis. In the FfPl
bins, 20'/[' - 1 = 1.03 ± .03~:g~, under the assumption that a~ = 0.25. Consp.<luently, D'/['

was weighted to be 1.08. This will be the nominal weight applied whenever llAPCAP is
useol. When averageof over t, this corresl>onds to l'!'iF = 1.01

The value of c was tested as well, and the generated value of 0.57 was al>propriate.
Agreement between dat.. and Monte Carlo is improved if bo is reweighted as well.

A similar Poisson reweighting scheme demonstrates that the agreement between data and
Monte Carlo is optimized if bo = 1.8± 0.1~~t Sincl:' there is .r11' dependence to the t
distribution, the eff'ective t distribution is given by
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where botr == 6.5 in the generated 1I·1onteCarlo and betr == 7.2 after the weights are al>l>lied.
The systematic errors quoted above will be described in section 7.1 and chapter 8. 5.3.5 nO Exchange

A sample of 1:'0 exchange events were simulated using llAPCAP. These events
suggest that about 1% of the events observed in the XL > .97 sample could come from this
process. This background is statistically subtracted from the observed bins as a systematic
check.

5.3.2 NIKZAK single diffractive DIS

The :'iIKZAI< Monte Carlo, written by Ada Solano [108], also simulates cp ~ cpX
but uses a more conll>lex structure function from the model of Nikolaev and Zakharov
(section 2.1.2) to describe single--diffrac,tive events. A sample of 350K events are used to
doublp.-c.heck the unfolding !>rocedure. Since low-mass (Mx < 1.7 GeV) e\'eltts were not
simulated, the normalization of the p Me is increased 30% when used with :'iIKZAIC This
Monte Carlo does not include radiative cmreo:tions, and the fragmentation implemented is
always a qq state even when the physics model re<luires a qqg state.

Analysis of the 1991 dat.. set has revealed a class of events in which a standard
(non-diffraetive) DlS event occurs in coincidence with a proton of XL near 1. These events
have been interllreted as overlays of a DlS event with a "Beam Halo" l>Ioton, which is a



track from a IHoton not involv~i in the collision. Analysis of these events have shown that
they are distrihute-'I uniformly through the run range. If during reconstruction, the fit is
not constrained to the nominal vertex, we observe that the y vertex is somewhat lower than
for normal diffractive events, and the distribution of the vertex is in general more broad.
The normal reconstruction mode for tlle LPS is to always constrain the vertex, and witll
this constraint, the .rL distribution becomes more broad since the track is constrained to a
vertex through which the physical I>article did not pas.s.

A S<1mI'll' of overlay IHotons is easily obtained hy t..1king all events with tot..11
calorimeter E tTi, greater than 100 GeV (calorimeter variables are defined in P.<:luationsG.2-
G.5). It is impossihle to have a physics event with 1'L > 0.95 and Etp, > 100 GeV, because
Etp, for the entire event is a conserved quantity whose initial value is l()10 GeV. After the
collision, the LPS track earries l()10'fL of Etp" leaving at most 82 GeV for the calorimeter.

1.1 million events have E t p, > 100 GeV in the 199·1 ""mI'll', of which 5000 have
an LPS track with .fL > 0.95. For 1995, the DIS sample provides about 1000 events; other
triggers were avoid •••i due to possible bias from the LPS trigger. The t:L and t distributions
for the 199·1 sample are shown in figure 5.G.

Many varia hIes have been cherJ;ed to insure that the dat..1 are aceurately relHl>-
duced by the sum of the (RAPGAP, ".0 exchange, beam halo, D1S p and EPSOPT) Monte
Carlo. These 1>lotsare sllOwn in figures 5.7-5.9. Using the KolnlOgoro\'-Smirnov test, these
distributions are demonstrate<:1 to be likely to have the same parent distribution. These
tests can be done either with floating normaliz.ation for each con\l>arison or with a "fixed
normalization; hoth results are shown in table 5.1, but the result using fixe-l normalization
is I)robably more aplHolHiate. Chapter G has definitions of these variables. In these com-
I)arisons, the cuts rlescribed in chapter G.5 are always applied unless the cut involves the
variable shown. In adrlition, ~'L > 0.97 was re<juired to select the diffractive sample.
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YJB 100% 99%
11mnx 3% 13%
E t Ti, t 2Eu's 100% 99%
dpipc 91% 98%
Nmi ••/Nhl, 72% 91%
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1'Ir'Ll'S - 1'Ir'GAL 99% 99%
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:rDA 100% 99%
M} 100% 95%

QbA 89% 97%
YDA 100% 99%
t 100% 99%
:tL for '1m•• < 1.5 100% 37%

Figure 5.G: 1'L and t distrihutions for beam halo events as reconstructed in 1991 data set.
1995 results are similar.

These events are then randomly combined with D1Sevents which would be accepted
in the (lata sample (but without LPS requirements). This beam halo "!I·fonte Carlo" is
statistically subtraete<:1 from observed distributions.

One important distribution for understanding beam halo is that of Etp,t2ELl'S,
shown in figure 5.7. This variable should take on the value l()10 GeV for events which are
completely contained, and indeed a clear peak is seen at 1G10. However, there is a long t.1il
of events with substantially more than 1G10 GeV. These beam halo overlay events are easily
removed by re<juiring E t Ti, t 2ELl'S < l()OOGeV; before this cut is made, these events
are used to normalize the beam halo Monte Carlo. The fraction remaining after this cut
represents a haekground of about 5%, mostly d~ffl'Octjvc DlS events with a proton overlay,
since IHimarily diffraetive event are observe-:l with small E t Ti, value.

Table 5.1: Agreement of 1991 data and Monte Carlo, determined using Kolmogorov-Sm irnov
test. Shown is the probability that the data and Monte Carlo distributions have been drawn
from the same parent distribution.

Some distributions do not show agreement between data and !I·ionte Carlo and
need further explanation. The:tL distribution is poorly reproduced at small t:L ~ O.G;
this shouldn't be surprising since no effort has been made to rel>roduce the 10W-:tL region
in this thesis. The Nhlt distrihution is poorly reproduced because this variable was Jlot a
target of the run-tcrrun detector movement corrections of section 5.2.G. As a result, more



events are 2-st.1tion tracks in dat.1 than in the Monte Carlo, which has a higller-accel>tance
configuration.
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Figure 5.7: Comparisons of 1991 DlS variables in data and Monte Carlo. Data are triangles,
and the histograms represent all ~·lonte Carlo samples, or only the hackground samples.
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The 199,1 Monte Carlo simulation was p.xtended in order to describe the 1993 data.
Therp. wp.rp.a few rhanges to the dl"tector whirll inftul"nced the accel>tance for 1995 data:

• The beam piPI" hole in the neAL was red lIeed to 10 x 20 cm
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The bl"am pil>e change can easily bl" ac.commodated by using the same hox cut
for both 199·1 and 1995 data, although this results in the loss of considerable statistics at
low Q2. However, induding the change in LPS configuration is more complex. Many of
the leading IHotons which hit S1-S6 detectors in their 1991 configuration will be accurately
simulatl"d if the approlJriate reweighting file is induded (section 5.2.6). However, some of the
1995 tracks eould not be observed by detectors in the 19!11configuration, including all traeks
reaching SI-S2. For these tracks, the solution was to parameterize the rec.onstructed variable
resolution using the pO information from table 1.8. For the tracks which were expected to
reach the LPS but did not due to the 1991 cOJlfiguration, the generated parameters Wl"re
smeared to approximatl" the apl>ropriate re<:onstructed values. The reconstructed "'L was
furthl"r smeared as in section 5.2.5, somewhat more than for 1991 reeonstruction, to bettl"r
repr.xluee the observed "'L spectrum for pO events (table 1.8).

A eomparison of this sinll>lified simulation with the combined 1991 and 1995 data
sets can be seen in figures 5.10 and 5.11. The agreement is not as good as the 1991 data
alone.
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The kinematic reconstruction process transforms detector-level information (ener-
gies in calorimeter, track momenta) into physics variables (Q2, "'11" etc.). This process has
heen carefully designed to maximize resolution and minimize systematic influences on the
reconstrttded variahles. Diffractive events are c.ontaineo:1within the ZEUS detector. Ther •.•..
fore, ronstraints from the knowleoJge of the total energy and longitudinal momentum can
further inllHove reo:onstruction.
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A key indication of DlS events are the scattered electrons into the main detec-

tor. Elcctl'O/l .fi/ldcl·,. distinguish electrons from other calorimeter signals. Electromagnetic
showers (from electrons, positrons, and photons) deposit energy in a conll>act volttme, while
hadronic sources (pions and protons) can deposit energy over subst<,ntial volume of the
calorimeter. The electron finder looks for dusters of energy which have small del)Osits in
the hadronic calorimeter, among other variahles. This analysis uses the electron finder
SI:-JISTRA [112], or SI:-JISTfiA95 for analysis of comhined 1991+95 sanll>les [113].

Once electrons have been identified, tlte SRTD estimates ener~' loss from dead
material in front of the calorimeter, improving electron energy measurement. Electron
I>osition resolution is also inll>roved [7i].

Once SI:-JISTRA has identified those cells containing the electron's energy, all other
energy deposits should result from the hadronic final state of the proton and are called
hadl'O/lit,.

10
-0.6

For track matching, tracks are associated with energy deposits in the calorime-
ter. The routine responsible for making this match, TRAILS, extral>olates tracks to the
calorimeter. Tracking requirements are identical to the pO sanll>!e of section 1.1.2. Cells
which are touched by the extrapolated track, and additionally adjacent cells to those tracks,
are matcheoJ to the track. Correlation between track momentum and the calorimeter en.er~'
associateo:1 with the track is shown in figure 6.1. In this figure, the solid line denoteS e<jual
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ralorim~t~r and tracking momentum. Trarks which have less than 300 fvleV are removP.<:1
l.•y the tracking quality cuts.

One~ matches have been made, the track energy (assuming the particle has mass
of a ,,±) is subtract~d I>roportionally from all match~d cells, l~<lving a new calorimeter
energy patt~ru denoted by the values E~ell' EI~rtron energy and any tracks leading to it ar~
ignoreoJ. Th~ intention here is to identify isolated, charged I>articles. The remaining energy
deposite<l in the c<~lorimeter would be the rf>Sult of neutral or large-angle energy deposits
(which have no associated tracks) or clusters of neutral and charged particles.

Th~ noise su ppression algorithm difff.'f~ntiates between isolated cells and clustere<.i
c~lls. All cells are re<~uired to meet the conditions:

E;"11> 0.15 • .jEccJI + 0.01(EMC); E~1I > 0.35 • .jE""I/(HAC) (6.1)

Thus, c~lls with less than 80 (110) fvleV are always removed from the analysis. This cut can
be seen in figure 6.1 by the dotted line; events with energy less than this line will have all
calorim~ter ~n~rgy removed from the analysis. Islands are made from the remaining c~lIs.
Isolateo:! c~lIs ar~ removed if they have less than 110 (160) MeV, are on the list of noisy
ralorimeter c~lIs, or if they have imbalance greatf.'f than 0.5. Eccl/ + 0.03 GeV. Histograms
in figure 6.2 show the amount of calorimeter noise suppressed by these requirements.
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Variables related to the virtuall>hoton (r., Q2, and y) are reconstructed using one
of four methods: Jaequet-Blondel, electron, Double-Angle, or ~, While each has particular
advantages and limitations, the Double-Angle method has been chosen as the primary
reconstruction method. Each method is briefly described here; further information including
systematics are availahle in [19, 111]. Formulas for Q2 and y ar •• presente<l; r. and W can
be reconstructed using J' = Q2 jys and l".r2 ~ ys.

The information from the calorimeter generally req uires the electron energy E~and
angl ••lJe. The hadronic energ)' is generally eXI>ressed in terms of th~ energy and momentum
sums E and Pr, P~, and P.:

~ 2.5..
~2.25..•.
1
~1.75

'" 1.5-5
~ l.25

1

E LEi; (6.2)
cell,

Pr L Ei cos 4>, sin IJj; (6.3)
cell,

p. L Ei sin "\ sinlJj; (6.1)
cell,

P. L EcoslJ· (6,5), "
cell,

PT = Jp~ + p~ (6.6)

1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5
Tracking Energy

For this analysis, the sum over i includes all CTD tracks plus ealorimeter energy not matched
to those traeks.

Figure 6.1: Correlation between tracking energy and calorimeter energy for events in the
1991 DIS sam pie

6.3.1 Jacquet-Blondel method

With the Jacquet-Blondel method, variables are reconstructed using only the in-
formation from the hadronic part of the event. Ideally, this reconstruction method would
use the angle of the struck quark, ,', and its en erg)' F. However, fragmentation prevents
direct measurement of these variables. Jacq uet and Blond ••l [115] developed a method for
rp<:ov••ring the struck quark angles and energies from the final st.~te hadrons after fragmen-
tation. This method works even when some of the final hadrons esr..al>eundetected through

This hadronk information is used to calculate YJB, .ux, and Douhle-Angle vari-
ables. Since the noise cut is quite high, no further effort has been made to optimize Monte
Carlo d~scription of ealorimeter noise.

Another ealorimeter-track matching algorithm develol>ed within the ZEUS collab-
oration, call~d ZUFOs, llas been used as a syst ••matic check.



the forward beam pipe (otherwise, the detector must be hermetic). The energy SlllUs give
the struck quark energy F and angle ~.:

p} - (E - 11,)2 _ ~

p} + (E -11,)2 - E

PT

E- p,

E - Ii, + Ee(1- CDS (Ie)
E;sin2 (I

1- m:

(6.7)

(6.8)

The diffractive variables can be measured more preeisely with the inclusion of LPS
information. First, the method for obtaining diffractive variables in the absence of LPS
information is presented.

Diffractive variable reconstruction in the central detector starts with reconstr uct-
ing Mx. There are two methods: using the angle [5:3] or direct approach. The angle
method is not sensitive to changes in the energy scale of the calorimeter, but has poor
resolution. The dired all!Jroach uses the energy deposited in the calorimeter (or matched
calorimeter-track objects) according to the formula

The Jacquet-Blondel method is very effective at identifying low-y events, where all hadronic
energy is lost througll the forward beam pipe. However, Q2 resolution is Iloor, and low-y
resolution is dominated by calorimeter noise.

The momentum of the exchanged photon can be directly extracted from the final
el"dron energy E~ and angle (Ie:

E'
1 - 2E

e
(1 - cos(le)

2EeE~ (1 + cos lJe) .

(6.11)

(6.12)

and is used in this analysis. Dead material red uces the energy observed by the detedor, and
this loss needs to be coJll(lensated by scaling the observed Mx by a factor determined from
the Monte Carlo to be 1.68 (1.62 for ZUFOs). For comparison, using only the calorimeter
(no tracking) for ,\lx determination, the scale factor was determined to be 2.16. In order
to correctly reconstruct Mx using this method, the entire event needs to fall within the
calorimeter. Analysis of the generated ra Ilidities of individual particles within IlAPGAP
events demonstrates that for" L > 0.95, only 1.2% of the events have Ilarticles (besides the
leading proton) generated at rallidities greater than .1.:3. Tlllls, diffractive DIS events are,
in general, fully contained.

Mx can also be measured using only the electron and proton with the formula:

The electron method has very good resolution at large-y and generally has good Q2 reso·
lution. At low-y, y is determined from Ee - E~, which is nearly zero and smaller than the
electron energy resolution. Therefore, the electron method cannot be used for small y. The
electron method is the most sensitive to radiative effects.

Both electron and Jacquet-Blondel methods require accurate absolute calorimeter
calibration. The Double-Angle method has no dependence on the overall energy scale
(although relative calibratioJl within the calorimeter must be accurate). The two angles, ,
(e<:luation 6.7) and (Ie are related to the Ilhysics variables as:

(1 - cos,) sin (Ie

sin i + sin (Ie - sin ((Ie + i)
E2 (1 + cos (Ie)sin i

1 e sin i + sin (Ie - sin(lJe + ,.)

This method has poor resolution if either "L or Y resolution is poor, which is true for much
of the Ilhase space in diffraction (anywhere "rr < .00:3). Effective use of this method will
only be possible if this measurement can be combine<:1with the central detector values; this
requires a good estimate of the resolution of either the direct or LPS measurement. The
LPS resolution can be calculated using:

where I1;L is the diagonal element of the covariance matrix from the fit (as scaled in sec-
tion 5.2.5). The resolution on y can be calculated for the eledron method (which is similar
to the Dou ble-Angle resolution):

An alternative method for reconstructing kinematic variables comes from the III
experiment [116]. This method should have good preeision at low-Q2, and does not depend
on the transverse momentum of the hadronic particles, which generally have Iloor resolution.



The errors on the electron measurement are ur;; = 0.26JJS:." and (To = 2 mrad,
A weighted average is calculated using the calorimeter error in measuring :UX, 30%, and
a\'eraged with the error from the ele<:tront proton method: During 199,1 (1995), 90':; (:3531) nb-I ha\'e been sele<:ted from stable runs with

reliable LPS data taking conditions. E,·pnt selection is nearly identical to the F2 analvsis [20].
Additional cuts are applie<f to ensure good kinematic reconstruction and select the LPS
diffractive sam pIe.

One variable useo:lin the F2 analysis is (j =: E - Tit including the electron. For a
perfe,·t detector whicll has containe<:1all backwards Ilarticles (but lost an arbitrary amount
of particles through the forward beam pipe), 0 should be exactly twice the ele<:tron energy,
since both E and Tit are conser\'e<:l from their initial \'alues. Photollroduction and e\'e~ts
with substantial initial state radiation lose particles through the rear beam pille hole. For
these events, 0 falls by twice the energy of the lost particle (since for particles through the
rear beam pipe, Tit ~ -E). Thus, requiring 0 to be near 2Ee reduces these backgrounds.

A similar variable is used for LPS backgrounds: E t Tit. However, the problematic
background for this measurement comes from overlay of beam-halo protons with nondiffrac-
tive DIS events. By re<luiring E + Tit not much more than 2Ep, most of thes" ,,\'ents are
eliminate<:\. Those which remain (apllroximately 5%) are statistically subtracte<l using the
beam halo Monte Carlo (section ':;.3.6) .

With these definitions, the actual cuts to extract the DIS sample include:

The variable fj can he easily calculatetf using e<luation 2.17 while t is rl'Constructe<1
using the proton PT as in equation 2.15.

The LPS Ilro\'ides additional information about xlT" As shown in e<luation 2.11,
;/'IT' c.1n be obtaine<1 either from "Ix, H-' and Q2 or from the Tit of the proton. LPS resolution
is apllroximately constant with ;/'L, and the central detector c<1ndo better than the LPS for
small XlT" The erroN are well understood: in the LPS, they are taken from the covariance
matrix of the LPFIT; in the calorimeter, they are approximately 20% of the measure<f xlT"

A .' l'-~' h'. _ . . _ Q'+Mk-1
••••elg \"" .• average of t e LPS .tlT' - 1 - XL and the central detector xlT' - Wl+Ql_MJ

(with :UX only from the central dete<:tor), IHovides the final reconstructed ;rIT''

The offsets and resolutions of these reconstructro variables, based on the l1APGAP
simulation, are shown in figure 6.:3.
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I. Box cut. In 199·1, any ele<:trons for which th" X or 11 position at the calorim"ter was
smaller than 13 cm was remo\'e<I, b",:ause these ele<:trons were too close to the beam
Ilipe for accurate reconstruction. In 1995, the calorimeter ge<>metry was modifiro,
allowing a rrouetion of the box cut to 1111 < 6 and l;rl < 12 cm. Some additional cut~
remo\'ed faulty regions of the calorimeter. '\-'hen Ilrecise simulation of the acceptance
was re<luirro, the 1991 box cut was applie<1 to the 1995 data as well.

3. 1Ie < 0.9 to reject photoproduction

1. 10 < 0 < 65 to exclude photopro(luction and ISIl e\'ents

5. SI:'lISTl1A electron. The finder must return a confidence above 90% and energy greater
than 10 GeV after SIlTD corrections. Analysis of 199'1+95 data uses \'ersion SI:'lIS·
TnA95.tt+ 6. Vertex. If the z \'ertex is reconstructed, it is requirro to be between ·50 and 100 cm;
otherwise, the average z vertex for that run is usro. The x and y \'ertices are always
placed at the average VCTIlAK \'alue fi)r that run.

2. Req uire X2 / DO F of the fitte<l track to be less than 10.

:3. J'L < 1.02
Figure 6.3: Resolutions of reconstructed \'ariables. The horizont.11 axis is the measured
\'ariable. The error baN indicate I-u resolution from a Gaussian fit in that bin.



:;. A track should be positioned sud that any I)ot could be moved by 0.02 cm without
causing the track to be lost. This cut removes about 15% of the data and ensures
that Monte Carlo and data acceptances are similar.

6. To suppress proton overlay eVf"nts, E + Pr. + 1610';l'L < 1660 (figure 5.7). This cut
was not al)pliefl for tracks through Sl-S2, since no evidence of beam halo backgrounds
was observe·d in these detectors. Chapter 7

7. The number of active silicon planes through which the LPS tracks l)aSS but which
re<:ord no signal (NOli,,), divide<l by the number of silicon planes which do give a
signal (Nhit), must be less than 0.1. This reduces the possibility of ghost tracks from
silicon noise, whid would mainly he produced by synchrotron radiation.

General Properties of DIS Events
with LPS Tracks

IvIany previous analyses have attempterl to analyze rliffraction witllOut selecting
events with a forward proton. These sele<:.tions typieally use either the I)resence of a ral)idity
gap [5:3,5'1, 117, 118) or small ditfractive masses [51). However, tagging the leading proton
is clearly far superior to previous methods, for a number of reasons:

• Non-ditfractive background is difficult to accurately simulate (one discussion follows
in section 7.5), and therefore final results have dependence on the assumption of the
non-diffractive event shape.

• Diffractive event shapes can lead to varying 'Imax distributions. Event distributions
may be poorly describe.-! by the Monte Carlo, which leads to dependence on the 'Imo%
cut.

• QED Compton events, of the form cp -l (',P, can mimic a diffractive signal at high-yo
However, the I)roton's transverse momentum is almost always too small to place the
proton in the LPS, so these events are SUPI)resSf>(l.

• The LPS provides additional information on the longitudinal momentum transfer (x 1/')

and the only information on transverse momentum transfer (t and 6.¢).

• Events in whieh the proton dissociates would be unlikely to be mistaken for single-
dilfractive events. Without direct observation of the proton, such events would or-
dinarily be accepted, since the proton remnant 90'0 uld likely remain inside the bflam
I)ipe.

The XL distribution for DlS events reveals that the LPS acCel)ts a large number of
events at moderate-;rL. This is primarily due to the large increase in accept.,nce for events
near ;rL = 0.8. The other traditional diffractive selection variable, 'IOln" .:an be compare<:1
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for why Gehrman and Stirling expect a correlation. According to their analysis, the Regge
Ilredidion for the l' /1' dependence of the structure function should be expressed in terms of
the variable o·p. This varia hie can be expressed as

(p - pi). k
p·k

with the LPS varia hie 1'L as shown in figure 7.1. Three regions are defined on this scatter
Illot. First, the events with 1'L ne.ar 1 and (mostly) a rapidity gap are on the right edge
of this picture; these are traditional single-diffractive events. A second category, with a
leading l>roton which caries less then 95% of the initial proton momentum and without a
detectable rapidity gap, could he the result of either 1:"0 (or other Reggeon) exchange, or
could result from aft uctuation in the fragmentation leading to a very forward final particle.
Finally: there are events with ~:L relatively small, and with a rapidity gall. In events of this
sort, the detector was not hermetic and some particles escaped into the forward heam pipe.
Two Ilossible sources are shown. If the proton dissociates into many particles, one could
carry enough momentum to he observed in the LPS. Resonances (N", for example) would
he particularly likely to Ilroduce a high-energy particle which could be observed in the LPS.
The other possihility is that these events represent diffraction on a pion (or other Reggeon)
exchange.

As a function of 1'L, the fraction of events satisfying the diffractive cut '1m •.., < 1.5
can be determined. Figure 7.2 demonstrates an interesting feature: the events immediately
below the single diffraction peak all" unlikely to produce rapidity gaps. At 1'L = 0.93, only
2% of the data produce rapidity gallS, compared with closer to 6% at very 10"" 1'L [119].

Tllis definition differs slightly from the previously defined variahle 1/1" O'p is mud closer to
1 - 1'L. The difference between ~:/1' and <lp is simply

O'p-1'r •• pq;i(I-Y)-.-- = 2(3 - -Q2 r..ost:J.<Pcp
1'/1'

and is typically a few Ilercent: largest at small Q2 or large [1. Therefore, instead of expecting
the 1'/1' distribution to be distributed as r /1'1-2,,/1', the correct distribution would have
dependence 0'~-2"/1'. This leads to a dependence on the variable t:J.<Pcp.

This measurement is easy to Ilerform, since the resolution is good in both electron
and Ilfoton 4>. Since electron 4> acceptance is essentially uniform, the variahle t:J.<p has
uniform acceptance. The raw t:J.<p values for all diffractive events, as well as for those events
with values of 1'/1' < .0003 (ahout 317 events) are shown in figure 7.3. For these small 1'/1'

values, a clear preference is observed for the electron and proton to he anticorrelated. To
both distributions, a fit of the form:

dN
dt:J.¢ ()( 1 + P cost:J.¢

has heen performed. The resulting p values are -0.ou7 ± -0.026 for the inclusive DIS
sample, and -0.17 ± -0.07 for events with small ohserved 1'/1' (X2/ DOF = 1.3). Thus, a
statistically significant deviation from a uniform t:J.¢ distrihution is allparent. This result is
essentially consistent with the values expected from Gehrman and Stirling, for those events
where the change in longitudinal and transverse momentum are nearly the same.

Using a Regge-based l>rediction, Gehrmann and Stirling [120] l>redicted an en-
hancement of events with t:J.4>near 180·. t:J.4>is the electron-proton acoplanarity angle.
Tllis section considers this variable in some detail. First, a short discussion of the argument
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Tile cross sections are determined using a bin-by-bin corredion (section 8.1), and tile cellter
of tile bin is ()laced at tile appro(lriate value for the ex()onential dependence shown in fig-
ure 7.'1. Details about tile binuing, including tile purity, efficiency, and cross section values,
are shown in t.1ble 7.1. The smearing of tile t values dominate the purity determinati')n.

A \'2 fit is made to the data points using an exponential function cbl, w!Jere b is
referred to as tile t slope for the fit, yielding values b = G.G ± O.G~U for \'2 method; com pare
with b = 7.2 ± 0..1~~:;obt.1ined by reweigllting the Me. Tile \'2 value obtained with tllis
fit is 0.31 (with 2 degrees of freedom). Tile results of the systematic clleds are ()!f)tted
in figure 7.5. Tile top row indieates tile effects of systematic checks on the overall cro&s
section, after removing correlated r..banges amounting to ±35%. Tile bottom row indie.ates
tile systematic cllanges to X2, likelillood, and !I·IC reweigllt methods.

Correlated errors in normalization, amounting to ±35%, have been removed in
these ()lots.

• 1994 Only
• 1994+1995

The transverse momentum distribution for tile outgoing protons provides an inter-
esting window into the behavior of the dilfractive interaction. For example, this distribution
represents tile Fourier transform of tile interaction. For an eXI)Onential interaction, tile t
distribution would also be observed as exponential, with the mean radius of the interaction
represented by b, tile slo(>e of the exponential t distribution dN /dt = c:r.p(bt). Since the size
of the interaction comes directly from the proton, a minimal b value of 1 GcV-2 should
be expected. Larger b values indicate tllat the diffractive interaction itself has a transverse
size, for example the relatively large b values in elastic p exchange indicate the large size of
tile p. More predsely, 0.35 0.4

-t (GeV2)

where R.;nt indicates the radius of the interaction and Rp is the proton radius of a (>prox-
imately 0.8 fm. For the diffractive rP-<1ction,the interaction is expecteti to Ilave the same
range as the size of t]le proton, leading to a b value of closer to G. (Rp = Rinl = 0.8).

Figure 7.1: Overall fit to t distribution du/dt, using 1991 alone, and combined 199·1 and
1995 sam(>les. Normalization error of ±35% is not included. 1995 analysis uses relClxed
event selection, leading to a larger cross section since more phase space in 11 and fJ are
included.

• 0.02 < !J < 0.5 (0.02 < [J < 1.0, 1995)

• 50 < H' < 210 Ge\' (I'V < 210 Ge\', 1995)

• 5 < cl < 20 Ge\,2

Many systematic checks were applied to the t distribution measurement. They
can be loosely categorized into checks on electron reconstruction, proton reconstruction,
diffractive kinematics reconstruction, and simulation. Figure 7,5 shows a plot of these
systematic cllecks on the \'2 fitted b values.



The xL scale is determin •••:1using elastic pO events whose energy is very close to 820
GeV. However, the limited statistics cause the placement of the XL = 1 peak to have limited
resolution, and IHoml)ting a ched on the influence of this limited resolution. The measu red
.I'L value is adjusted by ±0.0001, mnsistent with the resolution from pO measurements
(seftion -1.-1.1).The resulting c11ange in the slOI)e is negligihle.

The XL resolution is not known exactly due to the problem of small movements of
the motors, as described in section 5.2.5. The amount of smearing al)I)lied is inrreased by
:3:3%to c11eckthe sensitivity of the measurement on this value. The slope changes negligibly.

The 11r and 11. values are centered on zero (e<juivalent to finding the beam) by
using pO events (section 1.1.8). Again, this step has limited resolution, so the 11r scale is
varied (each event has 3 MeV added to it in data only) as well as the 11. scale (6 MeV),
which considerably overestimates the resolution of this alignment step. The slope changes
at most 1% when 11. is adjuste<1.

In order to test the reconstrlu:tion, the X2 cut was doubled in data and Monte
Carlo, causing a 1% change in the slope and a slightly larger change in normalization.

In order to test the effect of poor placement of beam pil)e apertures in the tvlonte
Carlo, the dpip< cut was changed 80 that tracks had to miss all beam pipe elements by at least
1 mm. This changed the slope by 10% and normalization -7%, one of the most substantial
systematic checks. This systematic could be better controlleti with a more accurate Monte
Carlo; in this case, the cut changes only the data selection and does not affect the selection
of Mon te Carlo events.

t range <t> Ndnu N~l(: Purity Efficiency Background d<T/dt
-.1 < t < -.29 -.33 11 1-1 23% 1.1% 1.1% 1.3 ± 1.1:!:~:~
-.1 < t < -.29 -.33 68 i-I 20% 1.1% 2.5% 5.8 ± O.7+1-~
-.29<t<-.2 -.21 28 31 10% 2.9% 1.6% 1O.2± 2.0:!:g
-.29<t<-.2 -.21 131 138 10% 2.1% 3.5% 11.8 ± 1.1~1~
-.2 < t < -.1:3 -.W 51 62 35% 3.8% 2.8% 15.7 ± 2.3:!::J:1
-.2 < t < -.13 -.W 113 125 35% 1.9% 3.9% 19.5 ± 1.9~~:~

-.13 < t < -.072 -.099 106 120 50% 5.1% 3.5% 26.3 ± 2.7:!t~
-.13 < t < -.072 -.099 229 267 50% 2.2% 2.5% 29.0 ± 2.0+~:~

Monte Carlo systemAtic checks

Since the initial distribution of diffrac.tive events is not exactly known, the nAP·
GAP Ivlonte Carlo is reweighted to test different possible generated distributions which could
also have described the data set observed.

The O'r value in particular is not well known and is varieti ftOm the generated
value of 1.09 to 1.19 by applying weights, resulting in less tllan 2% change. The o'g, \-alue
was adjusted to 0, resulting in a small change in normalization.

The generated bo value was changed to 1.1 in making this measurement; it is ad-
justed to 3.5 and 5.5 as systematic cheds. The changes were a bout ±5% in the slope.
Using Nikolaev·Z"kharov in place of nAPGAP had a 10% effe.:t on the slope and consider-
able influence on the normalization, probably due to the considerably diff'erent generated t
distribution in this model.

To check the effect of beam halo, the normalization of the beam halo monte carlo
was increased by a factor of 8, causing a small r.1lange in the slOI)e but a larger change to
the normalization. The E + P. cut was increased to 1680, with little change.

Background subtracting roO and double diffractive saml)les had a very small effect
on the reconstructed values, and adjusting the XL cut to 0.96 similarly had little effect.

The total systematic ettor for b was obtained by adding the differences between
nominal and check values in quadrature, with the result b = 6.6 ± 0.6~U, completely com-
patihle with the results in [121]. The normalization uncertainty is determined by combining
changes from the total cross section in quadrature. The poor simulation of the LPS and
rear beam pipe lead to an estimated ±:35%normalization uncertainty.

Table 7.1: Results for du/dt (nb/GeV2) and details on binning. Background refers to the
beam halo background, which has been suhtracted ftOm each bin. Within each hin, the top
line refers to the 1991 analysis alone, and the bottom line to the combined 1991 and 1995
analysis.

Using the ~ method instead of dou bl~angle for reconstruction of Q2 and :r r~
suIts in a small normalization and slope change. Adjusting the box cut to 12 cm and 11
cm caused normalization changes of approximately 8%, indicating the normalization uncer-
tainty caused by the inappropriate simulation near the electron beam pipe. Other changes,
which all caused less than 5% change in the results, included: varying the electron energy
scale ±1 %, varying the YJB cut to 0.02 and 0.01, requiring a z vertex, requiring E -11. > 12
or 35 GeV, requiring the energy of the electron to be greater than 8 GeV, shifting the z ver-
tex or calorimeter position, adjusting the minimum SI:';ISTnA probabilit)·, and varying the
overall calorimeter energy sc.ale by 5%. Varying the reo:onstruction of diffractive variables
o:auS€'<:1small changes in normalization.



Boundaries .01,.1,.'1,1 1,8,lG,GO .000:3, .002, 0,1,9,:30 0,.05,.:3,.9
.01, .0·1

Special c.uts no YJB no )jJB

(Purity) t+var :30% :3:3% :32% :31% :31%
(Purity) Vnt only 70% 7G% 7:3% 7:3% 78%
X

2
/DOF hin I 1.5/2 1.:3/2 0.1/2 :3.1/2 '1.1/2

X2/DOF hin 2 0.3/2 0.9/2 1.8/2 GO/2 1.5/2
X2/DOF hin :3 G.5/2 0.5/2 1.1/2 2.9/2 1.1/2
b value hin I 3.3± 1.~8 9.l±2.~ G.:3± 1.5~:3 1.0 ± 1.9~:; :3.9± 1.:3_.6'
b value hin 2 G.7 ± 1.1~:~ 3.0 ± 1.3~~g G.3 ± l.G~L; G.I ± 1.3~~~ 5.G±0.7~:~
b value hin 3 5.9 ± 1.5+L~ 1.2± l.5~~~ 1.1 ± J.3'~h3.9 ± 1.3+L~ 5.5 ± 1.8~~2
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The next step has been to look for a correlation or del>endence of t with other
physics variables, using the same hasic proc.edure as the previous section. Some summaries
of the fit results are sllOwn in tahle 7.2. For each variable, the dat,~ are divide.l into 1bins
in t and :3 bins in another variahle. The purity for the t and \"<Iriahle hins is shown on
the first line describing the purity. The second line descrihes the purity of the hins hefore
the t divisions are include.1. The s}'Stematic checks described in se<:tion 7.1.2 to obtain the
systematic errors shown. Since this analysis depends on an ac.curate simulation of the LPS,
this analysis was I>erformed only on the 1991 data.

Unfortunately, the statistics are too small to identify patterns in the data, as shown
in figure 7.G. The Q2 distribution is somewhat interesting, but consistent with a statistical
fluctuation. All of the fits are consistent with a universal, constant slope. In the hottom
plot, the t slope a ppears to he de.:reasing as ;1'11' falls, consistent witht the soft Pomeron
expectation shown by the line. njp is constraine.l to he 0.3 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 hy the last I>lot,
assuming a model such as [29] This \"<Ilueis not statistically different from zero.
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slope as a distribution of log MljH'2, which for a narrow H' bin wou[(l be identical to the
distribution oflogMl.

llsing the tu be model to extract the expecte<:l I<distrihution involves summing the
I<of all final particles which hit the detector. These I>articles have pseudoral>idity values
between 'Imin and '1m•• , 80 the resulting I<value is:

One I>roblem in pre\'ious detl'rminations of diffraction without t..~ggingevents with
a leading proton has been thl' determination of the distribution of non-cliffractive eveuts
in the diffractive I>hysics variables. In particular, previous analyses [51] have attenlf>te<l to
determine tIle non-diffractive distribution from a fit to the ,\Ix distrihution in Wand Q2
bins. This section attempts to \'erifv the proced ure used to determine background results
using the LPS data. The tube fragmentation model (section 2.1.1) I>rovides a simplistic
framework for discussing the fragmentation of DIS event.s. Since this discussion in\'olves
pre<lictions in the .:entral dete<:.tor region, the difference between pseudorapidity and rapidity
is negligible.

According to the tube model, the probability that a particle will be produced
within a region OIl is constant, and can even be calculated from the mean multiplicity.
Assuming that there is one neutral I>article for every 2 charged particles, I the measurements
of [122] have shown that dN jdll = 2.55-3.2 particles per unit of flseudorapidity for the W
range at ZEUS. Since the backgrounds to .liffractive measurements arise primarily from
fluctuations in the fragment..~ti~ns in ll,hich a rapidity gafl hal>pens to occur, a simple
calculation of their I)robability follows: The I>robability that no particles hapflen in a region
01' is the Poisson probability that 0 flartic.les are observed when N are eXI)ected, where
N = olldNjd'l. Then the probability of observing a gal> 01' is simply:

dN
P(OII) = exp( -ol/-d- )

II

(7.10)

(7.11)

For y values used in this analysis, 'Imin in e<~uation 7.11 is small enough that eXP(llmin) can
be ignored. Thus, if every event filled the II spectrum UI>to the maximal value, then every
event would llave an identical I<value.

For I)hysical event shafles, in which the final state can include a fluctuation which
flroduces a ral)idity gal>, the observed I<could be smaller:

dN
dlogl<

The value of dNjdl1 here must be the IIIU'ol·,t'la!cd probability density for particles; over
small 'I ranges, correlations have been observed, possibly due to the decay of resonant st..~tes.
Thus, the effective dNjd11 is smaller than the scaled charged flarticle multil>lir..ity mentioned
above.

It may be more convenient experimentally to determine the experiment,~l back-
ground using other variables than 'I. In fact, the coarse segmentation of the ZEUS calorime-
ter, as well as the nature of hadronic energy deposits, prohibit the direct observation of
dNjdl/. In [51], the background was determined as a function of logMx. However, the
background could be better deso:ribed as a function of K = E + 11, measured in the central
detec:tor, a variable defined for this discussion as K. This variable has the ad\'lIntage that
essentially all events without any rapidity gal) have the same K \'lIlue, whereas the 10gMx
distribution has a peak which shifts with 1-1.'. However, the value of 10g(MxjW) does not
shift with loll; eXflerimentally,

(7.13)

(7.11)

Equation 7.11 adopt.s the notation of [51], and in particular, bnd should be equal to ~ for
uncorrelated particle production. The parameter and would be hard to define, but physical
factors which define it include the detector cutoff in 'I, the average transverse momentum
produced during fragmentation, and possibly dete<:tor resl>onse as well. Thus, fragmentation
effects alone should I)roduce an exponential dependence to 10g(E + 11.) with a dependencl'
proportional to the average number of uncorrelated particles I)er unit of pseudorapidity.

Previous measurements have observed a shallow power dependence, bnd = 1.16 ±
0.01 [51). However, this observation is base<l on a complex fit including a simflle flaram-
eterization for the expected diffradive Mx distribution. Since the goal is to measure the
diffractive structure, it would be better to use actual data for the shafle of the non-rapidity
gap events rather than a parameterization. The LPS data flrovide this opportunity.

Here, the solution for determining this power-law parameter is to fllot the K values
for a large number of DIS events, and for events with a leading proton. For these events,
the aCCel)tance is parameterized and each event is weighted for the acceptance of a proton
with that J'L value. A fit is performed with 3 I>arameters: the slope and offset for the I>ower
K behavior, and the normalization of the acceptance-correctecl LPS data. The LPS data is
allower..lto have free normalization since some proton dissociation is also expecter..1to prod uce
some low-mass e\'ents, but probably with the same K distribution as the single-diffractive
event.s.

The fit predict.s a form for the non-diffracti\'e K distribution with bnd = 1.98 ±
.16~g:~. A variety of systematic chec.ks eusure that the above value is accurate. The

which for the small x \'lIlues at HERA is effec:tively Kj2p. The energy SlllUS are definec:\
in equations 6.2-6.6. Thus, an exponential distribution in log 1\ would have an identical

lFor a final ~tl\te dominated by ft' plU'tid~. i~pin argumenh ~ugs~t that 11'+, '/fa and ,..- i!lhould be
pr'Oduct'd in equal quantiti6. However, meMurement., of dN/d,} haY!! only looked at the chArged particlto.,.
~ lUl extrapolation mu~t be mftde to include neuu"ftl.,.



Chapter 8

Ff(4) Analysis

A primary ob.iective in this analysis is measuring the I>robability that a diffraetive
event would be observed with final state variables fl, Q2, ;f.rr' t, This probability is most
efficiently expressp.<:1in terms of the structure function Fp<41(fJ,Q2,:r.rr,t) (equation 2,19),
This measurement requires removal of the detector effects, the process of unfoldill.Q, per-
formed using the Ivlonte Carlo, Once the bin boundaries are defined in fl, Q2, ;f.rr' t-sl>ace,
the number of events within each bin is counted and corrected to obtain the most likely
F2 value at the center of that bin which would produce the numbers of events observed,
Further analysis of the significance of this result will be l>resented,

dominant systematic comes from varying the cutoff point for the fit, although using ZUFOs
also incre,~sp.<:lthe observed slope considerably, Other systematics included: varying the LPS
accept.~nce shape; omitting the LPS accel>tance corrp.<:tions altogether; varying the;f.L cutoff
to 0,91 and 0,96; using cells instead of hybrids; fitting Ml/w2 instead of It; and including
the elp.<:tronin calc.ulation of K, A further test omittp.<1all events I'••ith a hit in the PIIT, and
performing the same sort of fit, While the normalization of the LPS contribution dropped
hy a factor of 10, the slope remained exactly the same, These tests give confidence that
this measurement accurately reflects the uncorrelate<:l rate of particle production during
fragmentation,

The normalization of the LPS contrihution corresponds to 1.25±0,15±0,20. This
suggests that a proton dissociative contribution of about 25% is included in the low-mass
sample, This agrees with previous calculations of the contribution of proton-dissociative
events,

The bnd \'8lue found above is much larger than the value obtained in reference [51)
of 1.16± 0.15, a 2(1 discrepancy, This difference presulllably results from the fixed parame-
terization of the diffractive contribution as well as the fact that in [51) the fits are made to
the logMx distribution instead of log K, While the phys;,;s requires that the actual slopes
be identical in both cases, the l>tactical issues of fitting this slope in W bins could change
the resulting fits,

The analysis of [51) has a high degree of sensitivity between the bnd value used for
background subtraction and the resulting nIl' values [123); a change in nIl' of 0.1 should
be expected for this discrepancy of bnd, for the Mx bin between 3 and 7,5, Care should be
exercised when considering the results of any analysis which del>end on the subtraction of
non-diffradive background; the analysis presented in this section indicates that the conclu-
sions drawn in reference [51) are incorrect, Moreover, further analysis using this technique
should be q uestionet:l if the bnd value is set much smaller than 2,

A simple unfolding method is used to determine the eXllP.<:te<:1F2 \'8lue from the
generated H and observed numbers of events in the data and Monte Carlo samples within
one bin:

=ne •• _ F.,qen £.qen No/a,d.t.
r2 - 2 ------

Cd.t. Noh.,Me

This is similar to tIle method used in [20) to determine F2, colllmonly known as the bin-by-
bin correction.

Some common I>arameters which describe bin quality are defined here. The pur'ity
is the ratio of observed events generated within a bin and observed in the same bin, to
observed events generated in a bin. The efficicncy is the fraction of events generated in a
bin which are observed in the final data sample. The acceptance, used for the bin-by-bin
correction, is the number of events observed in a bin, divided by the number of events
generate<:l in that bin,

Bin boundaries were chosen in fJ at 1.0,0,5,0,25,0,1,0,01,0.02, and 0.008. Bins
in ;~rr and Q2 had to be enlarged relative to tIle 1993 analysis [53), so the ;f. r bins were
doubled in size with boundaries at log;~rr values -3.1, -3, -2,6, -2.2, -1.8, -1.5, One Q2 bin



was chosen with houndari"s at 5 and 20 GeV2, and the single t bin spans values of -0.1
GeV2 to -0.073 G"y2. Th" Ii and .1'11' houndaries arp. shown in figure 8.1.
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The restrictions on y impose additional boundaries on these bins in a Q2 dellendent
manner. At Q2 = 20, the largest y cut defines the edge of bins at small [i values, as shown
by the leftmost dashed line. For Q2 = 5, the bins at the Ullper right of figure 8.1 are further
restricted, with a boundary shown by the rightmost dashed line.

Bins were r"jected if the number of events or number of expected events was less
than 5, bin Ilurity was less than 30%, efficiency was less than 1%, or background was greater
than 10%. Bins shown in figure 8.1 all pass these bin quality req uirements.
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Since the simulation of the 1991 data was more robust than the 1995 samille, all
results have been carefully cross-checked with the results based on 1991 data alone. No
substantial differencP'$ exist between the results of the combined and 1991 samples. One
minor change for the combined analysis was the change in the "'L cut to 0.95 from 0.97, in
order to accommodate the reduced resolution of the Sl-S2 tracking. The lowest "'11' allowe<l
into the bins remaine<l at 0.03, however, so the measured phase Sllace remains the same
hetweP.n 1991 and 1995. The [i range spans Ull to 1, in contrast with the results of [121].

The structure function data are plotted in figure 8.2. The calculation details are
shown in table 8.1. The one bin in Q2 (from 5 to 20 GeV2) has been centered at 8 GeV2j

one bin in t covers -0.1 to -0.073 GeV2, and is centere<1 at -O.lG GeV2. This table shows
the results for 1991 results onl)', and 1991 and 1995 results together. Because the combine<1
results seem to be compatible with the 1991 only results, this section will discuss the analysis
of the combined samples. Note that all furth"r results in this chapter have been checked
to he c.ompatible with results obtainf>d from my anal)'sis of the 1991 data alone as well as
with the results from [121].
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Figure 8.2: Structure function Ff(4) (fl, Q2 = 8 GeV2, "'11" t = 0.16 Gey2) (Gey2) multiplied
by "'11"



A total of 51 systematic checks were use<:1in this analysis, described below. l\·lost
of them had little effe<:t on the measured cross sections, and are listed first:

• Shifting the z \'ertex by ±0.1 cm in MC onl\',

• Shifting rewnstructe<i position of SRTD ele<:trons by 0.2 cm in y in MC.

1994 Results 1995 Results
[J '" ~~I.tC1Jt'

F.D(4) 1Vct1t•
F.D(4)

.750 .00028 13 110 ± 10 2 15 96 ± 26_42

.375 .00070 16 88 ± 23+~5 52 112± 17~~:-38

.750 .00070 27 67.1 ± 13.6~~~ 12 16.7 ± 7.6~13:0

.175 .00176 11 26.8 ± 7.1_13:8 35 26.8 ± 1.8_10.0

.375 .00176 29 50.3 ± 10.0~~1 15 31.0 ± 5.1~~:g

.750 .00176 21 25.2 ± 5.1~12.;0 51 23.1 ± 3.5~6.5

.070 .00111 11 10.1 ± 2.8 -7.7 21 7.3 ± 1.6_3:2

.175 .00111 16 9.5 ± 2.5~~6 33 8.7 ± 1.6~t:~

.:375 .00111 15 10.1 ± 2. 7~~: 31 11.7± 2.2~g:~

.750 .00111 15 10.9 ± 3.0~6.5 26 6.70 ± 1.39~3.l.tJ

.027 .01108 13 2.88 ± 0.82_1:3' 32 3.19 ± 0.65_0ro

.070 .01108 16 3.26 ± 0.81~::~~ 33 3.16 ± 0.58+ :~

.175 .01108 19 5.12 ± l.21~~:~i 26 3.26 ± 0.67~?:~

.375 .01108 6 1.1 ± l.7~g 8 2.52 ± 0.93~~:~

.010 .02371 3 23 1.98 ± 0.11 0'02

.027 .02371 17 2.51 ± 0.66~g~6 :31 l.51 ± 0.29+ ::;g

.070 .02371 12 1.82 ± 0.55~0:~~ 26 1.75 ± 0 .37+8:~6

.175 .02371 9 3.20 ± 1.15~g·3~ 13 1.8l± 0.53~8:4~

• Varying the E - p, cut to 32 or 38 GeV

• Adjusting Pr ± 3 MeV and p. ± 6 MeV in data, due to imllret:ision of pO calibration.

• Adjusting the \'2 cut to 5.

• Reducing pO !I·IC normalization by 50% to test unfolding Ilrocedure.

• Subtracting roO MC as a test of non-diffracti\'e background. 5 events of background
(1%) are obser\'ed in the kinematic region of this note.

• Subtracting EPSOFT MC, as a test of proton dissot:iati\'e background.

• Adjusting the dplpe cut to 0.1

• Adjusting RAPGAP weights for bo from 0.5 to 7.5, 1,)" from 0.25 to 0, (t'1/' from 0 to
0.1

Table 8.1: FJ)(4l Results for the 1991 and combined 1991 and 1991 data samples. All results
are e\'aluated at t = -0.16 and Q2 = 8.

• Adjusting minimum electron energy cut to 8 GeV, or adjusting the electron energy
scale by 1-2%

This lea\'es a number of systematic checks which did ha\'e a substantial effect on
tlle cross se<:tions. The largest effects come from hadronic rewnstruction methods, although
the Monte Carlo is also quite important.

• The source of hadronic information (ZUFOs, hybrid obje<:ts, or calorimeter cells) had
a considerable influence on the cross section and fitted quantities. Large fluctuations
were obser\'e<1 as reconstructed events shifte<1 between bins. Using the Trillle Angle
formula had similarly large effects. Somewhat smaller effects were observed when the
LPS was not used in reconstruction of ,r11' or [1. Changing hadronic reconstruction
also slightly change<1 fitted \'aria bles such as the", 11' slope.

• Substituting the ~ D1S \'ariable reconstruction tec,hnique [116] considerably changed
the results and 10were<1the fitted "'11' slope by 5%.



• Ad.iusting tlll' Mx multiplier ±5% had a smalll'ffect on the cross section. This reallv
is only a tl'st of the unfolding, since the multirJlier was changed in hoth data an:1
Monte Carlo.

;J Slope N hins
.070 0.85±.17_:2S 3
.175 1.08± .12~j~ 1
.375 1.30 ± .11~~ 1
.750 0.95±.10~·13 1

• The YJB cut was varil'<:1to 0.02 and 0.01. Either change had a moderate effect,
apparently due to poor the Monte Carlo deseril>tion of 10W-YJB region, changing cross
sl'<:tions hy as much as 10'.

• Using :'-IIKZAK for accerJtance correction had a substantial effect, showing how d••..
I>endent this measurement is on the Monte Carlo. Low-mass events migrated to
larger masses, so the effect as a function of fJ is more pronounced. This systl'matic
check dominates the lower error on a for either the 1991 alone or 1991+1995 data
set; in [121], this was ameliorated by only fitting fJ < 0.5, removing the Iltoblematic
low-mass region.

3. The fJ dependence has the same form as was useti in the 199:3 analysis (equation 5.1
with c a free parameter), also known as the hmy/+soft structure function.

The normalization uncertainty, due to the poor simulation of the LPS, remains
±35% (detl'rmiJled in sectiou 7.1).

Furthermore, one can choose to use the more conventional ",2 statistics to minimize for the
fit, or the more approl>riate Poisson statistic. rvlaximizing the Poisson proba hility will give
better accuracy for this low statistic saml>le.

The results of the ;rIt' power a are shown for these eight combinations in table 8.2,
while fits inde(>endently for l'ach fJ value al>pear in figure 8.3. The changes causl'd by the
systematic check are shown in figure 8.1; clearly the )/II<ZAI< Monte Carlo for unfolding
dominates the uncertainty in the result for a, because of poor description of the low mass
events.

An important result li>r the structure function is the ;rIt' dependence of the struc-
ture function. However, the best method of obtaining this dependence is not clear. In
particular, the assumptions which are made about tile fJ dependence influence the result
slightly. Thl' first approach is to assume that each fJ bin has an independent ;rIt' power
dependence and an independent normalization. Results of fits to the five fJ bins are shown
in figure 8.3, where Poisson mi.nimization is used due to the low statistics available. In the
figure, the shaded bands indicate the statistical and the s!.<,tistical plus systematie errors
from the fit where all slol>es are constrained to be the same value.

These figures suggest that one universal ;r It' dependence will describe the structure
function. However, there is still the question of how to make this fit while considering the
fJ dependenc.e. I consider four possibilities for the structure function's fJ dependence:

The dominant systematic effect comes from the choice of hadronic information.
either ZUFOs or c.alorimeter cells dominate thl' systematic errors quoted above. Using th~
electron method, unfolding with )/1I<ZAI<, and selecting a different YJB cut have smaller
conse<luences. Other systematic changes had less than 2% effect on a.

Cll'arly the hard structure function fails to describe the data, since the I>robability
is less than .01%, confirming the conclusion reached from the 1993 data [53]. Allowing the
structure function within each bin to vary frrely has the disadvantage that the errors are
somewhat larger.

The fit which determined the hard and soft COml)Onents of the structure function
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Tahle 8.:3: FfI4)p,;/'", = 0.001,Q2 = 8 GeV2,t -0.16 GeV2) obtained assuming a
universal functional dependence ;/'",-1.054 and fitting to the Ff(4) values l>resented earlier.
This demonstrates the {l dependence of the structure function.

~ 1.2

;I' -1.083 ± .05~~~
(539 ± 1H 190) exp [(6.6 ± 0.6~U)t] (0.:01) ..

[
0 19+13 +.09 ]

:3(1 -:3) + . -dO -.34 (1 - {l)2 (8.1)

to within the sensitivity of the present measurement. There is suhstantial correlation he-
tween the overall normalization and the soft component value (88%). hut less than :35%
correlation between other values.

Regge-hased diffractive models would interpret the;/' '" dependence of the structure
fnnction as a measnre of (I'll', with the relation 2all'(t = -0.16GeV2) - 1 = a. This v<llue
of all'. 1.01 ± .0:3~:n, strongly supports the soft Pomeron hypothesis for diffractive D1S.

The method of 1>lotting the results in the previous section does not allow for
easy coml>arison of the results as a function of {l. In this section, fixed ;1'", (as well as
Q2 and t) valnes will be chosen and the resnlts extrapolated assuming the fixed ;1'", and t
dependencies determined previously, i.e., the;l' '" dependence is fixed at ;I' '" -1.04. The values
of Ff(4) extrapolated in this manner are shown in tahle 8.3 and plotted in figure 8.5. The
curve in this figure represents the parameteriz.ation shown in efjuation 8.1.

:3 dependence
Structure Function
Free in each bin
Constant
Hard+Soft
Hard
l\·ionte Carlo Reweight

1.081 ± .06_:21
1.01 ± .035~:0
1.0SH .06~:~
0.69 ± .01~:1I
1.0:3± .03_ :

Minimum
X2 DOF

12.9/12=1.1
28.7/16=1.8
17.8/15=1.2
105/16=6.6
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In recent analyses [u8, 125], the effects of a reggeon contribution besides the
Pomeron have been diseussed. Since substantial changes in the physics conclusions have
been attributed to Reggeon o:ontrihutions, it would be inappropriate to ignore their effects
in this analysis. The use of the roO Monte Carlo as a background subtraction in the previous
set:tion demonstrated that little change should be exppcted due to Reggeon exchange, but
this set:tion will attempt to verify that conclusion by making a Pomeron+Reggeon combined
fit.

Data were seledet:1 as in IHevious set:tions, excel>t that the ;rL cut has been lowered
to 0.9 to include more data SUSI>et:teo.lto be due to Reggeon contributions. Bins have been
extended in xl1' to 0.1, and the dat.1 were divided into a t bins. The [J bins were also
widened, for a total of 5 bins. Data were unfolded in the same manner as the previous
seetion.

The resulting structure function was fitte<1 to a two-component structure inspired
by the analysis of 111 [125]. The structure function for the Reggeon contribution was as-
sumet.l to be:

The Reggoon structure was assumed to be flat. The fit determine<\ the nor-
malization of the Reggeon contribution, with the fixed parameters Bm = 2 GeV-2 and
O"m(t) = 0.55 + 0.91, as eXI>ectet.lfor the approximately degenerate p, "" j, and a trajec-
tories. This Reggeon structure was added to the hard+soft structure function to obtain
new values for that fit. The;r r dependence for the Pomeron component had only a small
change, to 1.15 ± 0.063. The normalization Nm was 1.0 ± 0.15 (figure 8.6). This simple
test sUPI>orts the decision to ignore the Reggeon contributions besides the Pomeron in this
analysis. Allowing 0'01 to be a free parameter did not yield stable results, however.

Figure 8.5: Plot of FfI4(iJ,c,J2 = 8 GeV2,xr = O.OOI,t = -O.lu GeV2) assuming a univer-
sal functional dependence xl1' -1.084. Normalization error of ±3:>%not indudeoJ.



Chapter 9

Event Shapes
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Studies of high-energy collisions invoh-ing hadronic final states generally seek to
understand the processes at very small scales, involving interactions between the fundamen-
tal (quark, lepton, and boson) objects. Hadronic interactions at short scales are clouded
by the soft interactions involved in the process of fragmentation, during whieh quarks and
gluons condense into showers of hadronic objeets. The fragmentation process leads to loss
of information over the initial parton-level states, but not all information is lost. Studying
the ('V('/lt ,.flUpe, the distribution of particle momenta within the hadronic final state, can
reveal some of the details about the quark-level interactions [26,27, 126].

Hadronic final states have numerous particles, and many eXI>eriments have used
\-arious techniques for summarizing the distributions of these particles. Analysis of hadronic
final states 1('(\ to an initial description involving .iet..., exploiting the chararteristic of had-
ronic states to have large quantities of particles following the same momentum as the in itial
parton before fragmentation. In fact, an analysis of diffraction by studying jets has been
shown in [127]. However, jet analysis in diffraction suffers from the low masses of the final
st.1tes; this results in only a few percent of the events having features which can he identified
as jets.

Additional varia hies have been invente<l to describe inclusively the event shape.
The I>arameters which have had particular success in descrihing hadronic final state particle
distrihutions at e+ e- colliders include th,.ust, oblatene,.s, spherieity, and aplana/·ity. Ex-
I>ected values for three shapes of events are shown in figure 9.1. The distributions shown are
uniform, two-jet, and three-jet structures. Historically, the varia hies thrust and sphericity
were used to establish that jet-like shapes existed in hadronic final states, and the variables
oblateness and aplanarity verified the existence of the distinct class of three-jet events over
the dominant tWl>-jet events.

• Thrust: T is a parameter which measures how collimated the particles in an event
appear. For a set of n final state particles with 3-momentum Pi, i= Ln, the thrust
is defined using a normalized unit vector n. This unit vector is varied to maximize
the following formula:

Figure 8.6: Fit of Ff(4) over extended;fJr range (horizontal axis). Each line indicates the fit
described in the text at t = -0.03 (tol>), -0.1, and -0.2 (bottom). For each t value, the split
lines indicate the Pomeron-only contribution and the Pomeron plus Reggeon contributions.

Li IVj -Pi!
T = .•.v~r~,~=j Li Ipi! (9.1)

The unit vector which maXtnllZ·es T is referre<l to as Vj. The resulting values of
T have an allowed range 1/2 ~ T ~ 1. Events with a pencil-like structure, where



all particles are nearly parallel to a common axis, have large thrust values T ::0 1.
Random distributions of particles have T::o 1/2.

The angle of the thrust axis, VI. is also import.1nt.

• Major, Minor Axis: This parameter is ealculated identically to the thrust value,
except that the unit vedor in this C<1se,V2, remains perpendicular to the thrust axis:
V2 ' v I = O. The minor axis Mj corresponds to the unit vector v~ which s.1tisfies
V~ , V2 = V~ , V I = 0, The parameters are definp.(1as for thrust T:

• Oblateness: For quantizing planar structure, oblateness has I>roven useful: 0 ==
M. - Mj, Events with 0 ::0 0 are s}'mmetrical about the thrust axis, and larger 0
values have a planar structure.

where 0, (1 = 1,2,3 correspond to the ~', y, and z directions. Three eigenvectors for
sa.~eorrespond to AI ~ A2 ~ A~. Sphericity is given by:

In order to calculate the event shape variables for comparison with c+c- exper-
iments, the center-ol~mass (c,m,) frame of tlle hadronk final state must be nsed. This
requires a boost of the observed particle momenta, Eaeh observed trade and calorimeter
cluster is assumed to be an individual particle with mass equal to the pion mass, and the
boost shifts the I>articles so that the sum of their momentum is zP.ro. The I>hoton direction,
calculated flOm the electron position, follows the z axis after a final rotation, Figure 9.2
demonstrates this boost. The particles as observed in the laboratory frame, including the
scattered eledron but excluding the scattered proton, are shown for a higll mass and high
Q2 event. After boost and 1Ot.1tion, the inclination of the thrust axis with respect to the
'),. - IP axis, 8mT ean be seen.

Many experiments have relied on jet-finding methoxls to identify structure in final
states, but this approach was avoided for this analysis becausp. traditional jet definitions
rp.(~uireseveral GeV of energy to be deposited in a small region of the calorimeter. Since the
energy scales in diffractive DIS are small, only a few I>ercent of the events can satisfy such
eriteria, tYI>ically events with large Q2 and Mx. Sueh a selection precludes an inclusive
study, and conclusions would be heavily dependent on the jet definition chosen.

This value essentially indicates the tot.11pI with respect to the event axis. Collimated,
1>p.llI:il-likp.events have S ::0 0 and isotrol>ic evp.nts tend to have S::o 1.

• Aplanarity: Using He eigenvectors of the sl>hp.ricity matrix, A ,,;, ~A1' A planar
event has A ::0 0 and an isotropic event has A ::0 !.

These evp.nt shape variables, in addition to jet-finding algorithms, have been crucial
for verifying l>redictions for gluon radiation in QeD and have been used to measure 0",.

In this analysis, the hope is to be able to coml>are the diffractive final state with the
observations of the c+c- -+ qq reaction. Many Monte Carlo for diffractive DIS implement a
sinll>le I>artonic final state of two quarks, before fragmentation occurs, while various models
expp.ct a more wmplex final state before fragmentation. So two obvious questions can be
addressed by the ZEUS data set:

1. Are the hadronic final states at a given Mx similar to c+c- data at 8 = M}" The
scale Mx is related to the scale .;s since the both represent the invariant mass of the
fragmenting system; in the c+c- case this system is known to be a qq state, while for
diffraction the st.1te could be something more eomplex.

2. Arp. events with diffp.rp.nt structure observed in diffp.rent regions in phase space

(Q2, y, ~'lI',(j)?

Monte Carlo studies indicated that reconstruction of thrust and oblateness was
morp. aecurate, on an event-by-event basis, than reconstruction of sphericity and aplanarity,
so thrust and oblateness, togethp.r with the angle of the thrust axis 8JET, remain the primary
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Figure 9.2: a) Exanll>le of a high-Q2 diffractivl.' event in ZEUS frame. b) E\'ent after boost
to ..)'. - IP c.m. frame, showing initial '),' and /P, and final state partides with thrust axis
rotated with respect to "I" - JP axis.

event sha pe varia bles.
To sele<:t events, the standard cuts are mo<lified slightly, since the accl.'ptance must

not be as carefully controlled on the LPS side. The dpipe cut is loosened to 0, and the box
cut for 199;';data is reduced to 12 x 21 cm. The;TL cut was reduced to 0.9;';, Reconstructed
thrust was re<juired to be below 1, eliminating all 2-partide final states.

The most obvious characteristic of the event shape variables was the strong cor-
relation with Mx, as shown in the scatter plot in figure 9.3. This characteristic leads to
specific measurements in section 9.;';, and was expected from the change in thrust in ('+ ('-
experiments, A preliminary analysis, before analyzing the mass behavior, was to search for
other variables upon which the thrust depends. First, the data were divided into two sam-
ples, high-thrust and low-thrust, by making a Mx-dependent cut on the observed thrust.
The line on figure 9.3 indicatE'S this cut. The Mx distributions for the two samples were
identical after this cut, which means that diffractive variables can be investigated without
worrying that changes in thrust values occur only due to kinematic effects,

With the two data samples, the distributions of observable variables is presented
in figure 9.1. Based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, no st<,tistically significant differences
between the two data sets can be observed. One I>articularly interesting possibility would
be that the events with large-fJ would be more likely to have larger thrust than smaller-
(J events, as suggested by Nikolaev-Zakharov (section 2.1.2), However, the small mass
values a\'<Iilable in the present data sample make thrust measurements unreliable,1 and no

Figure 9.3: Scatter plot of thrust T vs. Mx. The line indicates the division into two
samples of large and small thrust, which have nearly identical Mx distributions, as shown
in the histograms.



One rf><juirement for making any measure of the final event shape is an accurate
reconstruction. Since the reconstruction of tllrust, oblateness, and IIJIn re<juire accurate
reconstruction of event variables and an accurate boost, good resolution is difficult. How-
ever, a comparison of /I·fonte Carlo values shows that a fair amount of information from the
generate<l thrust, ohlateness, and 8mT carries through to the reconstructed values, includ-
ing the boost ohtainP.<l from the 11adronic system and final electron. Resolution appears to
improve with increasing ,\1x, as shown in figure 9.5.

Three Monte Carlo sources have been examined to shed additional light on the
final state fragmentation for the dilfractive event sample. The standard IlAPGAP sample
fragments all final statE'S as a qq state. A second IlAPGAP sample has been use<l for this
analysis, which has three substantial changes. First, the simulated structure function is
dilferent. This Pomeron structure function has been tuned to match the measurement of
H1 [125]. Second, the final state for the qq has additional transverse momentum, which
makes the generate<:\ thrust axis less alignP.<lto the ,"IP axis. Third, Boson-Gluon-Fusion
events are simulate<l in this version, leading to a final state of the tyr)e qq,q. These events
are more likely at higher-Q2 due to evolution of the Pomeron strueture function. At fixed
Q2, however, the DGl' events are distributed similarly to the expectations of Nikolaev and
Zakhafl)\', more likely at low fJ.

The third source of Monte Carlo actually represP-nts three distinet proCe&ses using
the VDLY model [128]. One distinct characteristic of this Monte Carlo is the distribution
of 8'ET' which disl>lays a nearly uniform distribution of the thrust axis. In contrast, both
the Nikolaev-Zakharov model and any model deseribing the Pomeron- photon interaction as
being like DIS, would I>reo:lietthat the thrust axis should be closely alignP.<lto the Pomeron-
photon axis in the Pomeron-photon C.m. frame. Three final states are considerP.<l, qq and a
first-order correction, qqq with the gluon radiatP.<l from the quark. An additional interaction
between the Pomeron and a gluon leads to a .9Q final state, whie-h interacts with the photon
\'ia an intermediate quark. These three models can either be considerP.<l independently, or
mixP.<laccording to weights determinP.<l in [129].

The LPS data are binnP.<lin Mx and Q2 in order to investigate how the event shape
variables appear in theS/! two bins. First, the average thrust \'ariables are comparP.<l with
the average values obtaineo:l using the Monte Carlo samples. The averagP.<l measurements
for thrust, oblateness, and angle of the thrust axis are plottP.<l in figure 9.6. From this
comparison, the IlAPGAP with BGF clearly describes the observP.<l distributions better
than any other Monte Carlo sample. This is verifiP.<lusing a X2 test between the data and
Monte Carlo saml>les, shown in table 9.1.

One discrel>ancy can be clearly seen in the comparison with the generatP.<l thrust
and oblateness distributions when coml>arP.<lwith the c+c- data for thrust and oblateness,
as shown in figure 9.7. Although the IlAPGAP sample eXI>ects the fragmentation to proceed
identically to a qq final state at a given Mx, the resulting event distributions clearly do
no agree with the c+c- data. This suggests that the fragmentation Monte Carlo have not
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Figure 9.1: UncorrectP.<l distributions of I>hysics variables, for events selectP.<las having large
(solid line) and small (dashP.<lline) thrust values.



Figure 9.5: Resolution of event sllape variable reC1>nstruction. On to I>, scatter plots of
generate<l vs. reconstructed thrust, oblateness, and {lmT. The bottom row shows the R!vIS
difference between the generated and reo:onstructed values as a function of the hadronic
mn$.~.
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been tuned apl>rolHiately to simulate this process. Thus, although the fragmentation model
with tIle extra gluon emission in the final state is dearly s''1>porte<:1by the data better than
the simple qq models, this cannot be used to support any conclusions about the actual
emission of gluons from the final state. One other important observation is that although
the generated {lJET distributions are very different between the three samples, the observed
average values are nearly identical at low mass. Therefore, the re<:onstruction of {lmT for
masses below approximately 15 GeV are not reliable; this result is reflected in the large
error bars shown in figure 9.10.

IvIonte Carlo Sanll>le .\(~ for 5 A1x values
Thrust Oblateness {I'ET

Q2 = 7 Q2 = 15 Q2 = 7 Q2 = 15 Q2 = 7 Q2 = 15
IlAPGAP 130.7 126.3 32.1 11.7 118.2 59.1
IlAPGAP with DGF 72.9 35.7 15.1 8.1 11.31 21.5
VDLY qq 261.9 277.6 12 15.7 3263 398.8
VDLY qq.Q 111.1 51.9 371.7 193.8 1552 666.0
VDLY.Q9 397.2 228.9 559.3 1-11.0 1671 235.1
VDLY !vIixe.:1 89.8 13.8 217.5 109 2557 :380

so
Generated 9JET Table 9.1: \(2 coml>arison of observed event shape variables thrust, oblateness, and spheric-

ity, in 5 Mx and 2 Q2 bins, with the predictions of the IlAPGAP, IlAPGAP with DGF, and
mixed VDLY models.

+t
The measurement of the variable thrust is not perfeet, and leads to small changes

between the hadron and observed levels. Further differences exist between the hadron and
parton levels, !:outno corrections will be applied for fragmentation.

The data have been binned into Mx bins between :3and 25 GeV. Within each bin,
the average thrust value is cakulate<:1 for three cases: using all observed data values (To).
using the observed simulation (TMc). and using the final partides at the generator level
(Tqcn). Two corrections are considered for removing measurement errors, the multiplicative
and additive corrections. The additive correction to one Mx bin looks like:

Thrust and oblateness are corrected using the nlldtil>licative correction, and the
additive corre.:tion provides a systematic check. The jet angle data had lower systematic
errors when the additive correction was used, so the multiplicative correction is used as a
systematic che<:k. The average observed values in data and Monte Carlo, as well as the
average generated values, are shown for Mx bins bounded at 3.2,10,17.3,25, and 50 GeV,
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and Q2 bins from 3-10 and 10-,10 GeV2, Observed values and corrections can be seen in
table 9,2,

The systematic checks al)l)lied to these results were:

Ivlean in bin: 9,1+95 Data Mean Ivlonte Carlo Corrected
Mx Q2 Variable Mean Observed Observed Generated Value
1.2 7, (T) 0,781 ± 0,006 0.801 0,791 0,771 ± 0005~ggM
7.5 7, (T) 0.789 ± 0,006 0.803 0.819 0.805 ± 0.006~gg~
13,0 7, (T) 0,820 ± 0.005 0.815 0,872 0.8,16 ± 0.006~ggn
20.6 7. (T) 0.851 ± 0.007 0.881 0,909 0,877 ± 0.007~gg~~
:31.9 7. (T) 0,889 ± 0.005 0.907 0,936 0.917 ± 0005~gg~
,1.2 15. (T) 0.760 ± 0,007 0,792 0.800 0.767 ± 0,007~gg~
7.5 15. (T) 0.788 ± 0,006 0.791 0.81:3 0,811 ± 0,006~gg~
13,0 15. (T) 0.818 ± 0.006 0.829 0,855 0,8·13 ± 0.006~gg:~
20.6 15. (T) 0,819 ± 0.007 0.861 0,890 0.875 ± 0.007~gg:g
:31.9 15. (T) 0.878 ± 0.007 0.896 0.92:3 0.905 ± 0,007+ggg
,1.2 7. (0) 0.202 ± 0,007 0,203 0,200 0.199 ± 0,007 ~~~~2
7,5 7. (0) 0.152 ± 0,006 0.100 0.152 0.1:39 ± 0,005~gg:g
1:3.0 7. (0) 0.121 ± 0.005 0.12,1 0,100 0.100 ± O,OO1~gg~
20.6 7. (0) 0,100 ± 0.006 0.092 0,077 0,08,1 ± 0,005~gg:~
:31.9 7. (0) 0,090 ± 0.005 0.070 0,050 0066 ± 0.00:3~gg~2
-L2 15. (0) 0,210 ± 0,010 0.198 0.190 0208 ± 001O~gg:~
7.5 15. (0) 0,158 ± 0,007 0.172 0.16:3 0.150 ± 0.007~gg~
1:3.0 15. (0) 0,129 ± 0.000 0.130 0,120 0,118 ± O.ooo~ggj
20.6 15. (0) 0,092 ± 0.000 0.098 0.089 0.081 ± 0,005~gg~
31.9 15. (0) 0.089 ± 0.007 0,080 0.065 0.072 ± 0,006~gg~
1.2 7. (8m) 0,818 ± 0.Q25 0.80:3 0.561 0.576 ± 0.025::g~~
7,5 7. (8m) 0.612 ± 0.025 0.5:36 0.:312 0.388 ± 0,025::gg~
1:3.0 7. (8m) 0,379 ± 0.018 0.305 0.167 0,211 ± 0018::gM~
20.0 7. (8m) 0,266 ± 0.022 0.189 0.102 0.179 ± 0,022~gg~
:31.9 7. (8m) 0.152 ± 0,010 0.136 0,071 0.087 ± O.01O~ggg
1.2 15. (8m) 0.911 ± 0,035 0.870 0.715 0.78H 0,0:35~g~~
7.5 15. (11m) 0.691 ± 0.033 0,672 0.121 0.110 ± 0.03:3::g~~~
13,0 15, (11m) 0.529 ± 0.027 0.131 0.235 0,330 ± 0,027~g:~
20.0 15. (11m) 0.318 ± 0.027 0.29il 0,155 0.210 ± 0.027~g:~
31.9 15. (IIJET) 0.288 ± 0,030 0.200 0.080 0,108± 0.0:30+g~~

Table 9.2: The results of event shape analysis for thrust, oblateness, and jet angle. System-
atic errors are included on the correr..te<:lvalues. Units: "Ix in GeV, Q2 in GeV2, and lJJET

in radians.The infl uences of these systematic. checks on the 30 corrected values are shown in
figure 9.8. For the variable 8JET, the most significant systematic influence is the difference
between the VDLY and fiAPGAP MC, Wllich assume substantially different angular distri-
butions for the thrust axis. The differences between the Monte Carlo also dominate the
systematic effe<:ts in the other variables. The differences in the VDLY lI.fonte Carlo are the
primary source of the large systematic. error on the oblateness results,
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A se(>arate analysis [129] conduded tha t the e\'ents became planar with increasing
,\Ix, However, sud, a conclusion seems to be at odds with the results in this thesis, since
ohlateness, a measure of planarity of the event, dearl)' is decreasing as ,\Ix increases, This
disagreement is discussed in this sedion,

When conlf>aring the two results, one crucial difference should be considered.
Since [129] requires the hadronie final state to have 'Imnx < 1.8, which clearly selects only
a subset of the diffractive sanlf>le. The correetions are then made only by comparing with
generatf.'fl events with the same maximum rapidity. This method of correcting the data
limits the systematie uncert.1inty caused by the unknown distribution of event shal>es in
events which were not selected with the ral)idity gap rP.<luirement, and is quite sensible.
However, these results cannot be directly compared to measurements taken without this
rapidity gal> requirement.

However, a comparison can be made using [130] (figure 76). Here, the data were
corrected using ItAPGAP, but induding a1l11mnx\'alues in the generated state. Substantial
correction fadors are required, but the results for sphericity, thrust, and (p}) clearly agree
with the values from r+r- data. As shown in figure 9.9, the data also seem to follow the
LPS results closely, compared with considerable disagreement observed with the rapidity
gap re<:luirement at the generator level.
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Figure 9.8: Results of systematic checks on corrected event shape variables. The first point
in e<lchhistogram shows the nominal results; the remaining points are the systematic checks
listed on page 133,

Figure 9.9: Corrected thrust distributions compared to measurements of the same process
at ZEUS [129], with corrections either to the all events or only events with '1m"" < 1.8.

Thus, the disagreement between r+('- and rapidity-gap results would be an incor-
rect conclusion if two conditions were true:

1. The ItAPGAP Monte Carlo has not been tuned to the (>oint where a qq state at mass
!' agrees with ('+r- data for the eventsha(>e variables; this would seem apparent from



2. The MPGAP Monte Carlo is more appropriate than VDLY. Table 9.1 dearly sttpports
this result.

On the first point, the analysis shown here (figure 9.7) and in [130) (figure 70),
clearly demonstrates that the Monte Carlo have not been tuned to accurately represent this
bask QCD process. Therefore, even though the qqq states in the fiAPGAP with DGF Monte
Carlo agree with the data better than the fiAPGAP qq l\.JC, this does not conclusively IHove
that the extra gluon is req uired at the parton level.

For the second point, the substantial disagreement between observe<:l variables
shown in table 9.1 clearly supports the MPGAP sample more than the VDLY samples. In
this authors opinion, the disagreement between the data and Monte Carlo shown in figure 13
of [130] should be considered more carefully. This figure shows disagreement in the angle
of the sphericity axis, similar to the disagreement in the angle of the thrust axis shown in
figure 9.7.
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The corrected thrust values can be directly wmpared with values taken at other
experiments. The most natural source for comparison would be hadronie collisions at s =
M}; however, measuring thrust is difficult for hadronk colliders and no such results are
available in the literature. However, extensive measurements have been t..~ken at ,,+,,-
colliders [131), 50 comparisons with these measurements are presenteeJ. Furthermore, the
II1 collaboration has presented preliminary results for the identical diffradive process, and
these results are presented for com parison.

This analysis therefore shows (luite reasonable agreement between the ,,+,,- data
and the ZEUS results, for both the thrust and oblateness measurements. There is some
disagreement between the ZEUS and III measurements of this process, with HI measuring
a less collimated structure. From the ZEUS LPS results, the final st..~te seems well described
by a bare qq state; no gluon radiation beyond standard QCD bremsstrahlung would be
required.
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Chapter 10

The ZEUS eXI>eriment has been able to coiled a I>ure sample of diffradive event.~
thanks to the presence of the Leading Proton Spectrometer (LPS). Careful simulation of the
ZEUS eXI>erimeut and the LPS indicate that the hardware I>erformance is "'ell understood,
and physics variables can be reconstructed with sufficient accuraC)'.

Both 1991 and 1995 LPS data have heen analyzed to obtain a diffractive DIS sam-
1>le.The cross section, written in terms of the diffrar.tive structure function FJ1(4l, has heeu
obtain~l from these data. This structure function al>pears factorizable; no correlations have
heen ohserved between t, "'II' or fl. The relatively large errors cannot rule out factorizable
models [5G). A eompact parameterization has been I>resented:

LPS In04+05 om < :J < 1.0 I • I

1003 ZEUS lima.

The systematic errors on the parameters include possible contrihutions due to LPS accel>-
tance, heam halo backgrounds, reconstruction effects, and non-Pomeron exchange:

I I I I I I
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

N = 539 ± 15 ± 190, b = G.G± O.G~~~,
II = 0.052 ± 0.001~M~, a = 1.08 ± .OG~:?~

Figure 10.1: Exponent II of", II' dependence ;r /1'" measured from diffractive structure function
with various analysis methods [121, 53, 51, 52, 5,,1,125).

In figure 10.1, this result is compared with the results from other eXI>eriments when
measuring the same process. Clearly, a significant differeno:e exist.~ between the LPS result.~
and those obtained without directly ohserving the final proton. This difference cannot be
eXI>lained as contributions from Reggeon exchange. One possible culprit to this difference
is in the background from fragmentation of nondiffractive event.s.

Final states in diffractive events bear a striking resemblance to those I>roduced
in c+c- collisions, although the results are is disagreement with Monte Carlo simulations
which attempt to model the fragmentation of a qq final state. These results preclude
substantial hard gluon radiation beyond that allowed in c+c- fragmentation from gluon
bremsstrahlung. No correlation could be ohserved between the event shape variable thrust
and otller physics variables.
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